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Abstract

By looking at different use cases from the disaster management domain,
this thesis identifies the need for up-to-date information, derived from
geosensor data, as crucial for responsible decision making. Further, an
infrastructure is needed that provides multiple parties interoperable,
i.e., well-defined and homogeneous, access to the variety of participating
geosensors. A Sensor Web reflects such an infrastructure. Once sensors
and Sensor Web are in place, a mechanism is needed that is able to
connect newly available sensors with Sensor Web services, so that an
access to sensors is enabled right after their deployment. This challenge
is addressed in this thesis; the required approach for an automated
on-the-fly integration of geosensors with the Sensor Web is called here
sensor plug & play.
To achieve this goal, the approach developed in this thesis comprises
the following key building blocks. First, a publish/subscribe mechanism
has been developed through the Sensor Bus that enables the automated
registration of sensors at Sensor Web services. The Sensor Bus is a
realization of the more abstract view of an intermediary layer between
sensor layer and the Sensor Web layer. By defining the generic interaction patterns of the intermediary layer, before designing the message
protocol of the Sensor Bus, a conceptual foundation is presented that
can be realized and applied in different ways.
Second, a generic driver mechanism has been developed through the
Sensor Interface Descriptor (SID) model which extends the SensorML
standard. Using an SID, i.e., the description of a sensor’s interface, an
SID Interpreter can communicate with the sensor and translate between
its native protocol and a target protocol, e.g., the Sensor Bus protocol.
Thus, the SID concept bridges the interoperability gap between sensors
and the Sensor Web. To facilitate the creation of SID instances, the SID
Creator tool has been developed and tested within a user study.
Third, the Sensor Bus has been extended by mediators which enable
the automated matchmaking of characteristics required by a Sensor Web
service and those advertised by a sensor. The focus has been put on
i

ensuring the semantic matching (e.g., the advertised sensor output and
required observed property needs to match); enabling temporal and
spatial matchmaking can be realized in a similar way.
Next, the designed and implemented approach has been applied to
three use cases in which OGC’s Sensor Web Enablement framework of
standards has been chosen as an example Sensor Web realization. In
a flood monitoring scenario, the G-WaLe sensor has been integrated
with a Sensor Observation Service as well as a Sensor Planning Service
using the SID concept and the Sensor Bus. Then, the SID Creator has
been evaluated in a user study where the participants integrated a home
weather station with the Sensor Web by envisioning a usage of such
sensors to improve forest fire risk assessment. Finally, the semantic
mediation has been demonstrated by plugging three marine sensors
into a Sensor Web in context of an oil spill monitoring scenario. Once
those sensor integrations with the Sensor Web take place, it is easy for
decision support systems to access the data and feed environmental
models.
By applying the developed approach in the three use cases, it has
been learned that, once the approach is setup after initial administration
steps, the on-the-fly integration of sensors with the Sensor Web has
become possible. Thereby, a key benefit of the approach is its grounding
in standards and its open specification. This allows reusing and sharing
of compliant components (e.g., SID instances for specific sensor types).
The developed framework provides the conceptual basis for future implementations of tools, such as the SID Creator, which further facilitate
users in integrating sensors with Sensor Web services.
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List of Terms and Definitions

The following list presents key terms used in this thesis. Definitions are
provided that conceptualize the terms as understood here. Further, the
sections are given where these terms are explained in more detail.
Sensor

Sensor
face

inter-

Sensor gateway

Sensor system

Geosensor

A sensor is an entity that observes a physical property and produces a digital representation of it; additionally, a sensor may receive commands to which
it responds with some action. (Section 2.1)
The digital representation of a physical property returned by a sensor, as well as the commands accepted by a sensor, follow a specific sensor protocol
which is defined by the sensor interface. (Section
2.1)
The sensor gateway provides communication functionality for the sensor; it is a physical component
which is either separate or can be part of a sensor.
(Section 5.1.1)
Sensors which are attached to a single platform can
be aggregated to a sensor system [233], and a sensor
system may itself be referred to as a sensor [224].
(Section 2.1)
The term geosensor is used in this thesis to emphasize the characteristic of the sensor to observe physical properties of the environment, which excludes,
e.g., sensing devices used in industrial manufacturing. (Section 2.1)
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Raw data gathered by a sensor can be enriched to
higher-level observation representations. An observation states the result value observed for a particular
physical property, e.g., ’water temperature’ or ’salinity’, and aggregates the necessary metadata for
being able to interpret this result including the phenomenon time, feature of interest, and procedure.
(Section 2.4.2.1)
A Sensor Web is defined in this thesis as an infrastructure which enables the interoperable usage of
sensor resources by providing services for (1) discovery, (2) access, (3) tasking, as well as (4) eventing
and alerting. (Section 2.1)
Sensor plug & play is here defined as a mechanism
that automatically connects a new sensor to Sensor Web services which have announced interest in
the sensor’s characteristics. This integration of sensor and Sensor Web service includes the automated
translation between their protocols, and an on-the-fly
availability of the sensor functionalities. (Section 4.1)
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This thesis presents an approach usable, e.g., by sensor operators to
integrate their geosensors with a Sensor Web infrastructure in an automated, on-the-fly manner. The following chapter1 first explains in
Section 1.1 the need for an infrastructure that enables interoperable
access to geosensors in applications such as disaster management. Next,
the current obstacles of geosensor integration are outlined (Section 1.2)
and the research objectives (Section 1.3) as well as the applied research
methodology (Section 1.4) of this work are presented. The introduction
closes with an overview about the remaining chapters of this thesis
(Section 1.5).

1.1 The Need for an Interoperable Sensor
Infrastructure in Disaster Management
For 2010, the Annual Disaster Statistical Review [96] reports of disastrous floods that resulted in tremendous damage. Following extreme
monsoonal rainfalls, extensive floods and accompanied landslides affected around 134 million people in Southern China. In the same year,
another 20.4 million people were affected by heavy floods in Pakistan.
These are examples of Asian countries which were hit particularly hard.
However, also in European countries, floods lead to huge damages every
year. As an example, the flood that happened in 2002 along the Elbe and
its tributary rivers in the Erzgebirge region (Germany) can be named.
The flood caused 1 billion Euros worth of damage, and 12 people lost
their lives [75].
The opposite of extreme rainfall events, long lasting dry periods and
heat waves, dramatically increases the risk of wildfires which can result
1 Section 1.1 and Section 1.2 of this chapter are based on the publication Bröring et
al. (2012): Automated Integration of Geosensors with the Sensor Web to Facilitate Flood
Management. In: J. P. Tiefenbacher (Ed.) Approaches to Managing Disaster - Assessing
Hazards, Emergencies and Disaster Impacts. InTech [29].
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in extensive damages as well. For example, forest wildfires in the western
USA have consumed increasing areas in recent years, which results in
fire-fighting expenditures by federal agencies that exceed one billion US
dollars per year [260]. The reasons for this rise in forest wildfire activity
are the increasing drought frequency and warming temperatures over
the past years as a consequence of climate change [257].
Besides the above described natural disasters, human-made disasters
can be considered. Examples are large marine oil spills, such as the Gulf
of Mexico spill in 2010, or nuclear disasters, such as the power plant
meltdowns in Japan 2011. In both cases vast amounts of pollutants were
uncontrollably released into the environment. Those kinds of disasters
can, e.g., result from direct human impact, technical failure, or even
human intent. They can also result from a preceding natural hazard,
e.g., an earthquake or volcano eruption.
To manage disasters such as large-scale floods, wild fires, or oil
spills, the supply with up-to-date information is crucial for the decision support of responsible disaster management organizations. Today,
geosensors are valuable means for gathering precise data of high spatiotemporal resolution to derive such up-to-date information. In fact, the
provision of sensor data is a key to predict and understand hazards
using physical process models, as stated by the National Science and
Technology Council Committee on Environment and Natural Resources
in their report on grand challenges for disaster reduction [238]. In case
of floods, e.g., the water level measured by water gage networks, precipitation measurements, as well as the readings from stress monitors
on dams, bridges, and other structures along the affected river courses
are required. To efficiently fight wildfires, data about local wind, humidity and temperature conditions are needed and can be gathered by
weather stations. For managing marine oil spills, the dissemination of
crude oil needs to be monitored, e.g., by means of vessel-carried sensors
measuring the fluorescence of the water at different depths to detect
underwater plumes of oil.
Disasters are time critical situations in which decisions are made ad
hoc. Once data are gathered by sensors, they have to be made available
in real-time. Therefore, sensors have to be integrated on-the-fly into
an infrastructure that can be easily utilized by different disaster relief
organizations. Today, there is a huge variety of sensor types and a large
number of sensor manufacturers accompanying their instruments with
heterogeneous protocols. In consequence, the required infrastructure
needs to be interoperable to treat heterogeneous sensors in a coherent,
uniform, and platform independent way.
This infrastructure has to serve as a basis for decision support systems to monitor and manage disaster situations. It has to enable search,
browsing, querying and usage of geospatial resources. The Sensor Web
2
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describes such an infrastructure for sensor resources and makes their
functionality available across different applications. The Sensor Web
is to geosensors what the World Wide Web (WWW) is to general information sources - an infrastructure allowing users to easily share their
sensor resources [173]. It encapsulates and hides the details of the
underlying layers (i.e., the network communication and heterogeneous
sensor hardware) from the applications built on top of it.
One example of an implementation of the Sensor Web concepts is
provided by the Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) initiative of the Open
Geospatial Consortium (OGC)2 . The SWE initiative develops standards for
Web service interfaces and data models which can be used as building
blocks of a Sensor Web [24]. SWE incorporates different models and their
encodings for describing sensors and representing sensor observations.
It defines Web service interfaces leveraging the models and encodings to
enable the interoperable discovery and access of sensors and their data,
tasking of sensors, as well as alerting & eventing based on gathered
sensor observations (Section 2.4).
In recent years, the SWE standards have been applied in various
Sensor Web projects and systems showing their practicability and suitability in real world applications. Such applications range from a debris
flow monitoring system for Taiwan [49], a fire information system in
South Africa [167], a Tsunami early warning system for Indonesia [194],
a community-driven drinking water monitoring system for East Africa
[139], to the utilization of SWE in different disaster management use
cases [234, 212, 134]. A list of selected SWE projects and applications
is presented in Section 2.4.4. Due to this demonstrated relevance for
research and its upcoming relevance for practice, this thesis focuses on
SWE as an example implementation for realizing a Sensor Web. However,
the aim is to develop an approach that is generic and applicable to other
Sensor Web realizations, too.
Deploying a SWE infrastructure consisting of multiple Web services
is meaningful for large information systems. Especially when multiple
organizations (or multiple departments of the same organization) need
to share a set of sensor resources and their observations, an interoperable access provided by SWE is beneficial. Thereby, the SWE standards
can serve the functionality to integrate sensors into Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDI). The integration of sensors and SDIs makes it possible
to couple available sensor data with other spatio-temporal resources
(e.g., maps, raster data, or vector data) on the application layer which
maximizes the information effectiveness for decision support. Once this
integration is established, Sensor Webs and their comprised geosensors
can function as real-time links of Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
2 http://www.opengeospatial.org
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into the physical world.
With respect to Sensor Web research, there is still a fundamental
challenge currently unresolved, namely, the ability to dynamically integrate sensors in an automated, on-the-fly manner. I.e., the integration
of sensors into the Sensor Web by minimizing human intervention is
not yet supported with the given methods and designs. Not only, but
especially in the above described disaster situations, it is required to enable an on-the-fly integration of geosensors with the Sensor Web. Such
disaster scenarios require the incorporation of various sensor types.
Through the integration with the Sensor Web, multiple parties are given
interoperable and easy access to the required geosensors.
Hence, this thesis focuses on the challenge of integrating sensors
with the Sensor Web. To illustrate and apply the developed approach,
three use cases are investigated. A flooding incident, set in the drainage
area of the river Wupper in the Northwestern part of Germany, serves as
the first use case. Responsible for the sensor network used to monitor
and manage the water catchment area of the Wupper is the Wupperverband3 organization, whose requirements are analyzed. The second
use case considers local geosensors operated by laymen and measuring
weather related properties (such as home weather stations). It aims at
an easy incorporation of those sensors into forest fire forecast models
to achieve more fine-grained fire risk assessments. The third use case
deals with a marine oil spill scenario in the Gulf of Mexico.

1.2 Challenges for Integrating Sensors with the
Sensor Web
Integrating geosensors with the Sensor Web in an on-the-fly manner
requires advanced concepts. Sensor Web services primarily focus on the
interaction with the upper application layer (see examples in Section
2.2.2). In case of SWE, the service specifications have been intentionally
designed from an application-oriented perspective. In consequence, the
interaction between the Sensor Web layer and the underlying sensor
layer has not yet been sufficiently addressed. A gap of interoperability
between these two layers arises (Figure 1.1). This interoperability gap
results from the fact that both layers are designed with different objectives and approaches. The Sensor Web is based on the WWW and its
related protocols. On the other hand, communication protocols used
on the sensor layer can be considered as ’lower-level’. Those protocols
used by geosensors follow rarely standards for instrument communication, such as IEEE 1451 [148]. Instead, they are usually manufacturer
3 http://www.wupperverband.de
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dependent [64]. Examples for such manufacturer specific protocols
for typical oceanographic sensors are the protocols of the Seabird SBE
37 [215], the WETLabs ECO Triplet [258], or the HOBI Labs HydroScat
fluorometer [106].

Figure 1.1 The three layers of the geosensor infrastructure stack and
the interoperability gap (source: [29]).
From an application perspective, the Sensor Web services encapsulate associated geosensors and hide their lower-level communication
protocols. Substantial effort is required to make a sensor and its observations available on the Sensor Web, since methods and mechanisms to
automate this process are missing. So far, the integration of a geosensor
with the Sensor Web involves three major steps.
Integration Step 1. Each geosensor of a potentially large sensor network
has to be registered at each service of the Sensor Web with which the
sensor shall be associated. Sensor Web services can be set up for certain
geographic regions, and/or thematic topics. Service providers setup
those services for sensors with particular characteristics to provide
access to their data or enable their tasking. Currently, a sensor provider
has to take care of announcing the existence of a new sensor at the right
Sensor Web services. Taking into account mobile geosensors moving
5
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in and out of those regions, this problem becomes even more pressing.
Methods enabling an automatic subscription of sensors at Sensor Web
services are needed.
Integration Step 2. Specialized sensor driver software needs to be implemented for each kind of sensor instrument. The driver has to be
installed and configured after the sensor is physically connected to the
data acquisition system of an organization. Once the driver is setup, it
enables the interaction with the sensor and can convert commands and
data between the protocol of the sensor and the higher level Sensor Web
protocols. Those drivers can be considered as proprietary bridges that
need to be manually built between each pair of sensor type and Sensor
Web service (Figure 1.1). This implementation and installation of driver
software needs significant effort by skilled personnel.
Integration Step 3. The characteristics of a sensor (e.g., output definition of the sensor, or type of sensor) and the requirements of the
service have to syntactically and semantically match before a sensor can
be associated with a service. That means, the syntactic and semantic
matchings between the sensor characteristics and the instantiated information models (e.g, for sensors, observations, and features) of Sensor
Web services have to be assured. An example challenge is to guarantee
that the output of a sensor, such as a value symbol gathered by an
anemometer for the observable wind direction, complies not only syntactically but also semantically with a certain characteristic of a real world
entity’s representation residing on the Sensor Web layer. Currently,
these mappings have to be established and maintained manually by an
administrator. The Sensor Web is missing mechanisms that ensure a
correct matching of characteristics advertised by sensors and required
by services to enable an automated association of sensors and services.
Overall, the described obstacles are the reason why an automated,
on-the-fly integration of sensors is currently not possible. Today, the
approach of integrating sensors with the Sensor Web involves extensive
adaption and administration efforts for linking the two layers. Since the
price of sensor devices is decreasing rapidly, those efforts become the
key cost factor in developing large-scale observing systems [2]. An automation of the sensor integration is key to disaster management where
an ad hoc densification of a sensor network is required. For example, in
case of the above described flooding use case, new mobile water level
sensors need to be integrated with the Wupperverband’s sensor network,
since the affected river courses are not densely enough covered with
persistent water gages. To enable a timely reaction in disaster situations
and to supply decision makers with necessary information, the demand
for solutions coping with these problems is immense.
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1.3 Research Objectives
The general objective of this research is to develop methods that automate the integration of sensors with the Sensor Web. By facilitating
the connection of the two distinct layers, the administration efforts for
integrating sensors shall be minimized. The automated integration of
sensors shall be possible in an on-the-fly way, i.e., an instantaneous and
direct connection between sensor and Sensor Web service is established,
including an automated translation between their protocols. This paradigm is called here sensor plug & play for the Sensor Web and has been
envisioned in the article by Bröring et al. [34] as well as by Pathan et al.
[184]. The developed methods need to guarantee a high level of adaptivity and extensibility for heterogeneous sensor types. More specifically,
this thesis aims at fulfilling the following research objectives:
Objective 1. Enabling the automated registration of sensors with Sensor
Web services.
Objective 2. Closing the gap of interoperability between sensor layer
and Sensor Web layer through a declarative model for the description of
sensor interfaces.
Objective 3. Assuring the matching between characteristics of a sensor
and the requirements of a service.
Objective 4. Completing the integration from low-level sensors to highlevel applications through supporting tools.
Objective 5. Evaluating the developed methods by applying them to the
use cases.
The Objective 1 shall solve the challenge of step 1 in the sensor
integration process (Section 1.2) to avoid the currently necessary manual
registration of sensors at Sensor Web services. The aim of Objective 2 is
to address the step 2, the currently required manual implementation of
proprietary sensor driver software to bridge between sensor and Sensor
Web protocols. Step 3 of the manual integration process of sensors and
services, the matchmaking of required and advertised characteristics, is
addressed by Objective 3.
Once the first three objectives are achieved, the Objective 4 is to
show how the developed conceptual framework builds a basis for tool
implementations which support users, i.e., sensor providers, during
the vertical integration from low-level sensors up to the application
layer. Finally, Objective 5 demonstrates how the developed methods
can realize the three use cases, the flood management in the region of
the Wupperverband, the forest fire forecast modelling, as well as the oil
spill monitoring.
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1.3.1 Out of Scope
• The methods developed within this thesis focus on stationary
or mobile sensors which observe environmental properties, for
example related to weather (e.g., precipitation, or humidity), water
(e.g., salinity, or pressure), air pollution (e.g., PM10, O3, or, NO2),
or soil (e.g., moisture, or pH), rather than sensors in general. The
environmental property is observed by the sensor in-situ, i.e., within the area immediately surrounding the sensor, or remotely
by measuring the radiation of the observed object. However, outof-scope are remote sensing devices of high complexity, such as
satellite or LIDAR sensor systems. Also not in scope are the manifold sensing devices used in industrial facilities, e.g., to monitor
robots in manufacturing processes. Taking these considerations
into account, the term geosensor is used in this thesis to emphasize the characteristic of a sensor to observe physical properties
of the environment.
• It is not envisaged to focus on optimizing the communication
between sensors within a sensor network. Instead, this thesis
focuses on efficiently linking sensors with Sensor Web infrastructures. Research on lower-level middleware approaches for managing networks of sensors focuses in general on optimizing the
communication within the network and on specialized algorithms
to reach that aim. An overview about existing research on this
topic is presented in Section 2.2.1.
• Explicitly not covered by this thesis are the steps of the sensor
deployment which are prior to the actual integration of the sensor
with a Sensor Web infrastructure. Those preceding steps include,
e.g., the appropriate sensor hardware selection for certain sensing
tasks, the definition of optimal sampling strategies for observing
a specific property, or the setup of the telemetry system. In this
research, it is assumed that those steps have already been conducted, the sensor is deployed in the field, and finally needs to be
connected to the Sensor Web.
• As a proof-of-concept, the methods developed in this thesis are
applied to scenarios of the disaster management domain. The
requirements of disaster management systems are exceptional
high. In case of disasters, the infrastructure has to be available
and reliably working. Especially in disaster situations, it is likely
that local infrastructure facilities, e.g., telephone lines, cellular
networks or power lines, get harmed. An emergency management
system has to deal with those issues and has to incorporate fall
back solutions and redundancies to achieve a high reliability. This
8
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area raises various research questions, e.g., regarding meaningful
information routing or efficient user management as well as task
and process prioritization. The aim of this thesis is to develop
methods which support the development of such systems. However, it is not envisaged to come up with an approach for a system
fulfilling those exceptionally high requirements.

1.3.2 Research Questions
Specific research questions that are taken as guidelines in this thesis are
listed below.
Question 1. What are the requirements to enable plug & play of geosensors with the Sensor Web?
Identifying the requirements that need to be met is crucial for producing applicable methods. Thus, this research question relates to the
Objectives 1, 2, and 3 which aim at the development of the conceptual
framework for achieving sensor plug & play.
Question 2. What architectural model is able to achieve an automated
on-the-fly integration of sensors with the Sensor Web?
The requested architectural model shall enable an automated on-the-fly
linkage of sensors and services. This relates to Objective 1, but also lays
the foundation for the further developments. A close relation exists
to the matchmaking between sensors and services, which is aim of
Objective 3.
Question 3. How can the interoperability gap between sensor layer and
Sensor Web layer be closed?
By answering this research question a mechanism is designed which
overcomes the need for driver software currently needed to integrate
sensors. This question is related to Objective 2.
Question 4. How can the matching of sensor characteristics and service
requirements be assured?
To answer this research question, a mechanism for assuring the correct
linkage of sensors and Sensor Web services is designed. This directly
relates to Objective 3 and also needs incorporation of the achievements
of Objective 1.
Question 5. How can users be supported with tools to complete the
vertical integration of sensors?
After Research Questions 1 to 4 are answered, the conceptual framework
for sensor plug & play is constructed. Answering Research Question 5
supports the research of this thesis by demonstrating tool development
based on the conceptual framework. Such tools shall further facilitate
the vertical integration of sensors from an application layer perspective
and relate to Objective 4.
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Question 6. How can the developed approach be applied to the presented
real world use cases?
Answering this research question implements a proof-of-concept of the
overall approach and relates to Objective 5.

1.4 Research Methodology
Aim of this thesis is to enable an automated on-the-fly integration of
geosensors with the Sensor Web. In the following the methodology and
working steps to achieve the general aim are described.
1. Requirements Analysis. After elaborating the context of this
research and outlining use case studies, a first step of this thesis is
an analysis of requirements which need to be fulfilled to reach the
defined goals. The problem understanding as well as the functional
and technical analysis of requirements are based on the three use
case studies.
To enable the on-the-fly integration of sensors and Sensor Web
services, brokering functionality needs to be analyzed which establishes the connection between sensors and services. Such functionality can be achieved with an intermediary layer to be added
to the geosensor infrastructure stack (Figure 1.1) where sensors
and Sensor Web services can subscribe and publish messages to
communicate with each other.
The interoperability gap between sensors and services needs to
be addressed. Therefore, a model for abstracting from the variety
of sensor interfaces and protocols shall be researched. The requirements analysis investigates the needed functionalities of this
model. Thereby, the aim is that this model can serve as a generic
driver mechanism to integrate sensors.
Besides the functionalities of the intermediary layer and the handling of varying sensor protocols, requirements of a matchmaking
mechanism need to be analyzed that can link services and sensors
according to their requirements or characteristics, respectively.
This working step answers Research Question 1 and is addressed
in Chapter 4.
2. Analysis of Interaction Patterns. The next step leads towards
the design of the required intermediary layer. It comprises the
development of a conceptual foundation in the form of general
and abstract interaction patterns between the sensor layer and the
Sensor Web layer. Independent of a certain technical realization,
different interaction patterns can be identified to enable the core
functionalities of the Sensor Web. These patterns comprise, e.g.,
10
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the service registration, sensor registration, data publication, as
well as the tasking of sensors.
This working step contributes to the answer of Research Question
2 and is addressed in Section 5.1.1.
3. Design of Communication Protocol for the Intermediary Layer.
The design of an intermediary layer requires the definition of a
communication protocol to realize the publish/subscribe architecture. This protocol has to realize the afore identified interaction
patterns through according messages. For example, the encoding
of messages to register new sensors and services, to publish observations, and to parameterize or task sensors need to be defined.
The communication protocol has to be lean to avoid overheads for
data transmission and message exchange between the two layers.
This working step contributes to the answer of Research Question
2 and is addressed in Section 5.1.2.
4. Design of a Sensor Interface Model for a Generic Driver Mechanism. To tackle the identified problem of required driver software
that needs to be implemented for each sensor, this work develops
a new approach for adapting sensors and transferring between
their native protocol and the Sensor Web protocols. Therefore,
a platform-independent model for the declarative description of
sensor protocols shall be specified. Then, instances of this model,
created for a certain sensor type, contain all necessary information
to establish a generic sensor driver. This mechanism facilitates
the vertical integration between sensors and services. Such an
approach of adapting the sensor protocol through an intermediary
entity, the model, is also beneficial for sensor manufacturers since
their hardware does not have to be adjusted, as it is the case when
directly implementing standard protocols on the sensor (e.g., IEEE
1451 [148]).
This working step answers Research Question 3 and is addressed
in Section 5.2.
5. Design of Matchmaking and Mediation for Sensor Plug & Play.
To ensure the correct linkage of subscribing services and sensors within the intermediary layer, an according matchmaking
mechanism needs to be developed. Thereby, this thesis focuses on
assuring the semantic matching of characteristics advertised by
sensors and required by services. Based on existing Semantic Web
technologies, this research investigates how semantic annotation
and reasoning can support this matchmaking and the successful
integration of sensors with the Sensor Web. This research contributes to the long-term vision of a Semantic Sensor Web (Section
2.5).
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This working step answers Research Question 4 and is addressed
in Section 5.4.
6. Development of a Tool for the Vertical Integration of Geosensors. The architecture developed in the previous steps provides
a framework to enable sensor plug & play for the Sensor Web. In
future, this conceptual framework shall serve as basis for the implementation of tools that further minimize the efforts necessary
for integrating new sensors. Such tools shall be utilized on the
application level by sensor providers, e.g., sensor network administrators, or sensor manufacturers. As an example, a tool shall
be developed in this thesis to support the integration of sensors.
This tool shall facilitate the creation of sensor drivers through
semi-automatically generating instances of the afore developed
model which allows the description of sensor interfaces. Such
tools support and evaluate the designed architectural approach
and complete the vertical integration from low-level sensors to
high-level applications.
This working step answers Research Question 5 and is addressed
in Section 5.3.
7. Application of System Design. Finally, the proposed approach of
this thesis is analyzed and evaluated in three use case scenarios,
(1) the flood management use case at the Wupperverband, (2) improved forest fire risk assessment through the easy incorporation
of home weather stations, and (3) the monitoring of an oil spill in
the Gulf of Mexico. In all cases, new sensors need to be integrated to increase the spatio-temporal resolution of environmental
measurements. Geosensors of different type and fundamentally
different behaviors are utilized to evaluate the approach.
This working step answers Research Question 6 and is addressed
in Chapter 7.

1.5 Chapter Overview
The remaining thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides a
survey on the context of this research. It introduces the Sensor Web
concept, presents related approaches for connecting sensors to applications, gives an overview on related standards for sensor communication,
provides a state of the art report on the latest version of OGC’s Sensor
Web Enablement standards including a list of projects where SWE is
applied, and introduces to Semantic Web technologies and ontologies.
Details on the three use cases, flood monitoring, forest fire risk assessment, and oil spill monitoring, are given in Chapter 3. Chapter 4
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provides a requirements analysis for realizing the automated on-the-fly
integration of sensors with the Sensor Web. Next, Chapter 5 presents
the designed architecture which fulfills the identified requirements. It
is followed by a description of the implementation of the architecture
in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 applies the developed methods to the three
use cases and thereby demonstrates and evaluates the approach. The
thesis concludes with Chapter 8 which discusses the approach, provides
answers to the research questions, lists the key contributions of this
research, and presents recommendations for future work.
This research has contributed to several publications, which are
listed in Tables 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. In the following chapters, it is indicated
in footnotes or within the text on which publication a chapter or section
is based upon and the content has been contributed to.
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1. Introduction

Context of this Research

This chapter reflects the context of this research1 . Section 2.1 defines
relevant concepts such as sensor and the Sensor Web. Section 2.2 provides an overview of related work that aims at bringing sensors to the
application level. An overview on related standards for sensor communication is given in Section 2.3. An in-depth review of the current state
of the Sensor Web Enablement framework of specifications, including an
overview of projects and applications where this framework has been
utilized so far, is given in Section 2.4. Research on the Semantic Sensor
Web, relevant for this thesis, is described in Section 2.5.

2.1 From Heterogeneous Sensors to the Sensor Web
A sensor is defined by Fraden [86] from an engineering perspective
as a ”device that receives a stimulus and responds with an electrical
signal”. Thereby, the stimulus is a physical property observed by the
sensor. Contrary to a sensor, an actuator is defined as a device that
converts electric energy into mechanical action [86]. Again from an
engineering perspective, the term instrument refers to a data-gathering
device that may be composed of one or more sensors which share a
physical interface to a host [179].
In this thesis, the conceptualization of sensor is based on the definition above, but extends it by looking at it from a computational
perspective: A sensor is an entity that observes a physical property (e.g.,
1 The following Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.4 of this chapter are based on the publication
Bröring et al. (2011): New Generation Sensor Web Enablement. Sensors, 11(3): 2652-2699
[30]. In addition, Section 2.2 is partly based on Bröring et al. (2010): Sensor Bus: An
Intermediary Layer for Linking Geosensor Networks and the Sensor Web. In: COM.Geo ’10:
Proceedings of the 1st International Conference on Computing for Geospatial Research
and Application, ACM [33], and Section 2.2.4 is partly based on Bröring et al. (2011):
SenseBox - A Generic Sensor Platform for the Web of Things. In: MobiQuitous 2011:
Proceedings of the 8th Annual International Conference on Mobile and Ubiquitous Systems,
Springer [40].
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temperature, humidity, pressure, air flow, or water level) and produces a
digital representation of it; additionally, a sensor may receive commands
to which it responds with some action. According to this definition, a
sensor can have actuator capabilities; e.g., a sensor’s sampling rate can
be externally adjusted, a camera may be able to shift its viewing angle on
command, or the movement of a mobile sensor can be remotely controlled. Both, the returned digital representation of the physical property as
well as the accepted sensor commands, follow a specific sensor protocol
which is defined by the sensor interface. Sensors which are attached
to a single platform can be aggregated to a sensor system [233], and
a sensor system may itself be referred to as a sensor [224]. Examples
for sensor systems are weather stations with attached sensors, or a
combination of heart frequency and blood pressure sensors carried by a
human or animal. A sensor network consists of a number of spatially
distributed and communicating sensors or sensor systems [250]. The
term geosensor is used in this thesis to emphasize the characteristic
of the sensor to observe physical properties of the environment, which
excludes, e.g., sensing devices used in industrial manufacturing.
Sensor technology is continuously improving as the devices become
smaller, cheaper, more intelligent, and more power efficient. In consequence, more and more application fields are making use of these technologies. Examples are disaster management, as described in Chapter 1,
but also environmental monitoring, precision agriculture, early warning
systems, home as well as public security, or human health [219, 54, 102].
The kinds of sensors utilized in these applications may be stationary
or in motion and may gather data in an in-situ or remote manner. Due
to the large variety of sensor protocols and sensor interfaces, most
applications are still integrating sensor resources through proprietary
mechanisms, instead of building upon a well-defined and established
integration layer.
This issue has been the driving force for the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) to start the Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) initiative in 2003
(Section 2.4). Within the SWE working group a suite of standards has
been developed to set up a so-called Sensor Web. SWE defines the term
Sensor Web as ”Web accessible sensor networks and archived sensor data
that can be discovered and accessed using standard protocols and application programming interfaces” [24]. First coined by Delin et al. in 1999
[66], a Sensor Web was considered as an autonomously organized wireless sensor network which can be deployed to monitor environments. As
a smart macro instrument for coordinated sensing [65], Delin’s Sensor
Web concept consists of sensor nodes which not only collect data but
also share their data and adjust their behaviour based on that data.
Thereby, the term Web within Delin’s Sensor Web concept relates to
intelligent coordination of the network rather than the World Wide Web
18
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[241]. Later, the meaning of Sensor Web changed and it was more and
more seen as an additional layer integrating sensor networks with the
WWW and applications [90, 221, 166].
In the last years, the notion of the Sensor Web has been largely
influenced by the developments of the SWE initiative. Taking these
developments into account, a Sensor Web is defined in this thesis (see
also [30]) as an infrastructure which enables the interoperable usage of
sensor resources by providing services for (1) discovery, (2) access, (3)
tasking, as well as (4) eventing and alerting. Section 2.4 further details
the meaning of those four key functionalities of a Sensor Web.
In this thesis (and also in the literature), the term Sensor Web is used
to refer to the overall Sensor Web, but also to refer to a specific Sensor
Web deployment of a particular application. The first terminological
usage represents the concept of a global Sensor Web infrastructure,
comparable to the WWW, but for sensor resources rather than for general information resources. The latter terminological usage reflects a
spatially, temporally or thematically focused subsystem of the global
Sensor Web; an infrastructure that may contribute to the world wide
Sensor Web infrastructure.

2.2 Related Approaches for Bridging Between
Sensors and Applications
Goal of the Sensor Web research field is to bring sensor resources on
the Web and make them available to applications. To achieve this,
middleware approaches [9] have been developed, which help to manage
the heterogeneity of sensors and to make them usable on the application
layer. This section gives an overview of the broader research area,
comes up with a categorization of different middleware classes, lists
selected approaches, describes their characteristics, and points out if
and how they support the connection to lower level sensors. Some of
the listed approaches utilize standards for sensor communication and
Web services, other solutions incorporate non-standardized interfaces
to setup a Sensor Web. The categorization below provides an overview
and can help readers to understand the field.
As illustrated in Section 1.2 and Figure 1.1, the Sensor Web can be
considered as a middleware between sensors and applications. This
implies three main architectural layers. First, there is the sensor layer,
where the actual hardware instruments reside and various kinds of proprietary or standardized communication protocols are used by different
sensor types. Second, the Sensor Web layer itself is introduced upon
the sensor layer and provides functionality to bridge between sensors
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and applications. On top, there is the application layer where direct
interaction with clients (human end users or computers) takes place. Applications may run on various client devices, ranging from cell phones to
server machines. An example for an application is a GIS through which
an end user wants to visualize sensor data. The three main layers are
further divided into sub-layers depending on the architectural design of
middleware systems.

Figure 2.1 Positions of different middleware classes in the geosensor
infrastructure stack (source: [30]).
Figure 2.1 shows the described layer stack and places four identified
middleware classes on their positions within the geosensor layer stack.
Note that the borders of those middleware classes are drawn fuzzy since
their functionalities might overlap and some middleware approaches
offer functionalities belonging to multiple classes. Also, middleware
solutions can be built upon each other to realize the entire layer stack.
The four identified middleware classes are described in the following.

2.2.1 Middleware for Sensor Network Management Systems
Research on integrating sensors with applications begins on the lowest
level, namely with research on middleware concepts that manage the
communication within sensor networks. Due to their advanced functionality and the resulting challenges, wireless sensor networks (WSNs)
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consisting of autonomous and distributed sensor nodes are of particular
interest. Foundational work on managing WSNs includes research areas
such as routing protocols [4, 155], optimization of in-network communication [154], coverage optimization of sensor networks [52, 252],
the optimization of data collection paths [144], and the localization of
sensors within a network [197, 48].
Such functionality for managing wireless sensor networks is provided
by WSN middleware. A comprehensive survey on WSN middleware
approaches is given by Wang et al. [254]. Examples for WSN middleware
solutions are MundoCore, Mires or MiLAN.
MundoCore [3] aims at pervasive computing use cases and hence
focuses on enabling the communication between interacting wireless
and mobile devices. It provides a microkernel design that needs to be
installed on the device. Communication between devices is based on,
e.g., the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and Internet Protocol (IP).
MundoCore’s libraries allow distributed object-oriented programming
and enable publish/subscribe, peer-to-peer, and streaming functionality.
Also Mires [231] implements publish/subscribe communication to
reduce the message transmission within the wireless sensor network.
Only messages referring to a subscription are sent by the middleware
through the network using a multi-hop algorithm. Via the publish/subscribe service, communication with other services of the middleware,
e.g., routing services, is established.
MiLAN [164, 103] is a WSN middleware that tries to maximize the
lifetime of the sensor network. This is done by monitoring network
conditions, and optimizing sensor configuration. Moreover, MiLAN
allows to define quality of service parameters as individual requirements
of a wireless sensor network. MiLAN continuously adjusts the sensor
network characteristics (e.g., by defining which sensor nodes send data,
or which contribute to multi-hop communication) so that those quality
of service parameters are met as long as possible.
These examples of WSN middleware show that the general aim of
such approaches is to cope with limitations regarding the computational
power or network bandwidth. Typically, WSN middleware includes
components that need to run on the nodes of the sensor network, e.g.,
based on an operating system such as TinyOS [151], in order to enable
the management of the network. Thus, they can be considered as closer
to the lower sensor layer, as depicted in Figure 2.1, but may also serve as
the basis for other approaches, e.g., Sensor Web infrastructures (Section
2.2.2). The focus of this thesis, however, is not on managing wireless
sensor networks with autonomous nodes, but on integrating geosensors
in an on-the-fly manner with the Sensor Web. Geosensors (e.g., the
SeaBird SBE 37, Section 3.4, or the G-WaLe sensor, Section 3.2) run
firmware that is usually pre-installed by their manufacturers and the
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addition of software components on the sensor, as it is typically done
by WSN middleware, is not possible.

2.2.2 Middleware for Sensor Web Infrastructures
This class comprises middleware solutions which are particularly designed for making sensors available on the Web and enable the access to
sensors from the application level by building up Sensor Web infrastructures. The comprised approaches abstract from details of the sensor
network and (usually) do not provide sensor network management functionality, such as the approaches described in Section 2.2.1. Some of
the comprised middleware approaches make use of the Sensor Web
Enablement (SWE) standards to offer interoperable access to sensors,
others define their own proprietary interfaces and data encodings.
First, implementations of the SWE service specifications itself can be
seen as part of this class. The 52◦ North Sensor Web framework2 provides
implementations for the different SWE services. An implementation of
the Sensor Observation Service (SOS) (Section 2.4.3.1) enables querying
as well as inserting measured sensor data and metadata. While the SOS
follows a pull-based communication paradigm to access sensor data, the
Sensor Alert Service (SAS) and its successor, the Sensor Event Service
(SES) (Section 2.4.3.2), push sensor data to subscribed clients in case of
user defined filter criteria. The Sensor Planning Service (SPS) (Section
2.4.3.3) enables tasking of sensors (e.g., setting the sampling rate of
a sensor). Discovery of sensors is supported by implementations of
Sensor Instance Registry (SIR) and Sensor Observable Registry (SOR)
(Section 2.4.3.4). For the registration of new sensors with those SWE
services, the so-called transactional operations (e.g., InsertSensor and
InserObservation of the SOS) can be used. This thesis makes use of
these basic integration facilities and develops, at hand of this example
of a Sensor Web middleware, mechanisms for the automated, on-the-fly
sensor integration.
Another system for building Sensor Web infrastructures based on
SWE is GeoSWIFT [153]. It also suggests a three-layered architecture and
utilizes the SOS standard to expose sensor data. Besides this service
interface for sensor data access, a server component is dedicated to fuse
heterogeneous sensing sources. However, this integrator component
is not further described. GeoSWIFT 2.0 [152] redesigns the previous
system to optimize its scalability by introducing a peer-to-peer based
spatial query framework.
Fairgrieve et al. [80] present the PULSENet framework, which reuses
and amends the open source components from 52◦ North, to allow the
2 http://52north.org/swe
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implementation of a SWE-based Sensor Web infrastructure. To client
applications, PULSENet offers sensor functionality via the SOS, SAS, and
SPS interfaces. In various use cases, but in particular in the intelligence
and defense domain, PULSENet has evaluated and demonstrated the
applicability of the SWE standards. The integration of sensors with the
SWE services is supported through a dedicated integrator component,
named the Sensor Listener Service (SLS). This service translates between
vendor specific sensor protocols and SWE protocols by relying on specifically implemented translator components. This approach for sensor
integration has similar aims as this thesis. However, the the three steps
for sensor integration (Section 1.2) - sensor / service association, sensor
driver implementation, and matchmaking of characteristics - still need
to be manually performed.
NASA’s Sensor Web 2.0 [159] system incorporates SWE services and
combines them with Web 2.0 [178] technology. It envisions an easy
creation of mash-up applications which integrate data from multiple
sources. This includes for example the creation of composite maps
overlaying data from sensor sources with data from other sources such
as weather or traffic. The mash-up functionality is realized by incorporating the representational state transfer (REST) paradigm [82] to access
data. The approach is application oriented and does not further clarify
how sensors are integrated into the infrastructure.
The Sensor Web Agent Platform (SWAP) [166] combines the paradigms of a service oriented architecture with multi agent systems. By
building on OGC’s SWE framework, the proposed architecture improves
the integration of arbitrary sensors into workflows on the application
level. This is done by introducing a three tier architecture comprising
sensor, knowledge, and application layer. Different kinds of agents
residing on the three layers provide certain functionality and facilitate
the development of new applications. Contrary to the aims of this thesis,
SWAP does not focus on automating an on-the-fly integration of sensors
with the established Sensor Web infrastructure.
Sensor Web infrastructure approaches that do not incorporate the
SWE standards are, e.g., IrisNet, Hourglass, the Sensor Network Services
Platform (SNSP), the Global Sensor Network (GSN), or SOCRADES.
IrisNet [90] is an agent based system that aims at establishing a
worldwide Sensor Web infrastructure. The middleware focuses on providing data collection and query answering functionality to applications.
Therefore, it introduces organizing agents to store sensor data in a
hierarchical, distributed database and sensing agents which collect the
sensor data. However, the approach lacks particular mechanisms for
the integration of new sensors with the established Sensor Web infrastructure.
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Shneidman et al. [221] present Hourglass, a middleware for applications to access distributed sensor networks. As example applications,
the authors look at medical patient monitoring and emergency dispatching. Hourglass offers services to applications for sensor discovery,
data processing, filtering, aggregation, as well as data compression. It
hides internals of sensors from applications by focusing on mechanisms
to ensure the quality of Internet based data streams from sensors, e.g.,
in case of low-bandwidth and unreliable wireless links. The authors do
not detail how the heterogeneity of sensor protocols is integrated with
the Hourglass service infrastructure. Interesting for this thesis is the
concept of topics and predicates that relates to Objective 3, the automatic matchmaking of sensor and service characteristics. In Hourglass,
data producers and consumers can state the topic relevant for them.
For example, a data producer (sensor) can state the topic ’temperature’.
Then, the registry service of Hourglass automatically links this sensor to
the data consumers asking for this topic. Therefore, the registry service
performs a matchmaking based on freely chosen keywords. In this
thesis, however, a richer matchmaking mechanism shall be developed
based on Semantic Web technology.
Sgroi et al. [217] define SNSP, a set of service interfaces usable as an
application programming interface (API) for sensor networks. Similar to
the SWE framework of services, the approach follows a top down view
on sensor networks that is independent of a particular implementation
or hardware platform and aims at establishing interoperability. While,
in contrast to SWE, the services of the SNSP approach have not been
contributed to a standardization effort, they do serve the functionality
to build a Sensor Web infrastructure. SNSP offers service interfaces for
data querying and command submission, but also auxiliary services
for location, time synchronization, and a concept repository. However,
dedicated mechanisms for connecting sensors with these services to
facilitate the steps of the integration process (Section 1.2) are not part
of the approach.
GSN [1] focuses on a flexible integration of heterogeneous sensor
networks to enable fast deployments of new sensors. Its central concept
is the virtual sensor abstraction. For each virtual sensor a so-called
deployment descriptor is created to integrate its data into the system.
The common Structured Query Language (SQL) is used to support a
flexible access to the sensor data stream. Through these mechanisms,
GSN provides distributed querying, filtering, and aggregation of sensor
data. Adding a new type of sensor can be done by supplying a wrapper
component that conforms to the GSN application programming interface.
This way of integrating sensors aims in a similar direction as Objective
2 of this thesis. However, the GSN deployment descriptors do not allow
a full description of the sensor interface as it is aimed for by this thesis
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to automate step 2 of the sensor integration process (Section 1.2).
Developed in an EU-funded project with the same name, the SOCRADES middleware [62] provides an architecture for integrating smart
objects (e.g., sensor networks) as part of industrial manufacturing processes with enterprise resource planning systems. SOCRADES conceptually differs from the other Sensor Web infrastructure approaches
described here, since it relies on the Devices Profile for Web Services
(DPWS) standard (Section 2.3) that can be used to expose sensor functionality directly as Web services on the sensor layer. SOCRADES facilitates
accessing those DPWS-enabled sensors and adds multiple, middleware
services providing functionality such as eventing, notification, discovery,
or security support. To integrate sensors into the infrastructure that do
not support DPWS, the internals of the sensor need to be extended to
support this new protocol, or a proxy gateway has to be used that maps
between sensor protocol and DPWS protocols. With this mechanism in
place, SOCRADES facilitates the access to sensors from the application
level. SOCRADES can be seen as an alternative to the services framework
of the SWE initiative. The challenges addressed by this thesis for integrating sensors, e.g., the protocol translation, or the semantic matching,
also remain open in the SOCRADES approach.

2.2.3 Sensor Web Portals
Emerging centralized web portals for sensors can be seen as a new
class of systems to enable access to sensor resources on the application
level. Such Sensor Web portals enable users to upload and share sensor
data. The support of data formats depends on the portal and may range
from numeric data (e.g., temperature measurements) to audio and video
data (e.g., from Web cameras). Uploaded data can then be queried and
displayed by end users, for example, as time series charts or video
feeds. Instances of such systems are SensorMap with its underlying
SenseWeb infrastructure [207], SensorBase [44], Pachube3 , as well as
Sensorpedia [93]. Specific subtypes of such Sensor Web portals are
platforms which are specialized for certain sensor types or domains.
Examples are Weather Underground4 allowing people to register their
home weather station and contribute their measured data to weather
forecast computations, or EarthCam5 which links to the video feeds
from thousands of Web cameras.
The centralized approach of those Sensor Web portals is the main
difference to the decentralized approaches of Sensor Web infrastructures
3 http://www.pachube.com
4 http://www.wunderground.com
5 http://www.earthcam.com
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described in Section 2.2.2. Metadata of registered sensors as well as
uploaded sensor data are hosted by the centralized portal instead of
separate service components within enterprise architectures. This can be
unsuitable for use cases with needs for full control over the deployment
and administration of the Sensor Web infrastructure. Critical for many
use cases with strict privacy regulations is the loss of control over the
uploaded sensor data. Also, while the discovery of sensors and their
data is supported, a controlling or tasking of sensors, as provided for
example by OGC’s SPS (Section 2.4.3.3) service, is not possible by such
portals.
The integration of sensors with those portals is conceptually loose.
This is also indicated in Figure 2.1 which shows this class of middleware
as being closer to the application layer rather than the sensor layer.
Closing the gap between sensors and the Sensor Web as required by
Objective 2 of this thesis is out of scope for such portals. Instead,
APIs are publicly accessible for uploading sensor metadata as well as
measured data in a format accepted by the portal. By supporting also the
SOS (Section 2.4.3.1) as a data source [200], Sensorpedia is an example of
a Sensor Web portal that can be built up on Sensor Web infrastructures
(Section 2.2.2).

2.2.4 Frameworks for Internet of Things/Web of Things
The vision of the two related research fields of the Internet of Things [89]
and the Web of Things [97] is on integrating general, real-world things
with the Internet or Web, respectively. Examples for such things are
household appliances, embedded and mobile devices, but also sensing
devices such as geosensors. Often, the user interaction takes place
through a cell phone acting as the mediator within the triangle of human,
thing, and Internet/Web. The application fields of the Internet of Things
are influenced by the idea of ubiquitous computing [256]. They reach
from smart shoes posting a user’s running performance online, over
management of logistics (e.g., localization of goods in the production
chain), to insurance (e.g., car insurance costs based on the actually
driven kilometers).
In order to technically realize the Internet of Things, research topics
include protocol stacks for the Internet Protocol (IP) standard optimized
for smart things (e.g., IPv6, 6LoWPAN) [110], lean communication protocols (e.g., MQTT and MQTT-S [111], or CoAP [22]), naming services for
things [76], or the unique identification of objects (e.g., radio-frequency
identification; RFID). The Web of Things can be seen as an evolvement of
the Internet of Things. It leverages existing Web protocols as a common
language for real objects to interact with each other. The Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [83] is used as an application protocol rather
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than as a transport protocol which is generally the case in Web service
infrastructures such as OGC’s SWE framework. A thing is thereby addressed via a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) and their functionality
is accessed through the well-defined HTTP operations (GET, POST, PUT,
etc.). Hence, Web of Things applications follow the REST paradigm
[84]. Specific frameworks (e.g., [189, 181, 40]) offer REST APIs to enable
access to things and their properties as resources. These REST APIs
may not only be used to interact with a thing via the Web, also website
representations of things may be provided to display dynamically generated visualizations of data gathered by the thing. Then, the mash-up
paradigm and tools from the Web 2.0 realm can be applied to easily
build new applications. An example application may use Twitter6 to
announce the status of a washing machine or may let a fridge post to an
Atom feed [174] to declare which groceries are about to run out.
However, complex use cases which need detailed and standardized
sensor information models and richer functionality on access, discovery, tasking and event handling, such as disaster management or early
warning systems, may not be realizable with the simple Web of Things
approach. On the other hand, the integration of smart things into a
standardized Web services architecture might be too costly and complex
in practical applications for simple objects [161]. Approaches such as
NASA’s Sensor Web 2.0 (Section 2.2.2) try to combine SWE and Web 2.0
and thereby integrate aspects of the Web of Things concept with SWE.
The integration of things, i.e., embedded devices or sensing devices,
with the Web of Things can be performed in two ways. First, it is possible
that a thing provides a REST API by itself, i.e., it supports the TCP/IP
as well as HTTP protocol by running a lightweight Web server. This
is especially a trend for the future, but today’s hardware is often still
too limited to follow this approach. Second, a middleware is deployed
to access the device. An example for such a middleware is the smart
gateway approach as presented by Trifa et al. [245]. The smart gateway
can be extended by new drivers to adapt to specific devices and offers
a Web API in order to enable the usage of the device by applications.
This shows that also in the Web of Things domain, similar steps are
necessary for the integration of devices, and the methods to facilitate
this process as developed in this thesis can also be applied in this field.

2.3 Standards for Sensor Communication
To integrate sensors with applications, standards for sensor communication play a key role. Before Section 2.4 describes in detail the Sensor
6 http://twitter.com
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Web Enablement standards, which are used in this thesis for the setup of
example Sensor Web infrastructures, this section provides an overview
of related standardization efforts.
As a basis for establishing communication with geosensors on the
lowest, the physical layer of the communication stack (following the
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model [120]), RS-232 [74] serial can
be considered as a dominant standard [64], although more and more
geosensors are being equipped with an Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) interface.
While geosensors typically utilize these protocols as a basis to build
up a communication stack, other sensing domains (e.g., consumer electronics, or industrial automation) are increasingly using protocols for
short-range wireless communication with low power consumption [147].
Examples are ZigBee [180] in combination with IEEE 802.15.4, or Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1) [19]. Based on such physical layer protocols, the
actual sensor protocol as specified by the manufacturer defines how inand outgoing messages are structured.
Several standardization efforts add further functionality for sensor
communication and aim at facilitating the access to sensors. The Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) protocol [121] is such an approach. Utilizing
UPnP, a distributed networking architecture for devices can be deployed
which enables devices to automatically enter and leave a network. The
UPnP specification is developed by the UPnP forum, an industry consortium consisting of over 900 companies. UPnP’s focus is the home
networking domain, i.e., UPnP is geared to connect consumer electronic
devices such as personal computers, printers, scanners, telephony, or
appliances for home automation.
UPnP leverages the TCP/IP protocol to establish the network and,
on top of that, HTTP as well as the Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP) [25] to exchange messages. Using these technologies, UPnP
defines the functionalities for addressing, discovery, description, control,
eventing, and presentation of devices [165]. This functionality reflects
what is offered by a Sensor Web infrastructure (Section 2.1). With these
functionalities in place, UPnP can be compared to the SWE framework
of standards (Section 2.4). However, not only the targeted application
domain is different from SWE, but UPnP is also conceptually different,
since it aims at realizing these functionalities as services which are
directly running on the devices. For example, to realize the eventing
functionality, a service running on a device publishes event messages
via HTTP to subscribed control points. Former research has shown that
it is also possible to deploy and run SWE services on specially designed
sensor pods [199], however, this is not the primary intention behind the
SWE specifications.
Similar to UPnP is the Devices Profile for Web Services (DPWS) standard [69]. However, while UPnP utilizes only the SOAP standard to
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exchange messages, DPWS makes use of multiple other Web service
standards of the WS-* suite [6]. The DPWS standard defines a lightweight version of the WS-* standards so that Web services can be run on
resource restricted devices. Aim is to enable inter-machine communication and to directly integrate devices with business processes [168].
The targeted application areas of DPWS are, for example, consumer
electronics but also shop floor automation in industrial manufacturing
processes. An example implementation of a toolkit for DPWS is WS4D
[263].
To the best knowledge of the author, neither DPWS nor UPnP play
a role in geosensor applications, such as environmental monitoring. A
reason for this can be that both protocols do not stipulate a transfer
format for data observed by sensors. That is in contrast to SWE, which
defines the O&M standard (Section 2.4.2.1) for this purpose. Also, the
conceptional difference in the integration approach, i.e., running Web
services on the device/sensor, is typically difficult to realize with geosensors, since their resources are too limited, as the examples of sensors
used in this thesis (see Chapter 3) show.
The IEEE 1451 family of standards [148] is sponsored by and developed under the umbrella of the IEEE Instrumentation and Measurement
Society’s Sensor Technology Technical Committee. IEEE 1451 comprises
standards that allow connecting sensors to networks through vendor
independent interfaces. The hook to the network is provided by a socalled Network Capable Application Processor (NCAP). The NCAP can be
connected to multiple Transducer Interface Modules (TIM) which establish communication with associated sensors. The IEEE 1451.0 [116] and
1451.1 [113] standards describe the functionality of the NCAP, including
functions to retrieve and send specific kinds of messages from/to the
TIM. How those kinds of messages are exchanged between a TIM and
an NCAP server is defined by the standards IEEE 1451.2 [112], 1451.3
[114], 1451.5 [117], and 1451.7 [118]. Each of these standards defines
an interface based on a certain physical protocol, such as RS-232, Bluetooth, ZigBee, or RFID. IEEE 1451.4 [115] defines how analog devices can
communicate with an NCAP server.
A key role within the IEEE 1451 standards family play the Transducer
Electronic Data Sheets (TEDS). TEDS consist of a defined chain of binary
blocks to store metadata about a sensor. TEDS are stored on the TIM,
e.g., on small non-volatile memory devices (such as an Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory, EEPROM) which can be attached
to sensors. Hence, the structure of TEDS is highly optimized for low memory usage. Due to this focus on compactness, not all characteristics of
a sensor are captured. TEDS can comprise information about the sensor
identification, calibration, correction data, measurement accuracy, and
manufacturer related information, however, only a subset of metadata
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is mandatory [230]. For example, metadata for automated processing
of sensor data to higher level protocols cannot be described in TEDS as
discussed by Hu et al. [109].
Compared to SWE (Section 2.4), IEEE 1451 standards generally apply
to the lower layers of the protocol stack, and the two are thus not to be
seen as competing, but complementary standards to setup a Sensor Web
[80]. Similarly, one can see the relation of the kind of sensor plug & play
that IEEE 1451 aims at [70], compared to the goals of this thesis. IEEE
1451 concentrates on the integration of sensors with microprocessorbased systems or networks [229]. This work, on the other hand, aims at
integrating sensors in an on-the-fly manner with the different kinds of
Sensor Web services by assuring the matching of their characteristics.
Also, the approach of this thesis includes the development of a model
for describing the native sensor interface in order to achieve Objective 2.
This is different to IEEE 1451, which prescribes an interface that needs
to be fulfilled and hence requires the manufacturer to adapt the existing
sensor protocol.

2.4 The Sensor Web Enablement Framework of
Specifications
Since this thesis uses OGC’s Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) framework
of specifications as an example for realizing a Sensor Web infrastructure
(Section 2.2.2), this section provides a detailed survey on the current
state of those specifications. The explanations given here build up on
articles [24, 224, 250] which have described the first version of SWE
specifications (SWE 1.0). However, this work goes beyond those articles
by analyzing the most recent developments of the SWE framework to
what is called here the New Generation Sensor Web Enablement, or SWE
2.0. This analysis has been in detail described by Bröring et al. in the
article [30] on which this section is based upon.

2.4.1 Introduction to OGC’s Sensor Web Enablement Initiative
As an answer to the missing interoperability in the domain of Geoinformation, the OpenGIS Consortium was founded in 1994. In August
2004, the organization was renamed to Open Geospatial Consortium7
(OGC) to reflect a broader application spectrum, not only on geographic information systems but also on topics such as location based
services. Today, the OGC is an international, non-profit standardization organization comprising over 420 members from the industrial,
7 http://opengeospatial.org
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governmental and academic sectors. Those members are participating
in a consensus process to develop publicly available standards. OGC’s
vision is the Geospatial Web integrating the World Wide Web with spatiotemporal data and services. Within the Geospatial Web it is possible to
publish, discover and use geodata as well as geoprocessing services in
an interoperable way.
In order to achieve the aims of the Geospatial Web, the OGC develops specifications for data models and (Web) service interfaces. For
designing and evolving those standards, the OGC relies on an open,
international and participatory consensus process. To ensure broad
use and accessibility, all OGC standards are provided on a royalty free,
non-discriminatory basis [187].
OGC standards are based on existing specifications from organizations such as the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE), the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), or the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C). Further, the OGC closely cooperates with the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), especially the Technical
Committee 211 within ISO (ISO/TC211 Geographic Information/Geomatics). The TC 211 was founded in 1994 and has similar aims as the OGC.
However, while the OGC develops de facto standards in an open process
of consensus among its members, ISO is a closed organization which
approves de jure standards. Due to these complementary competences,
OGC and ISO have established a so-called Class A Liaison [196] in 1998
to harmonize processes between the two institutions. Certain OGC
standards are contributed to ISO to get adopted as ISO standards and
certain ISO standards are adopted by the OGC.
The OGC Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) working group has been founded in 2003. As part of OGC’s specification program, the SWE working
group develops standards to integrate sensors into the Geospatial Web
for enabling a specialized subtype, the Sensor Web. Therefore, SWE has
specified a number of standards defining formats for sensor data and
metadata as well as service interfaces which enable the interoperable
access to real and virtual8 sensor resources.
The SWE 1.0 specifications have been approved as standards between
2006 and 2007. They offer the following functionalities:
• Description of sensor data to enable further processing (Section
2.4.2.1).
• Description of sensor metadata including properties and behavior
of sensors, as well as correlating reliability and accuracy of collected measurements (Section 2.4.2.2).
8 For

example, calculations, simulations, or post-processing procedures can be considered as virtual sensors [227].
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• Access to observations and sensor metadata based on standardized
data formats and appropriate query and filter mechanisms (Section
2.4.3.1).
• Tasking of sensors for the acquisition of measurement data (Section
2.4.3.3).
Further, the following functionalities are supported by SWE 1.0, but
have not been approved as standards:
• Alerting based on sensor measurements and defined alert criteria
(Section 2.4.3.2).
• Notification of end users in case of alerts or finished sensor tasks,
e.g., via Short Message Service (SMS) or e-mail (Section 2.4.3.2).
The new generation of SWE adds further functionalities to the SWE
framework, which are also not yet approved as standards:
• Eventing mechanisms which advance the basic alerting functionality of the first generation SWE specifications (Section 2.4.3.2).
• Discovery of sensors and sensor observables (Section 2.4.3.4).
To provide the above mentioned functionalities the specifications
of the SWE framework are divided into two subgroups. First, the information model includes the data models and their encodings based on
the Extensible Markup Language (XML). Second, the interface model 9
comprises the different Web service interface specifications. The next
sections describe these two parts of the SWE framework and illustrate
how the functionalities listed above are realized.

2.4.2 SWE Information Model
The specifications contained in the information model of the new generation SWE and their evolvement from the first generation SWE is
shown in Figure 2.2. The Sensor Model Language (SensorML) [23] is
used within SWE to describe sensor metadata, it is illustrated in Section
2.4.2.2. Observed sensor data are modeled and encoded conforming to
the Observations & Measurements (O&M) standard [124], as described
in Section 2.4.2.1. The SWE Common data model defines basic data
types and structures used by multiple SWE specifications, e.g., O&M
2.0 and SensorML. In the new generation SWE, SWE Common has been
extracted from the SensorML standard and is provided as a standalone
specification called SWE Common 2.0 [202]. Among other things, SWE
Common defines simple data component types (e.g., Text or Boolean),
aggregate types (e.g., Record, or Vector), as well as the description of
9 The interface model was formerly called service model. To avoid naming confusion
with the SWE Service Model standard [71], which is part of the new generation SWE, this
renaming was conducted.
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binary, textual and XML-based sensor data stream encodings. A new
specification is the Event Pattern Markup Language (EML). It is used to
define event patterns as processing rules for Complex Event Processing.
These processing techniques can be implemented within services such
as the Sensor Alert Service or the Sensor Event Service (Section 2.4.3.2).
The Transducer Markup Language (TML) [101], in SWE 1.0 still considered for the encoding of sensor data as well as metadata, has only been
rarely used in practice. In the new generation of specifications, TML is
not referenced anymore and recent conversations in OGC’s SWE working
group showed that there is no urgent demand in TML and a retirement
of the standard is in discussion. Hence, TML is here not seen as part of
the new generation SWE.

Figure 2.2 Evolvement of the SWE information model. Green boxes:
specifications approved as standards (or in standardization process);
Beige boxes: discussion papers; Solid arrows: ’evolvement to’; Dashed
arrows: ’dependent on’ (source: [30]).

2.4.2.1 Description of Measured Sensor Data
The Observations & Measurements standard defines a domain independent, conceptual model for the representation of (spatio-temporal)
measurement data. It comprises an implementation of this conceptual
model as an application schema10 of the Geography Markup Language
(GML) based on XML. In that sense, O&M can be seen as a specific application schema for sensor applications based on GML. O&M is particularly
used for the creation of response documents for the GetObservation
operation of the SOS (Section 2.4.3.1). However, O&M can also be used
as a generic means to deal with measurements in a standardized way.
10 ISO

defines the term application schema as a schema for data required by one or
more applications [122].
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The development of O&M 1.0 [55, 56] to O&M 2.0 has, in particular,
focused on an integration with existing foundational ISO models. Therefore, the conceptual model of O&M 2.0 [57] has been brought into
the ISO standardization process where it has reached the status of an
international standard [124]. The XML implementation of O&M 2.0 [58]
is integrated into the more technical standards landscape of the OGC.
Following the encoding of this XML standard, raw data, gathered by a
sensor, can be enriched to higher-level observation representations.
Figure 2.3 shows the basic observation model of O&M in the notation
of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [21]. O&M defines an observation as an act of observing a phenomenon, i.e., a physical property
such as ’water temperature’ or ’salinity’. The result of the observation
provides a value for this observed property at a discrete time instant or
period, which is called the phenomenon time. The observed property is
a characteristic of the feature of interest, which is the target of an observation. The observation is associated with a procedure representing the
process which has performed the observation, e.g., this can be a sensor
or sensor system, but may also be a human observer or a computation.
The result produced by the procedure can be of any type, ranging from
a single measurement to an n-dimensional coverage of values. Subtypes
of the basic observation further define this result type. An important
subtype of observation is the measurement type which can be used for
representing quantitative values and defining a unit of measure, e.g.,
temperature measurements with the unit degree Celsius.

Figure 2.3 Simplified depiction of O&M’s basic observation model (in
UML notation) (based on: [57]; source: [37]).
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The feature of interest of an observation can either be represented by a domain feature or by a sampling feature. A domain feature
(e.g., ’Gulf of Mexico’ or ’Mississippi River’) is designed for a particular
application domain. A sampling feature (e.g., ’Sampling Point’, ’Trajectory’, or ’Scene’) is domain independent and purely an artifact of
the sampling strategy to produce observations for a domain feature.
The sampling feature links to the domain feature which represents the
spatially distributed real world entity. For example, when measuring
the water temperature of the Gulf of Mexico at different depths, the
concrete locations of the measurements are represented through three
dimensional sampling points. Those sampling points reference the
feature representation of the Gulf of Mexico which carries the water
temperature property. This example shows that the observed property
of an observation can either be a direct or transitive member property
of the feature of interest. That means, if the feature of interest is a
sampling feature, the observed property has to be either a member of
the sampling feature or of the domain feature.
2.4.2.2 Description of Sensor Metadata
For the description of sensor metadata, the SWE framework defines the
Sensor Model Language (SensorML). While the work on SensorML 2.0
is currently still in progress, the design of SensorML 1.0 [23] focuses
primarily on the following functionalities:
• Supporting the discovery of sensors by providing a means for
encoding sensor metadata.
• Providing information that can be used for understanding and
analyzing data produced by the sensor (e.g., the parameters of the
sensor calibration).
• Allowing the description of post processing steps that were performed on sensor data so that it can be reconstructed how a data
set has been created.
SensorML specifies a model and XML encoding for the description
of sensor related processes. Physical sensors, ranging from simple
sensors such as thermometers to composed sensor systems consisting
of multiple single sensing components, as well as virtual sensors can
be described. The common root is the abstract type Process which
converts inputs into outputs; see Figure 2.4. A physical sensor has some
physical property (e.g., temperature, conductivity, or pressure) as its
input and the quantification of another property as its output (e.g., water
temperature, salinity, or depth).
Various metadata about the process can be specified, including its
identification, classification, or contact information of the responsible
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Figure 2.4 Simplified depiction of an excerpt of the SensorML model
(in UML notation) (source: [37]).

provider. To model physical sensors, the System type (Figure 2.4) can be
used which also allows to describe it by spatial (e.g., the definition of
a geographic position) and temporal (e.g., the definition of a sampling
time) attributes. Further, the interfaces of a sensor can be described
by means of the InterfaceDefinition which allows to describe the Open
System Interconnection (OSI) [120] stack of a sensor interface. While
this SensorML element provides a means for giving a basic description
of a sensor interface, a more detailed interface description including
the definition of the protocol structure is not defined by the SensorML
model. This is where the Sensor Interface Descriptor (SID) model defined
in this thesis comes into play to extend SensorML (Section 5.2).

2.4.3 SWE Interface Model
The current structure and the evolvement of the interface model to the
new generation SWE is shown in Figure 2.2. It consists of the following
Web services. First, the Sensor Observation Service (SOS) [41] enables
access to measured sensor data and sensor metadata (Section 2.4.3.1).
While the SOS follows a pull-based communication paradigm, the Sensor
Alert Service (SAS) [223] and its successor, the Sensor Event Service (SES)
[72], push sensor data to subscribed clients and support user-defined
filter criteria. The Sensor Planning Service (SPS) [226] enables tasking of
sensors (e.g., setting the sampling rate of a sensor). New services for the
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discovery of sensor related resources have been developed, those are
the Sensor Instance Registry (SIR) [137] as well as the Sensor Observable
Registry (SOR) [131].

Figure 2.5 Evolvement of the SWE interface model. Green boxes: specifications approved as standards (or in standardization process); Red
boxes: best practice specifications which have not been approved as
standards; Beige boxes: discussion papers; Solid arrow: ’evolvement to’;
Dashed arrow: ’dependent on’ (source: [30]).

2.4.3.1 Access to Observations and Sensor Metadata
Standardized access to sensor observations and sensor metadata is
provided by the Sensor Observation Service (SOS). The service acts
as a mediator between a client and a sensor data archive or a realtime sensor system. The heterogeneous communication protocols and
data formats of the associated sensors are hidden by the standardized
interface of the SOS. Sensor data requested by a client are returned as
observations. The interface of the SOS supports access to heterogeneous
sensor types, stationary as well as mobile sensors which gather their
data in-situ or remotely. By being responsible for giving access to sensor
data, the SOS represents the most relevant SWE service in today’s SWE
infrastructure deployments (see Table 2.1). Based on the SOS 1.0 [169],
the development of the SOS 2.0 specification edited by Bröring et al.
[41] was carried out, and has recently been adopted by the OGC as an
international standard.
The heterogeneous communication protocols and data formats of
the associated sensors are hidden by the standardized SOS interface.
The sequence of inserting new sensor observations into an SOS is shown
in Figure 2.6. First, the service metadata, the so-called Capabilities document, is retrieved from the SOS by calling its GetCapabilities operation,
so that the client can access the basic information about the service
instance. Next, if the sensor has not been registered at the SOS, a meta37
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data description (e.g., encoded in SensorML; Section 2.4.2.2) is uploaded
to the SOS via the InsertSensor operation11 . This description can be
accessed subsequently by calling the DescribeSensor operation. Finally,
the InsertObservation operation is called by the client to upload newly
measured data already encoded in the O&M format.

Figure 2.6 SOS operation sequence for observation insertion (in UML
notation) (source: [41]).
The operation sequence for the retrieval of observations is illustrated
in Figure 2.7. First, to obtain an up-to-date listing of available data, a
client issues a GetCapabilities request to the SOS. This may be followed
by the invocation of a DescribeSensor request to find out further details
about particular sensors associated with the SOS. Next, the client may
call the GetFeatureOfInterest operation to get detailed descriptions of
features of interest, for example, for specified spatial filters, or observed properties. The information returned by the GetFeatureOfInterest
operation may be used to define appropriate parameters for the GetObservation call, which is finally issued to retrieve observations. The
GetObservation operation allows to define a combination of temporal,
spatial, and thematic filters for querying observations.
2.4.3.2 Eventing and Alerting
The SOS (Section 2.4.3.1) supports a pull-based communication pattern,
i.e., the client invokes a request for data and the service responses with
the according data set. Contrary, to this pull-based approach is the
push-based communication pattern, which allows a subscribed client
11 In
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Figure 2.7 SOS operation sequence for observation retrieval (in UML
notation) (source: [41]).

to receive data from a service as soon as possible and without actively
requesting them.
The Sensor Alert Service (SAS) [223] and its successor the Sensor
Event Service (SES) [72] support the push-based retrieval of sensor data.
Thereby, eventing is defined as the automatic publication of data that
is of interest for the client, without having to repeatedly pull the data,
while alerting incorporates the transmission of more significant data to
the client which is supposed to react in a domain or application specific
way upon receipt of this kind of data [30].
The SAS is strictly bound to an underlying multi user chat system
of an Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) server [205]
to deliver notifications. Data producers, e.g., sensors, register their
offerings at the SAS by invoking the advertise operation via HTTP. In
response, the SAS returns the ID of an XMPP multi user chat where
the sensor is directed to publish data. Consumers can look-up the
advertised sensors of an SAS by querying the service capabilities. To
register at the SAS as a consumer, the subscribe operation is used and
allows to specify filter criteria, such as a bounding box or a simple
measurement value threshold. For example, a client could subscribe at
an SAS by requesting alerts in case incoming water level measurements
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exceed the threshold of 320 cm. In response to the subscription, the ID
of another chat is returned to where the client shall join for receiving
alerts published by the SAS. Internally, the SAS processes incoming data,
applies the filters defined by clients, and produces the alerts.
While the SAS specifies its own operations to publish and subscribe to
alerts, the more recent SES specification reuses existing standards which
are based on the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [25] on top of
HTTP. SOAP is generally used for inter Web service communication. The
reused standards are defined by the Organization for the Advancement
of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) and define the handling
of event notifications (WS-BaseNotification, WS-BrokeredNotification)
[94, 47] as well as event channels (WS-Topics) [246]. The SES service
interface reuses operations from those standards to enable sensor data
producers to register and publish data. SES clients are enabled to
subscribe for certain information, and can get automatically notified
about events.
Figure 2.8 illustrates the sequence of SES operation calls to register as
sensor data producer, subscribe as a data consumer, and how published
sensor data is filtered and forwarded to the client. Thereby, the SES
primarily relies on O&M (Section 2.4.2.1) for the encoding of published
sensor data, while the SAS defines its own simple data format.
The internal event filtering of the SES is divided into three levels. The
first filtering level is mandatorily supported by every SES and is solely
syntactical, based on XPath [50] expressions. The second level filter
is based on the Filter Encoding standard [123] and comprises logical,
spatial, temporal, arithmetic, and comparison operators. The third level,
defines filters that allow the combination of event streams, and the
definition of a time window within which events are considered. An
example for a combined stream and logical filter is the request for fire
warning notifications in case the average temperature over the past 2
minutes increases 60◦ Celsius and smoke is detected. The level three
filter statements are encoded conform to the Event Pattern Markup
Language (EML) [78, 79] and realize Complex Event Processing [156].
The subscribed clients at SES or SAS can also be other Web services.
To realize notification of users via SMS or e-mail, the Web Notification
Service (WNS) [225] can be utilized. The WNS acts as a protocol transducer of notifications. For example, by registering it at the SES, the
WNS is able to receive notifications and forward them to the specified
communication endpoints of registered users.
2.4.3.3 Tasking of Sensors
Platforms carrying sensors, or also sensors themselves, may have actuator capabilities (Section 2.1), which means that they can receive com40
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Figure 2.8 SES operation sequence for publishing and receiving data
(in UML notation).

mands from outside to dynamically adjust their configuration. Examples
range from the adjustment of a sensor’s sampling rate, to controlling
the movement of a mobile sensor platform (e.g., a robot, or an unmanned aerial vehicle [201]). This controlling or steering of a sensor or
sensor platform is called tasking in the Sensor Web context. Thereby,
SWE enables tasking of sensors in an interoperable way, by means of
the Sensor Planning Service (SPS). A deployed SPS server has associated
sensors and encapsulates the heterogeneous command interfaces of
those sensors. It allows clients to submit tasks in a standardized format.
Those tasks are then converted into a structure understandable by the
sensor. Therefore, the SPS has to utilize some internal task-to-command
converter, which is particularly implemented for the associated sensor.
Eventually, the SPS transmits the submitted and converted task to the
sensor.
The operation sequence to task a sensor via the SPS is shown in
Figure 2.9. After querying service and sensor metadata with GetCa41
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pabilities and DescribeSensor operation, information about the syntax
and structure of the task parameters needs to be queried by means of
the DescribeTasking operation. The task can be checked for feasibility
before it is sent to the SPS with the Submit operation. The SPS converts
and forwards the task to the sensor. The gathered data is not provided
via the SPS, but the client can ask the SPS where the measured data is
accessible using the DescribeResultAccess operation.

Figure 2.9 SPS operation sequence for tasking a sensor / actuator (in
UML notation) (based on: [226]).

2.4.3.4 Discovery of Sensors
The new generation SWE incorporates services that enable clients to
discover sensors and sensor data needed to answer their questions or
to perform certain tasks [135]. In conventional SDIs, the OGC Catalogue
service [170] is used to provide functionality for finding resources such
as maps, coverages, or features. The challenges related to discovery
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of sensor resources, such as the specific data models, or the dynamic
characteristics of sensors and sensor networks (e.g., moving sensors, or
changing configurations), require functionality which goes beyond the
capabilities of the OGC Catalogue. Therefore, the Web service interfaces
of Sensor Instance Registry (SIR) and Sensor Observable Registry (SOR)
have been designed.
The SIR specification [137] stores and enables the look-up and retrieval of sensor metadata. The metadata documents can either be manually
uploaded, or the automatic collection mechanism of the SIR harvests
SensorML (Section 2.4.2.2) documents from other SWE services. Once,
sensor metadata is registered, the SIR provides extended discovery functionality based on the information contained in the uploaded SensorML
documents. Further, the SIR provides operations for the management of
sensor statuses (e.g., finding all sensors with a critical battery level or
automatic notification if a sensor reaches a critical state).
The interface of the SOR [133] allows the look-up of physical properties observed by sensors. References to descriptions of those properties
are given within the SensorML file of a sensor, i.e., a Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI) is specified which points to a property definition. The
SOR can act as a registry for properties observed by sensors and provides operations to query property definitions and finding semantically
related properties (e.g., searching for all sensors that measure some
kind of temperature).

2.4.4 Sensor Web Enablement Projects and Applications
The previous sections described the different SWE specifications. In
recent years, those SWE specifications have been deployed in various
projects and applications to setup Sensor Web infrastructures. Those
deployments have demonstrated the practicability and suitability of
SWE. In the following, a non-exhaustive selection of SWE projects and
applications is presented. Table 2.1 gives an overview and further
information about the selected projects, for example, about which SWE
service types have been used.
Several EU-funded projects have been conducted which apply and
further develop SWE. The architecture of the OSIRIS project12 has been
based on SWE standards [134]. SOS (Section 2.4.3.1), SAS (Section 2.4.3.2),
and SPS (Section 2.4.3.3) were enhanced and used in a broad range of
use cases ranging from forest fire fighting [73], to air pollution monitoring by attaching sensors to buses [239]. The SANY project13 [18]
dealt with environmental and risk management. It aimed at improving
12 http://www.osiris-fp6.eu/
13 http://sany-ip.eu/
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the interoperability of in-situ sensors and sensor networks to enable
the reuse of data and services [212]. Within the GENESIS project14 , the
SWE services have been applied in practical scenarios ranging from air
quality to fresh and coastal water quality. A special focus has been put
on sensor discovery, which lead to the development of SIR and SOR
(Section 2.4.3.4), as well as concepts for event based architectures which
contributed to the SES specification (Section 2.4.3.2). The INTAMAP
project15 developed a real-time processing service for the interpolation
of observations provided via SOS [186]. The EO2Heaven project16 contributes to a better understanding of the complex relationships between
environmental changes and their impact on human health by building a
spatial information infrastructure which applies SWE services to monitor
human exposure to environmental pollution and for an early detection
of infections. The ESS project17 develops an infrastructure based on
SOS, SPS, and SES to provide real-time information to crisis managers
during abnormal events for improving the management between forces
on the ground (e.g., police and firefighters) and the control centers. The
UncertWeb project18 is dedicated to integrate quantified uncertainty
into Web based environmental model chains which also involves the
incorporation of the uncertainty assessment into O&M (Section 2.4.2.1)
and SensorML (Section 2.4.2.2).
In Australia, CSIRO’s South Esk Hydrological Sensor Web deals with
monitoring the Tasmanian water cycle and in particular with forecasting
the short-term river flow. Within this test bed project, SWE standards
have been used to develop new hydrological and water resource management tools [99].
To detect wild fires in South Africa, the Advanced Fire Information
System (AFIS) project [167] combines in-situ measured sensor data
(e.g., from weather stations) and remote sensing data by utilizing SWE
technology. As soon as the power supply infrastructure (power lines or
pylons) is endangered, an automatic notification of responsible persons
is triggered so that damage to transformers can be prevented.

14 http://www.genesis-fp7.eu/
15 http://www.intamap.org/
16 http://www.eo2heaven.org/
17 http://www.ess-project.eu/
18 http://www.uncertweb.org/
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Table 2.1

Funding Source
ESKOM19 , CSIR20
CSRIRO WfHC21
BMBF22
EU FP-623
EU FP-6
EU FP-6
NOAA24 , NSF25
unfunded
BMBF
Google.org
unfunded
unfunded
CANARIE26
EU FP-727
EU FP-7
EU FP-7
EU FP-7
2005-2008
2006-2009
2006-2009
2006-2009
2006-2009
2006-2009
2007-2010
2009-2010
2010
2010-2011
2009-2011
2009-2012
2009-2013
2010-2012
2010-2012

Time Frame

SOS
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+

+

+
+

SPS

+
+

SAS
+

+
+

+

+

SES

+

+

+

WNS
+

Overview of selected projects and their utilization of certain SWE services (source: [30]).

Project Name
AFIS
South Esk Hydrol. Sensor Web
GITEWS
OSIRIS
SANY
Intamap
OOSTethys
Oceans IE 1 & 2
SoKNOS
h2.0
Groundwater IE
Surface Water IE
GeoCENS
GENESIS
ESS
EO2Heaven
UncertWeb
+

+

SIR

+

+

SOR
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As a joint venture between Germany and Indonesia, the GITEWS
project28 [194] developed a tsunami early warning system for the Indian
Ocean based on SWE. The system integrates terrestrial observation
networks of seismology and geodesy with marine measuring sensors,
satellite technologies and pre-calculated simulation scenarios.
The German SoKNOS project29 developed concepts to support governmental agencies, private companies, and other organizations in
handling disastrous events. The SOS was used to integrate live sensor
data into the situation map of a disaster management organization [234].
Additionally, a concept for tasking mobile sensors and optimizing their
coverage based on interpolation errors was developed using the SPS
[251].
In the US, the OOSTethys community project30 has developed software components to leverage oceanographic research. The aim has
been to integrate heterogeneous ocean observing systems such as the
application oriented Integrated Ocean Observing System (IOOS) and
the research-oriented Ocean Observatories Initiative (OOI) by utilizing
SWE and other standards [12]. OOSTethys lead two test beds under the
umbrella of the OGC, the Oceans Science Interoperability Experiment
(Oceans IE) 1 & 2, to evaluate and advance the SOS. The two test beds
produced reference implementations as well as engineering reports and
best practices [15, 13] about how to implement and utilize SOS services.
Similar to the Oceans IE 1 & 2 test beds, but based on other thematic
domains, the Groundwater IE31 as well as the Surface Water IE32 have
been conducted.
The h2.0 project has aimed at developing community-driven services
for monitoring the water supply in East Africa [139]. This is achieved
by developing a so-called Human Sensor Web in which user generated
content submitted via cell phones is integrated with SWE services to
inform communities about water supply. Also a user-driven platform
19 http://www.eskom.co.za
20 Council

of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) of South Africa
for a Healthy Country (WfHC) flagship programme of the Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) of Australia
22 German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF)
23 6th Framework Programme of the European Commision (FP-6)
24 U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
25 U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF)
26 Canada’s Advanced Research and Innovation Network (CANARIE)
27 7th Framework Programme of the European Commision (FP-7)
28 http://www.gitews.de
29 http://www.soknos.de
30 http://www.oostethys.org
31 http://www.opengeospatial.org/projects/initiatives/gwie
32 http://www.opengeospatial.org/projects/initiatives/swie
21 Water
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has been developed within the Canadian GeoCENS project33 . The SWE
based platform enables scientists to store and share geoscientific and
biological sensor data. An emphasis has been put on an advanced user
interface for visualizing and discovering sensors and their data.
A small selection of applications using the SWE framework includes
a landslide monitoring system for heterogeneous geosensors [140], a
GIS expert system which can be utilized for near real-time hazard monitoring [162], or the integration of sensor information into pervasive
advertisement (e.g., digital signage, mobile phones) to show live data
about the environment (e.g., weather forecast) and adapt information
presentation to the context, as determined by sensors (e.g., advertisement for ice cream when the sun is shining) [85]. Further, the FluGGS34
[232] system of the Wupperverband as well as the PEGELONLINE35 [136]
system of the Federal Waterways Engineering and Research Institute
(DLZ-IT) in Germany are examples for operational applications which
use SWE components to provide hydrological sensor data from water
gage networks. Jirka et al. [132] describe an approach of the European
Environment Agency (EEA) to share near real-time environmental data
via the SOS and therefore define a lightweight profile of SOS, SensorML
and O&M. The developed SOS software shall facilitate the exchange of
sensor data between the EEA and its member state organizations. In
Taiwan, debris flow caused by the torrential rainfall is a severe problem.
An information system for debris flow monitoring stations has been
built on SWE standards in combination with grid computing technologies
[49].

2.5 The Semantic Sensor Web
This section36 gives a brief overview on the Semantic Sensor Web which
can be seen as an extension of the Sensor Web by incorporating technologies from the Semantic Web.
The term Semantic Web was coined by Berners-Lee et al. [16]. It
describes an extension of the Web of inter-linked documents, targeted
to a human audience, to a Web that includes data and information
consumable and interpretable by computers. Envisioned are software
bots that can use the semantically-enriched data to autonomously and
flexibly carry out sophisticated user tasks (e.g., finding the best suitable
clinic for a needed medical treatment; see [16]). This functionality can be
33 http://www.geocens.ca
34 http://fluggs.wupperverband.de
35 http://www.pegelonline.wsv.de
36 This

section is based on the publication Bröring et al. (2011): Semantically-enabled
Sensor Plug & Play for the Sensor Web. Sensors, 11(8): 7568-7605 [37]
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achieved by making the meaning of data more explicit. For this purpose,
languages have been developed to represent data in a way that machines
can read them and understand the content. Those languages, e.g., the
Resource Description Framework (RDF) [142] or the more advanced Web
Ontology Language (OWL) [163], enable the specification of ontologies
which are used to define and restrict the meaning of terms and vocabularies. It is important that those languages have been standardized
[218], so that reusable components, such as Semantic Web reasoners,
query endpoints, and user interfaces for faceted search, could emerge
and are now available for application development.
Within the last years, several ontologies have been created to address
the vision of the Semantic Sensor Web [220]. The major purpose for the
development of ontologies for the Semantic Sensor Web is to improve
the discovery of sensors and their observations beyond simple keyword
matching or code lists. Further, rule-based systems can be developed
to discover hidden information or reclassify the data according to the
user’s needs. To achieve those functionalities, sensor ontologies provide
vocabularies that can, for example, be integrated with SensorML (Section
2.4.2.2) or O&M (Section 2.4.2.1), to enable semantic interoperability by
annotating elements of these information models. Such semantic annotations with concept definitions from ontologies allow the interpretation
and understanding of sensor data and metadata elements. Also, sensor ontologies can be used ’stand-alone’, apart from the annotation of
existing information models, as an alternative approach for describing
sensors.
A detailed review on the most prominent Sensor Web related ontologies has recently been presented by Compton et al. [53]. Relevant
ontologies range from sensor-centric approaches inspired by SensorML
[203], over observation-centric specifications based on O&M [192, 171],
to ontologies highlighting the role of stimuli, observed properties, or
processes [233, 143, 67]. The Marine Metadata Interoperability ontology
[14] is an example for a community-centered approach, in this case,
focusing on the description of sensor platforms from marine science.
While the above ontologies differ with respect to their intended
application area and the definition of core concepts, the Stimulus-SensorObservation ontology design pattern [127] was developed to establish a
lightweight and common ground for future sensor related ontologies.
This work is the conceptual basis of the Semantic Sensor Network (SSN)
ontology [149], which has recently been developed by the W3C Semantic
Sensor Networks Incubator Group37 . The SSN ontology is a generic
sensor ontology that aims at applying Semantic Web technologies to
the Sensor Web. It aligns concepts from SensorML and O&M with the
37 http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/ssn/
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foundational DOLCE Ultra Lite (DUL) [88, 160] upper ontology.
Figure 2.10 shows a concept map of the main classes and properties
of the SSN ontology. It provides concepts to describe sensor platforms
and attached sensors. A sensor observes a certain property that belongs
to a feature of interest; this principle is equivalent to the O&M model
(see Section 2.4.2.1). A sensor can be characterized by measurement
capabilities (e.g., frequency, or accuracy). The sensor inherits from the
system concept, which itself can have characteristics to describe its
operating restrictions, e.g., operating range, survival range. Also, the
deployment configuration of a system can be described.
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Figure 2.10 Overview of the W3C SSN ontology (source: [149]).
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Possible applications of the Semantic Sensor Web are broad. Sheth
et al. [220], for instance, have proposed an approach to detect Blizzard
conditions based on sensor data from weather stations, a sensor and
weather ontology, as well as a set of rules. McCarthy et al. [162] built a
spatial decision support system for near real-time hazard monitoring
based on ontologies for O&M and SensorML. Sensor data is automatically
converted to the ontologies for enriching the information content and
allowing rule-based inference techniques to facilitate decision making.
An earlier attempt to apply semantic technologies to enable sensor plug
& play has been made by Pathan et al. [184]. Their approach aims at the
automated configuration and the dynamic adaptation of sensor network
services to environmental conditions. They suggest to use the SSN
ontology and publish / subscribe functionality. While they do present
an architecture, their approach lacks an actual implementation.
With the advent of Linked Data [17], the mostly top-down driven
research on the Semantic Sensor Web shifted towards research on making sensor data available by following the Linked Data principles (see
e.g., [188, 182, 216, 125, 209, 185]). Following those principles, Uniform
Resource Identifiers (URI) are defined for raw data which can be dereferenced via HTTP and linked to other external data. While today, the SWE
framework (Section 2.4) can be considered as the main standardization
effort for providing sensor related data in an interoperable way, various
researchers have investigated how to integrate the Semantic Sensor Web
with Spatial Data Infrastructures and OGC services in general (see e.g.,
[104, 182, 126]). On a higher abstraction level, the term Semantic Enablement describes a family of models, services, ontologies, and annotations
to connect the OGC driven Geospatial Web with the Semantic Web [129].
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Use Cases for an On-the-fly
Integration of Geosensors

This chapter analyzes the three hypothetical use cases which need an
on-the-fly integration of geosensors. On the basis of these use cases,
requirements for the methods developed in the subsequent chapters
are identified. In Chapter 7, the use cases are then realized by applying the developed approach. Before the use cases are described,
insight on an existing sensor network management organization, the
Wupperverband, and its deployed, real-world Sensor Web infrastructure
is given (Section 3.1). This study of the Wupperverband’s Sensor Web
installation provides details on the needs of sensor network operating
organizations and helps to understand not only the derived use case of
flood monitoring (Section 3.2), but also the use cases of forest fire risk
assessment (Section 3.3), and oil spill monitoring (Section 3.4) in which
similar Sensor Web deployments are assumed.

3.1 The Wupperverband and its Sensor Web
Deployment
In the following1 , the Wupperverband2 as an example for a sensor network management organization is described. After giving an overview
of its responsibilities for the administered drainage area (e.g., its contribution to flood monitoring), the existing Sensor Web infrastructure is
illustrated. In all three use cases of this thesis, it is assumed that such
Sensor Web infrastructures based on the SWE specifications are utilized.
1 This section is based on the publication Bröring et al. (2012): Automated Integration
of Geosensors with the Sensor Web to Facilitate Flood Management. In: J. P. Tiefenbacher
(Ed.) Approaches to Managing Disaster - Assessing Hazards, Emergencies and Disaster
Impacts. InTech [29].
2 http://www.wupperverband.de
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The Wupperverband is a statutory corporation whose members are,
e.g., municipalities, water distribution companies, or industrial firms.
The main responsibilities of the Wupperverband are the provision of
drinking water, the operation of sewage treatment plants, the water
level management including the backfilling in case of low waters, as well
as the maintenance and ecological development of the river systems.
Additionally, an important activity of the Wupperverband is the flood
protection as well as the monitoring and warning in case of floodings.
To accomplish these functions large amounts of measurement data
have to be gathered, processed, analyzed and maintained. Examples
of hydrological parameters collected by the Wupperverband are the
discharge, water level, groundwater level, or the amount of seeping water.
Meteorological parameters which are of interest include precipitation
data, air temperature, barometric pressure, humidity, or wind direction
and wind speed [208].
As described in [261], the Wupperverband is responsible for the
management of over 3.000 water bodies with an overall length of about
2.000 kilometers in the catchment area of the Wupper River, which has
a size of about 815 square kilometers (see Figure 3.1). The terrain of
the region rises from West to East which results in a heterogeneous
precipitation distribution. With maxima of about 1.400 mm per year,
the average annual precipitation in the Wupper drainage area can be
considered as very high. Another important characteristic of the region
is the population density, with 1.169 inhabitants per square kilometer,
is around five times higher compared to the rest of Germany. The
overall population of the region is 950.000. The population is especially
concentrated in the four main cities Leverkusen, Remscheid, Solingen
and Wuppertal. Also, the portion of industry and residential areas is
higher than the average in Germany. Outer town areas are dominated
by woods and grasslands. The portion of arable lands is, with circa 16
percent, relatively low.
Since the region is densely populated, large parts of the watercourses
are channeled, the river banks within settlement areas are consolidated
and partly outside of settlement areas. Thus, infrastructure objects,
such as bridges or dams, reduce the discharge capacity considerably in
places. The experiences of the floodings at the watercourses of the Erzgebirge Mountains in August 2002 have shown that such bottlenecks are
often incapable of coping with the water volume of hundred-year floods
[75]. Thus, those kinds of objects are potentially endangered in getting
damaged through floods, which can then cause further destructions.
In case of floodings, a potential risk goes out from industrial facilities,
e.g., plants or pipelines. Such facilities can particularly be found in
the area of the lower Wupper and within the area where the Wupper
empties into the river Rhine. Other examples of endangered facilities are
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Figure 3.1 The Wupper drainage area (source:
wupperverband.de).

http://fluggs.

sewage treatment plants which are only capable of coping with a certain
water level. Those kinds of facilities demand protection by technical
emergency services. Also, gas storage tanks on the property of private
households are at risk in flooding situations. Damages to those kinds
of facilities may result in subsequent water pollution, chemical spills,
or industrial fires. The map in Figure 3.2 shows the region around the
mouth of the river Wupper into the Rhine. The turquoise areas show
the area of the river system that are officially declared by the public
authorities as flood plains. The areas drawn in light blue are actually
endangered by regularly occurring floodings and exceed the statutory
flood plains.
For contributing to the management of floods and monitoring the
parameters of interest, over 35 precipitation stations and about 60 water
gage stations (see Figure 3.1) are operated within the catchment area of
the Wupper River. Those water gages are persistently installed and of
different kind (e.g., staff gages, or ultrasonic gages). At some gages the
water level needs to be looked up manually or a data logger needs to be
read out on site. Others support a remote transmission of the gathered
data, for example, via General Packet Radio Service (GPRS).
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Figure 3.2 Potential flooding zones of the lower Wupper (source: http:
//fluggs.wupperverband.de).

To achieve an interoperable access to those geosensors attached to
water monitoring stations and weather stations, the Wupperverband has
built up a local Sensor Web infrastructure. The services of the SWE initiative (Section 2.4) have been used to encapsulate those sensor systems
for seamlessly integrating them into the existing Spatial Data Infrastructure of the Wupperverband [232]. Thus, the gathered hydrological and
meteorological data are accessible on the Web in a standardized way.
The interoperable interfaces allow applications of the Wupperverband to
work with internal as well as externally provided services. Hence, sensor
data served by cooperating organizations (e.g., neighboring watershed
management organizations) can be included into the decision making
process. On the other hand, the information systems of third party
organizations are also enabled to work with the sensor data offered by
the Wupperverband.
An overview of the Sensor Web deployment of the Wupperverband
is given in Figure 3.3 and is described in more detail in [136]. The
SWE services are applied to manage the network of sensors (e.g., water
gages, weather stations, and cameras observing critical facilities such
as weirs) by providing discovery functionality, access to sensor data,
event handling capabilities, and interoperable tasking of sensors. The
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described deployment can be adapted to sensor networks from other
domains (e.g., meteorology, oceanography, urban planning, or defense
and intelligence).

Figure 3.3 Sensor Web deployment scenario (source: [30]).
The figure shows that sensors and services are not directly connected, which is the case not only at the Wupperverband, but in most real
world Sensor Web deployments today. As described in the problem
statement (Section 1.2), there is an interoperability gap between sensors and services. In case of the Wupperverband, specific integration
middleware had to be developed, which consists of components such as
sensor driver software, or data acquisition and management systems, to
establish the integration of sensors and SWE services.
Once the integration is solved, i.e., the raw data from the various sensors out in the field are transformed, processed, enriched, and encoded
as O&M, they are inserted as observations into an SOS (Section 2.4.3.1).
The observations are uploaded to the SOS, so that applications can retrieve the data through the standardized SOS interface and can further
process or visualize them (e.g., as time series charts, or on maps).
If a client is interested in receiving data instantaneously at an instance where certain filter criteria are met, e.g., the exceedance of a
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threshold, it can subscribe to an SES (Section 2.4.3.2) installed at the
Wupperverband. The sensor data is continuously published to the SES
and once a specified filter criterion is matched, the SES forwards the
data to the client. Clients can also register for notification if certain
events occur. In that case, the SES triggers a WNS (Section 2.4.3.2) to
notify the client via a defined communication protocol. For example, a
user can receive a notification via SMS or email if the water level at a
defined water gage station is above 5 meters.
An SPS (Section 2.4.3.3) is hosted by the Wupperverband to task
sensors in an interoperable way. In this case, the SPS is utilized to task
cameras at certain points of interest along a river course (e.g., a dam or
a water gage). The cameras can be rotated or zoomed and the real time
video stream can be accessed by the client through another means of
data access.
The SIR and SOR (Section 2.4.3.4) are deployed within the Sensor
Web for being able to find appropriate sensors and retrieve information
about their observed properties. Before these services can work properly,
sensors need to be registered or other services need to be harvested.

3.2 Use Case: Flood Monitoring
The following hypothetical scenario description3 is based on the flooding
of the river Eschbach within the catchment area of the Wupper which
happened in August 2007 and caused severe damages in the region [20].
Heavy rainfall is dominating the weather conditions over major parts
of Western Germany for the past days. This has lead to serious high
waters especially along the Lower Rhine and its tributary rivers. During
this tense situation, a massive local thunderstorm and heavy rainfalls
occur over the greater region of the Wupper drainage area. With over 70
liters per square meter per hour measured at certain weather stations,
the precipitation amount is statistically less frequent than every 100
years. Because the soil in the region already contains much moisture,
it is quickly saturated and incapable of absorbing further water. This
leads to very high discharge rates along the watercourses of the Wupper
region.
Of high importance is that emergency measures are conducted at the
right places to assure the protection of critical objects such as dams,
bridges or industry facilities. Up-to-date sensor data are the foundation
for a sensible decision making. Therefore, the organization for disaster
3 This section is based on the publication Bröring et al. (2012): Automated Integration
of Geosensors with the Sensor Web to Facilitate Flood Management. In: J. P. Tiefenbacher
(Ed.) Approaches to Managing Disaster - Assessing Hazards, Emergencies and Disaster
Impacts. InTech [29].
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relief cooperates with the Wupperverband and requests water level
measurements for all parts of the river basin. These data are needed to
compute the degree of danger for individual river reaches and to create
exact situation awareness.
Now, it is assumed that certain parts of the river courses are not
densely enough covered with persistent water level gages. So, the
emergency management decides to deploy new mobile geosensors onthe-fly at those reaches of the river. These geosensors increase the
temporal and spatial density of precipitation, water level, or stream flow
measurements. The gathered data serve as input for exact stream flow
models in order to compute risk estimations and forecasts. For this
scenario, it is assumed that the Wupperverband is already capable of
performing such computations in real-time.
As described in Section 3.1, a local Sensor Web infrastructure is
already in place and in productive use for the affected region. It is
managed and maintained by the Wupperverband. This infrastructure
enables the interoperable access to available water gages and weather
stations and their collected data. The information systems used by the
emergency management rely on this Sensor Web. The newly deployed
geosensors have to be made available within this infrastructure in an ad
hoc manner, so that operational applications of the emergency management can directly access collected observations through SOS servers
or task sensors (e.g., change the sampling rate) via an SPS. Immediately
after the deployment of the new geosensors in the field, they have to be
accessible via the Sensor Web. The existing, persistent water gages and
precipitation sensors of the Wupperverband are partly not equipped
with remote data transmission and require a manual readout of the
last measured values. Other sensors report their data automatically
but with a slow rate. Thunderstorms with heavy rain are short-term
events which require a quick reaction time. So, an ad hoc integration of
suitable sensors deployed at endangered locations and transmitting data
frequently to a base station can significantly enhance the monitoring
and management of the flooding situation. An example for a mobile
water gage sensor that can be used in the outlined scenario and serves
as a test object within this work is the G-WaLe4 sensor system [11].
G-WaLe consists of mobile buoys capable of observing the water
level by measuring the position in three-dimensional space via satellite
positioning. The key parts of the G-WaLe system are the sensing devices,
so-called floaters. These geosensors can be stationary anchored within
a river or can be placed on demand within a flooded area. Figure 3.4
shows how such a floater is deployed in a river. A floater is equipped
with a satellite navigation receiver, a battery, memory, as well as a
4 http://g-wale.etamax.de/
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communication unit. The positioning data received from satellites is
internally stored and regularly transmitted via the Global System for
Mobile Communications (GSM) or radio to a central receiver station (see
Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.4 A G-WaLe floater deployed in a river (source: etamax space
GmbH; [29]).

To increase the accuracy of the measurements, local reference stations can be incorporated in the positioning process, so that a positioning accuracy of around 10 cm can be achieved. In Germany, the SAPOS
system5 can be utilized for that. The water level is derived from the
vertical component of the position measurements. Once the position
data is transmitted from the G-WaLe floater to the receiver station, the
data are accessible on a server via File Transfer Protocol (FTP).

5 http://www.sapos.de
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Figure 3.5 The setup of the G-WaLe system (source: [11]).

3.3 Use Case: Forest Fire Risk Assessment
This use case6 deals with the on-the-fly incorporation of weather observing sensors into the Sensor Web to make them accessible to environmental models. The motivation for this use case is the integration with
models which are able to assess forest fire danger. Adaptations to other
environmental models, for example, those to compute the dispersion
plume of air pollutants caused by an industrial fire, are conceivable, too.
Forest fire information systems provide access to real time information on meteorological conditions and the assessment of fire danger
within a geographic region [146]. Fire predictions are calculated by
relying on meteorological, topographic, and forest inventory data. Specifically designed environmental models utilize those spatio-temporal
data to compute the potential of forest fire danger. An example of such a
model is the Canadian Fire Weather Index [249] which has been adapted
to European conditions and is in operational use in the European Forest
Fire Information System (EFFIS) [213].
EFFIS7 and its underlying model produce fire forecast maps for
6 This use case description is based on the publication Diaz, Bröring et al. (2012,
under review): Publishing Sensor Observations into Geospatial Information Infrastructures:
A Use Case in Fire Danger Assessment. Environmental Modelling & Software [68].
7 http://effis.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
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Europe. The EFFIS model is fed with meteorological data from the
meteorological services of France and Germany. The data are used to
generate maps with spatial resolutions between 36 and 45 km. The
model is computed based on the variables air temperature, relative
humidity, wind speed, and the precipitation of the previous 24 hours
[206]. Thereby, the quality of the output of the fire danger model does
not only depend on the internal algorithm, but of course also on the
input data [105]. To produce results with higher spatial resolution, the
EFFIS model can be modified so that it uses meteorological data from
local areas [68]. Higher resolution and accuracy of a fire danger model
is beneficial, e.g., to improve the preparedness of local forest authorities
in case of fires.
In this use case, local weather sensors shall be integrated with the
Sensor Web, to make their observations available to fire danger models
via SWE services. For achieving a high densification of the weather
station network, the idea is to incorporate home weather stations which
are widely used and distributed. Since home weather stations are usually
operated by laymen, a means for easily integrating them with the Sensor
Web is required. Hence, a (graphical) tool which supports the user
during the sensor integration process needs to be utilized here. This
tool can be tested in this use case by conducting a user study. As
an example, the common and widely used DAVIS weather station8 is
taken. The incorporation of local weather stations into a forest fire use
case based on SWE services has already been investigated as part of
the EU FP-6 project OSIRIS [134], however, without focusing on an easy
integration of the sensors. In the future, such an incorporation of local
in-situ geosensors and their combination with topographic and local
forest inventory data may enable the development of real-time forest
fire propagation models.

3.4 Use Case: Oil Spill Monitoring
In this case study9 , a release of crude oil from an offshore platform in
the Gulf of Mexico has caused a spill endangering the marine biosphere.
This hypothetical use case is based on the oil spill disaster caused by
the Deepwater Horizon oil rig that was operated in the Gulf of Mexico
and caught fire on April 20th 2010 after a well leakage at the sea-floor.
The Deepwater Horizon oil spill lasted for three month and an estimated
780.000 m3 of crude oil were released into the sea, which resulted in
8 http://www.davisnet.com/weather/
9 This

section is based on the publication Bröring et al. (2011): Semantically-enabled
Sensor Plug & Play for the Sensor Web. Sensors, 11(8): 7568-7605 [37].
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extensive damage to marine habitats as well as fishing and tourism
industries [81].
At the time of the accident of the Deepwater Horizon, the drilling
took place at a depth of around 1.500 m and about 64 km southeast of
the Louisiana coastline. During the trip of the oil from the broken riser
pipe at the sea-floor to the surface, some of the oil got dissolved. This
resulted in large subsurface plumes of water-in-oil emulsions consisting
of very small oil droplets (with a diameter of less than 100 µm). Due
to the very slow rising of those droplets, the ocean currents can keep
them within the water column and under the surface for several months
with horizontal transport of over 10 km away from the drilling point.
This is the reason for responsible oil spill management organizations
to carry out, for example, ship-based water column sampling cruises
with underwater sensors. In case of the Deepwater Horizon spill, one of
those ships was the research vessel Brooks McCall (Figure 3.6) [138].

Figure 3.6 Research vessel Brooks McCall used in the Deepwater Horizon oil spill (source: http://www.tdi-bi.com/vessels/
BrooksMcCall.htm).
The underwater sensors deployed from those vessels observe sea
related properties such as water temperature, current direction, current speed, salinity, and also the fluorescence of the dissolved matter
in the seawater. The presence of fluorescence is an indicator for the
existence of an oil emulsion and can be used to monitor underwater
plumes of crude oil [259]. Also important is the deployment of sensors,
e.g., aboard of ships, to sample weather related properties such as wind
direction, wind speed, and air temperature. Together, those environmental properties can serve as input parameters to multi-dimensional
oil weathering models [60] for simulating the dispersion, spreading,
evaporation, emulsification, and dissolution of the oil in the sea water.
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This information is, for example, important to react with appropriate
spill response actions (see e.g., [45, 255, 98]).

Figure 3.7 The CTD sensors used in the case study (source: photo by
the author; [37]).
In this use case, it is assumed that multiple organizations contribute
to the oil spill response actions and, therefore, a SWE-based Sensor
Web infrastructure has been setup as an interoperable infrastructure
for the different organizations to utilize the sensors. Since many kinds
of sensors are deployed in oil spill response actions, this use case
focuses on the correct matching of service requirements and sensor
characteristics. When integrating newly deployed sensors with the
Sensor Web, the sensors have to be automatically connected to services
which are interested in their data. Then, applications can query those
services for the observations made by the sensors, e.g., to incorporate
the data into simulations.
Within this example use case different kinds of sensors are considered. On the one hand, typical marine conductivity-temperature-depth
(CTD) sensors [244] are utilized, an RBR XR-420 10 and a Seabird SBE
37 11 [215]; see the testing setup in Figure 3.7. On the other hand, an
optical underwater sensor that is able to detect fluorescence with light
scattering techniques, a so-called fluorometer, is used, the WETLabs ECO
Triplet 12 [258]. The chosen sensors are common in marine research and
are carried by ships in oil spill situations for taking measurements at
various sampling points in the affected area. During the oil spill res10 http://www.rbr-global.com/products/ctd-a-multi-channel-loggers/
xr-420-620-ctd
11 http://www.seabird.com/products/spec_sheets/37sipdata.htm
12 http://www.wetlabs.com/products/eflcombo/triplet.htm
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ponse actions after the Deepwater Horizon accident, the research vessel
Brooks McCall was equipped with similar instruments, CTD sensors and
fluorometers from Sea-Bird Electronics and WETLabs [138].
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Requirements for a Sensor Plug &
Play Paradigm on the Sensor Web

The use cases described in the previous chapter call for automated
on-the-fly integration of geosensors with the Sensor Web. This chapter1
identifies and analyzes the key requirements for realizing such sensor
plug & play on the Sensor Web. Three core requirement groups are
identified, for the announcement of new sensors (Section 4.1), for the
adaptation of sensor interfaces (Section 4.2), and for the matchmaking
between sensor characteristics and service requirements (Section 4.2).
Derived from the general understanding of plug & play for devices, the
meaning of sensor plug & play for the Sensor Web is defined.

4.1 Requirements for a Publish/Subscribe
Mechanism
The common notion of plug & play is the ability to make the functionality
of a device instantaneously available within a system. The devices can
be added or removed from the system without the necessity to restart.
The main plug & play standards for personal computers and consumer
electronics are the Universal Serial Bus (USB) [7] as well as FireWire (IEEE
1394) [51]. These standards allow an easy usage of external computer
devices through the support of automatic configuration without the
need for user intervention. Once a user plugs a device into the system,
the device registers itself at the standard port and the configuration is
initiated. According to the USB specification, the system is then able to
retrieve the capabilities with vendor and product identification from the
device. This identification is globally unique so that operating systems
1 The following Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 of this chapter are based on the publication
Bröring et al. (2011): Semantically-enabled Sensor Plug & Play for the Sensor Web. Sensors,
11(8): 7568-7605 [37]. Section 4.3 is additionally based on the publication Bröring et al.
(2009): Semantic Challenges for Sensor Plug and Play. Springer, LNCS, 5886: 72-86 [34].
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can load the according driver and make the device available to the
system resources via the system bus.
This thesis aims at enabling sensor plug & play within a Sensor Web
infrastructure. In analogy to USB, the services of the Sensor Web represent the system resources to which the sensor needs to be made
available. This is contrary to approaches such as UPnP or DPWS (Section
2.3), since geosensors are typically too limited in their computational
and memory resources in order to run services by themselves (see geosensor examples in Chapter 3). Instead, sensor plug & play is defined
here as a mechanism that automatically connects a new sensor to Sensor
Web services which have announced interest in the sensor’s characteristics (e.g., type of sensor, sensor capabilities, etc.). This integration
of sensor and Sensor Web service includes the automated translation
between their protocols. Subsequently, the sensor functionalities (e.g.,
data provisioning or command acceptance) are available to the interested Sensor Web services in an on-the-fly manner. Thereby, this on-the-fly
integration means that neither sensor nor service need to be restarted
to get connected, their linkage is established instantaneously and dynamically, and the linkage is direct, i.e., without the necessity to maintain
an intermediary storage of sensor data. For example, in the flood management case study (Section 3.2), an SOS service (Section 2.4.3.1) of
the Wupperverband might be interested in geosensors that observe the
property water level in the drainage area of the river Wupper. Sensors
that appear on the Sensor Web, provided by some organization, and
fulfilling the required characteristics shall be automatically connected
to the SOS and shall instantaneously start uploading their data directly
to the service.
A basis for such sensor plug & play functionality is a publish/subscribe mechanism which needs to fulfill the following requirements.
From a service provider perspective, the requirement is:
Requirement 1. A plug & play mechanism for the Sensor Web shall allow
a service provider to subscribe a service on the Sensor Web by specifying
sensor characteristics relevant for this service.
From a sensor provider perspective, two requirements are derived:
Requirement 2. A plug & play mechanism for the Sensor Web shall allow
a sensor provider to publish the availability of a sensor by providing a
description of the sensor characteristics.
Requirement 3. A plug & play mechanism for the Sensor Web shall allow
a sensor provider to publish measured sensor data so that interested
services can retrieve the data.
Finally, given the above requirements for sensor provider and service
provider, and by aiming at Objective 1, the key requirement for the
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system architecture is:
Requirement 4. A plug & play mechanism for the Sensor Web shall
ensure that a newly available sensor which satisfies the characteristics
required by a service is automatically registered at that service, and its
observations are henceforth forwarded to that service.

4.2 Requirements for a Generic Driver Mechanism
for Sensors
Once the publish/subscribe mechanism is in place, it is essential that
messages between sensors and Sensor Web services can be exchanged.
Therefore, the interoperability gap between sensors and the Sensor
Web needs to be closed; see Objective 2. Closing this gap can be generally addressed from two directions. First, it can be approached by
implementing interoperable interfaces on the sensor. Second, it can
be approached through mechanisms that bridge between the sensor
protocols and Sensor Web protocols.
The first direction is addressed by several standardization approaches.
As described in Section 2.3, a basis for sensor communication is provided by protocols for the physical layer of the OSI stack. Connection to
geosensors are often established via the RS-232 protocol, while other
sensing domains utilize wireless protocols, e.g., ZigBee [180]. On top
of these base protocols, the manufacturers define the syntax and structure of the actual sensor protocol that is used for messages and data
exchanged with the sensor. A prominent example for a trial to create a
manufacturer independent standard of a sensor protocol is IEEE 1451.
IEEE 1451 defines interfaces for sensors to connect to so-called NCAP
servers, which can then be accessed by client applications over a network
(see Section 2.3).
Among geosensor manufacturers, the IEEE 1451 standards have not
achieved broad acceptance yet. Instead, vendors are still exploring the
usage of the compound IEEE 1451 family of standards [80]. Conforming
to standards such as IEEE 1451 requires that the sensor instrument
has to be modified, and its protocol has to be adjusted to comply
with the standard. Such modifications in the sensor’s firmware result
in high efforts and investments, which may lead to the hesitance of
sensor manufacturers to change their existing and established sensor
interfaces and protocols. In consequence, today, a huge variety of
non-standardized sensor interfaces are in use.
Different approaches try to bridge between these proprietary sensor
protocols and higher level Sensor Web protocols. For example, Walter
& Nash [253] analyze system designs which may lower the implemen69
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tation barrier for integrating sensors and SWE services. Lightweight
SWE connectors are suggested which convert raw sensor formats to
SWE-based data models. The authors describe design approaches for
such SWE connectors, but do not describe their implementation. Similar
approaches are the AnySen application [18] and the Sensor Abstraction
Layer (SAL) [91]. They introduce mechanisms which are capable of translating data from sensors by utilizing descriptions of the sensor. These
approaches make use of SensorML (Section 2.4.2.2) to describe sensor
characteristics and thereby abstract from the interface of a sensor. However, AnySen does not provide details on how the information for being
able to interpret incoming sensor data is reflected within SensorML. Also
SAL does not describe the elements of the developed model. Further,
the sensor descriptions utilized by SAL still require the association with
specific sensor drivers, since they do not support the definition of the
entire sensor interface.
Those related approaches act as intermediary brokers between sensors and Sensor Web services. They take the burden of adapting the
sensor protocol from the sensor manufacturer or provider. This idea
shall be followed but extended here to realize a generic driver mechanism for sensors. To achieve this aim, a description of a sensor
interface, that follows a well-defined model, needs to precisely define
how to interpret the sensor protocol. With increasing expressiveness of
such a model, sensors with more and more complex interfaces can be
connected to the Sensor Web. The following requirement is deduced:
Requirement 5. A plug & play mechanism for the Sensor Web shall
rely on a generic ’driver’ mechanism, a model for sensor interfaces,
which enables the translation between a sensor protocol and higherlevel Sensor Web protocols (e.g., the SWE protocols).
To realize this required functionality, a model for the declarative description of sensor interfaces needs to be developed. Then, an instance
of that model describes the interface of a sensor in such detail, that it
can make the sensor’s functionality available to the Sensor Web through
components which are able to interpret instantiations of the model. The
required genericness of the driver mechanism needs to be achieved by
making the design of the model (as much as possible) independent of
particular sensor technology so that it supports a large variety of sensor
protocols.
Particular sensor instances which are of the same sensor type own the
same sensor interface. For example, two distinct sensor instances of the
type ’Seabird SBE 37’ share the same interface as defined in [215]. Hence,
it is beneficial if the interface description of a sensor is exchangeable in
case its interface is adjusted (e.g., due to firmware updates). Moreover,
the interface description needs to be shareable so that, once defined, it
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can be passed on to others who operate sensors of the same type. This
sharing of the interface descriptions of sensors could even be realized
on dedicated Web platforms. Those considerations result in two new
requirements:
Requirement 6. A plug & play mechanism for the Sensor Web shall allow
the exchange of the interface description of a sensor so that, once a
sensor interface gets modified, an adjusted interface description can be
associated.
Requirement 7. A plug & play mechanism for the Sensor Web shall allow
the sharing of the interface description of a sensor with others.
Once such a model for the generic driver mechanism is in place, the
creation of model instantiations for sensor interface descriptions needs
to be facilitated. If a user needs a driver, i.e., an instance of the model,
for his sensor, and does not have access to an interface description for
the same type of sensor, he needs to be able to create a new one with
relatively low amount of efforts. Thus, tool support for the creation
process of sensor interface descriptions is demanded by the following
requirement:
Requirement 8. A plug & play mechanism for the Sensor Web shall be
supported by tools which enable a semi-automatic creation of sensor
interface descriptions.

4.3 Requirements for a Matchmaking Mechanism
Approaches such as USB or IEEE 1451 enable the connection of hardware
devices with computer systems. However, to enable plug & play of
sensors within the Sensor Web, one needs to go beyond the integration
of the hardware device provided through a driver mechanism as demanded in Section 4.2. In applications such as environmental monitoring,
disaster management, or early warning, the integration of the sensor
with the instantiated information model that underlies the specific application plays a crucial role. O&M (Section 2.4.2.1) and SOS (Section
2.4.3.1) as part of the SWE framework are examples for data / service
models that serve as generic foundations for application specific models.
WaterML 2.0 [240] is an example for an application specific model - it is
an extension of O&M for the hydrology domain.
To address Objective 3, and based on the required publish/subscribe
mechanism (Section 4.1), Sensor Web services shall be able to subscribe
for sensors based on their characteristics (e.g., specific sensor capabilities, sensor type, etc.). For example in the oil spill scenario (Section 3.4),
an SOS should be able to subscribe for the retrieval of oceanographic
sensor data for the ’Gulf of Mexico’ to monitor an oil spill. Therefore, it
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declares interest in sensor data for the feature ’Gulf of Mexico’ and observed properties such as ’sea water salinity’ or ’fluorescence’. The key
challenge here is to assure that the characteristics advertised by a sensor
match those required by a service. A sensor may characterize itself by
stating its identifier, name, model number, or contact information of its
administrator. While a matching of this kind of basic characteristics can
be checked by simple string comparison, spatial, temporal, and thematic
characteristics require more advanced matching techniques.
Temporal characteristics include the sampling rate or the lifetime of
a sensor. Spatial characteristics include the position of a sensor, a path
along which it is traveling, or a geographic region within which it can
function. The central thematic characteristic of a sensor is the observed
property as its output (e.g., water temperature), in combination with the
unit of measure (e.g., Kelvin). But also other thematic characteristics
such as the sensor configuration (e.g., the calibration), sensor deployment (e.g., mobile or stationary), or the measurement technique (e.g.,
usage of a 3d ultra-sonic anemometer or a 2d mechanical anemometer
for observing wind) are important. Matching sensor characteristics with
the requirements of a service is challenging and requires suitable mediation techniques; a detailed analysis of these matching challenges has
been described by Bröring et al. [34].
A sensor gathers data by observing a stimulus emitted from the
physical environment (see Section 2.1, [233]). This stimulus acts as the
input to the sensing procedure that results in the output of the sensor.
For example, in the flood monitoring use case (Section 3.2), an ultrasonic
flow meter could be utilized to observe the water flow of a river. The
stimulus in this case would be the ultrasound beam reflected from the
bypassing particles in the water. The output of the sensor would be the
water flow (e.g., measured in cubic meter per second).
On the Sensor Web, the digital counterparts of the entities in the
physical environment, which emit the stimuli observed by the sensors,
are the features of interest (Section 2.4.2.1). Before registering a service,
the service provider defines these features based on the application
area, e.g., the river ’Wupper’ in the flood monitoring use case. Sensors
are not aware of these features when they collect field data. Hence,
when registering new sensors on the Sensor Web, the features whose
properties are observed have to be determined. Sampling features, i.e.,
locations at which sensors take measures, can be reduced to their spatial
footprint. However, to ultimately determine the domain feature, e.g.,
the waterbody of the ’Gulf of Mexico’ in case of the oil spill scenario, its
thematic component needs to be incorporated as well.
Equally important is to realize the correct matching of the output of
a newly registered sensor and the property of a feature of interest on
the Sensor Web; see Figure 4.1. By assuring this matching, sensor data
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Figure 4.1 Matching between characteristics advertised by sensors and
those required by services (source: [37]).

is linked to the instantiated information model of a Sensor Web service.
This enables the integration of the sensor with the Sensor Web. Syntactic
matching is a first step in this process. Data encoding, structure, and
data types of the sensor output and the feature property have to match.
Second, the semantics of the output and the property of the feature have
to be compared. Wind direction is the classic example to demonstrate
the involved challenges. Syntactically, wind direction can be represented,
for example, as a numeric value, a textual value, or even a complex data
type. The semantics of wind direction can be defined as the direction
from which the wind blows, or as the direction the wind is blowing to
[193]. This mismatch cannot be discovered by syntactic matching alone
and would lead to wrong results in later processing steps. Consequently,
the following requirement is deduced:
Requirement 9. A plug & play mechanism for the Sensor Web shall
ensure a correct matching between the characteristics advertised by a
sensor and the characteristics required by a service.
Being able to compute semantic matchings requires that shared domain vocabularies are present and used for the semantic annotation of
both the characteristics advertised by sensors and those required by Sensor Web services. By linking to term definitions from those vocabularies,
the instances of Sensor Web information models, such as O&M (Section
2.4.2.1) and SensorML (Section 2.4.2.2), can be semantically annotated.
Those annotations establish links from application-specific metadata to
vocabularies which capture the knowledge of a domain (e.g., hydrology,
meteorology, or oceanography) and are commonly accepted within such
a domain. The utilized vocabularies are chosen by sensor / service
providers who define advertised / required sensor characteristics. Exis73
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ting vocabularies vary in their comprehensiveness and expressiveness.
Which vocabulary to choose, depends on the use case. Hence, a generic
plug & play mechanism for the Sensor Web cannot be limited to certain
vocabularies beforehand.
For semantically annotating Sensor Web information models, several
suitable vocabularies already exist (e.g., the Marine Metadata Interoperability ontology [14], or the SWEET ontology [195]). To enable a matchmaking between advertised and required sensor characteristics, sensor and
service providers need to select shared, widely accepted vocabularies.
In case a scenario needs more specific, locally defined vocabularies, it
is necessary to relate the defined terms to accepted vocabularies. By
establishing vocabulary mappings, reasoning engines are still able to
compute matchings between locally defined terms and the related terms
in domain vocabularies. Also, the computation of matchings across
different domains is possible, as long as the vocabularies are aligned.
Thus, the following requirement needs to be fulfilled:
Requirement 10. A plug & play mechanism for the Sensor Web shall
use for the semantic annotation of advertised and required sensor
characteristics either widely accepted vocabularies or more specific, but
aligned vocabularies.
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Approach for the Automated
On-the-fly Integration of
Geosensors

This chapter presents the architecture for realizing an automated onthe-fly integration of geosensors for the Sensor Web. The following
sections describe this architectural framework that fulfills the identified
requirements. According to the three core requirement groups presented
above (Section 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3), the designed components and their
interplay are described.
Section 5.1 first develops the abstract concept of an intermediary
layer for the geosensor infrastructure stack (Figure 1.1) which enables a
publish/subscribe mechanism to achieve Objective 1 of this thesis and
fulfill Requirements 1 to 4. Secondly, the Sensor Bus is presented – a
concrete realization of the intermediary layer concept.
Section 5.2 presents the Sensor Interface Descriptor (SID) concept
which is based on the international standard SensorML (Section 2.4.2.2).
A so-called SID Interpreter can act as a generic driver mechanism, thereby overcomes the problem of the interoperability gap (Section 1.2),
and, hence, addresses Objective 2 as well as Requirements 5 to 7.
Section 5.3 presents the SID Creator as an example of a tool which
supports users during the sensor integration process by creating instances of SIDs. It fulfills Objective 4 and Requirement 8.
Finally, Section 5.4 describes a mechanism for realizing matchmaking
between advertised sensor characteristics and service requirements
through semantic mediation. This method is incorporated into the
Sensor Bus and addresses Objective 3 and Requirement 9.
Figure 5.1 shows an overview of how these different components,
described in the following, are combined to achieve a plug & play mechanism for sensors. In Section 7.1, this figure is extended (see Figure 7.1)
and contains enriched details as well as the necessary administration
steps to interlink the components.
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Figure 5.1 Overview of the combined components contributing to the
sensor plug & play approach.

5.1 An Intermediary Layer for the Geosensor
Infrastructure Stack

In this section, an intermediary layer for the geosensor infrastructure
stack is developed to address Requirements 1 to 4 and to build a foundation for the matchmaking mechanism demanded in Requirement 9.
First, Section 5.1.1 describes the abstract basis of the intermediary layer,
which integrates the Sensor Web and sensors, by identifying generic
patterns for the interactions between sensors and the Sensor Web. These
implementation independent patterns can be used as the basis for the
development of infrastructure systems to connect sensors with the
Sensor Web. Second, Section 5.1.2 describes a concrete realization of
the intermediary layer, the Sensor Bus, which implements the afore
described, abstract patterns by defining a specific bus message protocol.
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5.1.1 Interactions on an Intermediary Layer Between Sensors and
the Sensor Web
The analysis of interactions between the sensor layer and the Sensor
Web layer, which emerge when introducing an intermediary layer, is
presented in the following1 . Figure 5.2 depicts in UML notation the components involved in the intermediary layer concept when it is introduced
in the geosensor infrastructure stack as described in Figure 1.1. The intermediary layer acts as a Broker [43] by transferring messages between
sensors and services and establishes a publish/subscribe mechanism
which is based on the Observer pattern [87].

Figure 5.2 Components involved in the interactions with the intermediary layer (based on: [33]).
At the top of the layer stack, client applications reside and are able
to invoke Sensor Web services. For example, clients can task a sensor by
utilizing a Sensor Planning Service (Section 2.4.3.3) or can retrieve observations by approaching a Sensor Observation Service (Section 2.4.3.1).
The intermediary layer is associated with services as well as sensors
which are proxied by sensor gateways. The protocols of sensors and
1 Section 5.1.1 and its subsections are based on the publication Bröring et al. (2010):
Interaction Patterns for Bridging the Gap between Sensor Networks and the Sensor Web.
In: 8th IEEE International Conference on Pervasive Computing and Communications
Workshops (PERCOM Workshops), IEEE [31].
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services need to be translated, i.e., adapted, to the intermediary layer.
Therefore, specific adapter components are conceptually part of the intermediary layer and enable the communication of sensors and services
with it.
The sensor gateway provides communication functionality for the
sensor; it is a physical component which is either separate or can be part
of a sensor. For example, in the oil spill monitoring use case (Section
3.4), a ’Seabird SBE 37’ sensor needs to be wired to a computer so that
communication with it becomes possible. This computer acts as the
sensor gateway in this case.
In this thesis, the key functionalities of a Sensor Web have been
defined as discovery, access, tasking, as well as eventing and alerting
(Section 2.1). To enable those key functionalities of the Sensor Web, five
basic and abstract interaction patterns can be identified based on the
above described general view on the intermediary layer. These patterns
are Service Registration, Sensor Registration, Resource Discovery, Data
Publication and Sensor Tasking. In the following subsections these
abstract patterns are described.
5.1.1.1 Service Registration Pattern
This pattern describes the interaction of establishing a connection between a newly deployed Sensor Web service and the intermediary layer.
A service is instantiated, becomes available on the Sensor Web, and is
therefore subscribed to the intermediary layer (Figure 5.3). The UML
diagram in Figure 5.3 shows both steps, instantiation and registration,
as initiated by the service itself. Implementations of this pattern might
involve a service administrator which is responsible for these tasks. For
the sake of simplicity of the pattern description, this is considered as
an autonomous act of the service.

Figure 5.3 Sequence diagram of service registration pattern (in UML
notation) (source: [31]).
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Subscribing the service at the intermediary layer can be achieved in
two alternative ways.
First, a Sensor Web service subscribes for sensors with specific characteristics, such as the physical property it observes. This subscription
requires the existence of unique identifiers for the characteristics. In
practice, Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) can be utilized which may
be stored at catalogues (Section 2.4.3.4) that enable the look up of registered URIs and corresponding resources. The intermediary layer has to
keep track of the performed subscriptions and has to associate services
with the correct sensors based on the specified subscription.
Second, a service subscribes itself as an anonymous observer at the
intermediary layer without giving any further information. A registration for a certain resource is not required. In this case, messages are
broadcasted to all registered services.
In the first case, the mapping of subscriptions and the correct message delivery has to be managed by the intermediary layer. Hence, the
approach is here called tight coupling of intermediary layer and Sensor
Web layer. The second approach defines a loose coupling between the
two layers which effectively results in a more lightweight intermediary
layer. In the latter case, the intermediary layer is less intelligent and the
responsibility for a correct association of services to sensors is pushed
to the adapter of each service rather than a central unit. The advantage
of the first approach is that communication can be reduced because
messages are sent as a multicast only to those services for which the
message is of interest. Hence, in this thesis, the first approach of an
intelligent intermediary layer is followed. The realization of the intermediary layer using Twitter, as described in [33], is an example for the
second approach. Every service is registered as follower at all sensors
and thus retrieves all sent messages.
A specialization of the Service Registration pattern is the Service
Update. The purpose of this sub-pattern is to redefine subscriptions of
an already registered service.
5.1.1.2 Sensor Registration Pattern
The Sensor Registration pattern describes how a newly installed sensor
is connected with the intermediary layer and its existence is published
to subscribed services. First, a sensor is deployed (Figure 5.4)2 . This successful deployment is reported to the sensor gateway which publishes
the existence of the new sensor to the intermediary layer and delivers
its metadata, e.g., as a link to a SensorML document (Section 2.4.2.2).
2 In real-world deployments of geosensors, the registrations of sensors at the sensor
gateway are often performed by an operator. For reasons of simplicity the diagram
shows the instantiation and announcement step as performed by the sensor.
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Consequently, the subscribed services are notified through the service
adapters as part of the intermediary layer by registering the sensor
(together with its metadata).

Figure 5.4 Sequence diagram of sensor registration pattern (in UML
notation) (source: [31]).

A specialization of this pattern is the Sensor Update sub-pattern.
Instead of publishing a new sensor, this pattern is triggered to update
the metadata description of a registered sensor. This could be, for
example, the event of a firmware update where the sensor publishes its
new functionality. Equivalent to a sensor registration, the update event
is announced by the intermediary layer.
The two introduced patterns, Service Registration (Section 5.1.1.1)
and Sensor Registration raise a problem: how can a service be notified
about a sensor, which has not been in place, when the service registered? Two alternative solutions are possible: (1.) If the two layers are
tightly coupled (Section 5.1.1.1), the intelligent intermediary layer is
responsible for associating sensor and service as well as providing a
means for the service to retrieve the metadata description of the already
registered sensor. This approach is followed in this thesis and detailed
in Section 5.1.2.3. (2.) If the intermediary layer and the Sensor Web
layer are loosely coupled, a solution could be to repeatedly publish the
metadata of registered sensors in regular intervals. Subscribed services
are subsequently notified and supplied with the information, whenever
a sensor of interest is registered. However, this approach results in
increased communication effort due to repeated metadata delivery.
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5.1.1.3 Resource Discovery Pattern
This pattern describes how a client can search and discover sensor resources based on the intermediary layer. For example, a client may look
for certain sets of sensor data (e.g., temperature data for Germany). This
search may contain criteria such as the observed properties, geographic
regions, or features of interest. Eventually, the client needs to discover services which offer the gathered data or enable the submission
of tasks to a sensor. For that purpose the Sensor Web incorporates
catalogue services such as the Sensor Instance Registry (Section 2.4.3.4).
As other services, these catalogues can register at the intermediary layer.
Based on the publish/subscribe mechanism established through the
sensor / service registration patterns (Section 5.1.1.2 and 5.1.1.1) all
information is forwarded to the catalogue which can maintain its metadata repository. Consequently, the catalogue can immediately respond
to client search queries without communicating with the intermediary
layer, which makes the resource discovery pattern trivial (Figure 5.5).

Figure 5.5 Sequence diagram of resource discovery pattern (in UML
notation) (source: [31]).
Depending on its particular realization, data can be inherently available and persistent within the intermediary layer. The implementation
using Twitter [33] is an example for such a persistent intermediary layer.
Once posted, all sent messages are constantly available at the micro blog
of the sensor or service. Those kinds of persistent intermediary layers
may serve as the basis for catalogues to perform resource discovery.
5.1.1.4 Data Publication Pattern
The Data Publication pattern describes the interaction of publishing
newly collected sensor data via the intermediary layer. As depicted in
Figure 5.6, the sensor gathers data and transmits it to the sensor gateway.
Although this is described here as an active task performed by the
sensor, the data can also be pulled from the sensor. Subsequently, the
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data is published on the intermediary layer. This includes a translation
of the sensor protocol performed by the sensor adapter which is part
of the intermediary layer. If the Sensor Web and the intermediary layer
are tightly coupled (Section 5.1.1.1), the data is delivered to the services
depending on their subscriptions. If the Sensor Web and intermediary
layer are loosely coupled, a message broadcast is realized.

Figure 5.6 Sequence diagram of data publication pattern (in UML notation) (source: [31]).
This way, published sensor data can, e.g., be inserted to a subscribed
SOS (Section 2.4.3.1). They are then available to clients via the standardized SOS interface and can be accessed and retrieved in a pull-based
manner. To provide the data in a push-based way, a Sensor Alert Service
or Sensor Event Service (Section 2.4.3.2) can be registered at the intermediary layer. An SAS or SES receives the incoming data, filters them by
certain predefined criteria and directly forwards it to interested clients.
5.1.1.5 Sensor Tasking Pattern
This pattern describes how tasks are submitted and transmitted from a
client to a sensor via the intermediary layer. To control a sensor on the
Sensor Web, a client submits a sensor task to a Sensor Web service, e.g.,
a Sensor Planning Service (Section 2.4.3.3). An example of such a task
description is a command for a sensor to set the sampling rate to a 10
minutes interval, or to start measuring temperature tomorrow at 4pm
at a certain geographic location.
Following the Sensor Tasking pattern (Figure 5.7), the Sensor Web
service receives a task from a client and publishes it at the intermediary
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Figure 5.7 Sequence diagram of sensor tasking pattern (in UML notation) (source: [31]).

layer. Once the task is received by the intermediary layer, it is translated
to the concrete sensor protocol through a specific sensor adapter of the
intermediary layer. Subsequently, it is forwarded to the sensor gateway
and eventually to the sensor.

5.1.2 The Sensor Bus - A Realization of the Intermediary Layer
This section3 describes the architectural design of a realization of the
intermediary layer (Section 5.1.1) as a logical bus – the Sensor Bus; see
Figure 5.8. The concept of the Sensor Bus and its message protocol are
defined in the following. An implementation of the Sensor Bus concept
is described in Section 6.1 and examples illustrating the usage of the
message protocol are given in Chapter 7.
Aligned with the Message Bus pattern [107], the Sensor Bus incorporates (1) a common communication infrastructure, (2) a shared set
of adapter interfaces, and (3) a well-defined message protocol. The
common communication infrastructure is realized based on an underlying messaging technology. The Sensor Bus is independent of that
messaging technology which can therefore be exchanged. It can, for
example, be realized based on the Extensible Messaging and Presence
Protocol (XMPP) [205], the Internet Relay Chat (IRC) [177], Java Message
3 Section 5.1.2 and its subsections are based on the publications Bröring et al. (2010):
Sensor Bus: An Intermediary Layer for Linking Geosensor Networks and the Sensor Web.
In: COM.Geo ’10: Proceedings of the 1st International Conference on Computing for
Geospatial Research and Application, ACM. [33] and Bröring et al. (2011): Semanticallyenabled Sensor Plug & Play for the Sensor Web. Sensors, 11(8): 7568-7605 [37].
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Figure 5.8 The Sensor Bus as an intermediary layer in the geosensor
infrastructure stack (source: [37]).

Service (JMS) [100], but also using Twitter as described in [33]. Services
as well as sensors can publish messages to the Sensor Bus and are able
to subscribe to it for receiving messages in a push-based communication
style. The different components (i.e., sensors and Sensor Web services)
can subscribe and publish to the Sensor Bus through adapters. Those
adapters convert the service or sensor specific communication protocol
to the internal bus protocol (Figure 5.9).
In Section 5.1.1, interaction patterns have been identified which
emerge when introducing an intermediary layer, such as the Sensor Bus,
within the geosensor infrastructure stack (Figure 1.1). At the Sensor Bus,
those interactions are realized as particular bus messages. The Sensor
Bus message protocol (as described in the following) is designed in a
compact style to preserve system resources when de- or encoding those
messages. Single message fields are divided by a separator sign (the
’∗’ character). In the following specification of the message protocol,
variables acting as placeholders for actual values are put in ’<’ and ’>’
brackets.
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Figure 5.9 Components of the Sensor Bus (source: [37]).

5.1.2.1 Sensor Registration
To register a sensor at the Sensor Bus following the Sensor Registration
pattern (Section 5.1.1.2), the adapter belonging to the sensor sends
a ConnectSensor message (Listing 5.1) which contains a URL pointing
to a sensor description document. This document is placed at a Webaccessible location by the sensor publisher beforehand. The URL of
the document also acts as an identifier of the sensor in the subsequent
communication via the Sensor Bus. The sensor metadata document is
formatted conforming to the SensorML standard (Section 2.4.2.2).
ConnectSensor * <sensor description URL>

Listing 5.1 The ConnectSensor message.
SensorML is domain independent, which makes it generic and, thus,
information can be encoded in multiple ways. Hence, it is demanded that
the sensor description additionally conforms to a profile of SensorML
which restricts its genericness. Jirka & Bröring [130] have elaborated
a profile which is used here and served as a basis for the lightweight
SWE profile developed for the European Environment Agency (EEA) as
presented in [132]. By complying to this profile, all components of
the architecture can rely on finding the characteristics of a sensor in
well-defined elements of a SensorML document. These characteristics
suffice for effective discovery and include [135]:
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• Identification of the sensor.
• Keywords that describe the sensor.
• Contact information about the company/individual that operates
the sensor.
• Capabilities of the sensor (e.g., operating range or survival range).
• Classification of the sensor (e.g., model number or sensor type).
• Location of the sensor.
• Inputs of the sensor, i.e., properties that are observed.
• Outputs of the sensor (including link to semantic definition).
5.1.2.2 Service Registration
The connection of a service at the Sensor Bus and the subscription for
certain sensor characteristics is conducted by a sequence of messages
sent by the service adapter (Listing 5.2). First, the service adapter calls
the ConnectService message to publish the endpoint of the service, i.e.,
its URL, which identifies the service in future messages. Subsequently,
multiple SubcribeService messages can be sent over the bus, each defining a subscription of the service for sensors with a particular set
of characteristics (see Listing 7.12 for an example). This sequence of
messages realizes the Service Registration pattern (Section 5.1.1.1).
1. ConnectService * <service URL>
2. SubscribeService * <service URL>
* <sensor characteristic A> * <value>
* <sensor characteristic B> * <value>
...
x. SubscribeService * <service URL>
* <sensor characteristic Y> * <value>
* <sensor characteristic Z> * <value>
...

Listing 5.2 The message sequence for service connection and subscription.
The service subscription is specified in a key-value-pair style that
associates a unique identifier of a sensor characteristic with a value. A
SubscribeService message can contain multiple key-value-pairs which are
implicitly combined by a logical AND to a single subscription. This way,
a service adapter can, for example, announce interest in sensors with
certain survival capabilities (e.g., battery lifetime greater than 10 days)
that are observing a particular observed property (e.g., temperature)
with data being published in a particular unit of measure (e.g., degree
Celsius).
To reference a particular characteristic in a subscription, two alternatives exist. For commonly used characteristics, such as unit of measure
and observed property, a vocabulary of unique identifiers has been defined (see Table 5.1). To subscribe for characteristics which are priorly
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Key Identifier
sensorID

observedProperty

uom

Definition
The unique identifier of the sensor. This can
be defined by a service in case it knows the
sensor for which it aims at registering for.
The property observed by the sensor. This can
be specified during service subscription, e.g, in
case the service is interested in sensor data regarding a certain property, e.g., ’temperature’
or ’ozone’.
The unit of measure that is used for the measured values send over the Sensor Bus.

Table 5.1 Vocabulary of directly referencable sensor characteristics,
usable in service subscription.

unknown to the system (e.g., the survival range of a sensor) a unique
concept identifier has to be used. During matchmaking (Section 5.4) such
priorly unknown characteristics are compared to the generic capability
elements of a sensor’s SensorML document where the same concept
identifier needs to be used. To make the values of these characteristics
interpretable to the components listening on the bus, they are encoded
as SWE Common simple types (e.g., Boolean, Text, QuantityRange) (see
Section 2.4.2). This way, the key-value-pair mechanism is generic and
subscriptions to arbitrary characteristics can be specified.
5.1.2.3 Managing the Association of Sensors and Services
The message sequences described above are published in the management channel of the Sensor Bus, where management components are
listening (see Figure 5.9). Two kinds of such management components
with different responsibilities are defined.
First, a mediator component is able to compute the matchmaking
between the characteristics a service requires and the characteristics advertised in the SensorML document of a sensor. The mediation continues
if all characteristics of a sensor either match directly the requirements of
a service, or if a rule is available that converts between two characteristics. If the matchmaking requires a conversion rule, the service adapter
needs to be notified that a transformation of incoming measurements
will be required in the future. Therefore, the mediator publishes required
conversion rules to the management channel. Typically, such conversion
rules translate between different units of measure (e.g., Kelvin to Celsius)
or different data types (e.g., decimals to categorical values). This process
of semantic meditation is similar to formerly developed approaches for
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the semantic matchmaking of client requirements against Web service
capabilities (see e.g., [183, 210, 141]). The mechanism applied here, is
particularly designed for the mediation between sensors and Sensor
Web services. It is detailed in Section 5.4.
The start of the above outlined process is indicated by a StartMediating message (Listing 5.3) from the mediator to declare that it takes over
the computation of the matchmaking for a newly registered component
(either a new service or sensor). The StartMediating message is sent to
prevent that multiple mediators start this expensive calculation. After
the matchmaking has been computed, Mediate messages are sent for
each resulting match of a sensor and a service. If needed, a conversion rule is contained in the Mediate message (Listing 5.3). The service
adapter applies this rule to data received from the particular sensor
to translate between its output format and the required format of the
observed property on the service side. The Mediate message contains
the advertised sensor output and the required observed property to
which the mediation belongs (see Listing 7.15 for an example). Multiple
mediator instances are listening to the management channel. This way,
the system is scalable and the mediation process does not cause delay. Also for the sake of scalability, the functionality of mediation and
channel administration are kept in separate components.
1. StartMediating * <service URL | sensor description URL>
2. Mediate * <sensor description URL> * <service URL>
* <advertised sensor output A>
* <required observed property B>
[* <conversion rule>]
...
x. Mediate * <sensor description URL> * <service URL>
* <advertised sensor output X>
* <required observed property Y>
[* <conversion rule>]

Listing 5.3

The Mediate message sequence.

The second kind of management component is the channel administrator which monitors the management channel and is responsible
for registering services and sensors to particular communication channels. The communication channels are used to publish and receive
measured sensor data. For each output of a sensor, the channel administrator creates a new channel. By means of the DirectSensor (Listing
5.5) message, the sensor is directed to a channel where it shall publish a
particular output. A service is directed to that channel if, as published
in the Mediate message (Listing 5.3), a matching between the advertised
sensor characteristics and the service requirements does exist. The
channel administrator directs the service by means of the DirectService
(Listing 5.4) message.
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DirectService * <service URL>
* <required observed property>
* <channel>

Listing 5.4 The DirectService message.

DirectSensor * <sensor description URL>
* <advertised sensor output>
* <channel>

Listing 5.5 The DirectSensor message.

5.1.2.4 Data Publication
The Data Publication pattern (Section 5.1.1.4) is realized by the PublishData message (Listing 5.6). This message is sent via the Sensor Bus
by a sensor adapter to publish new sensor data. The message contains
a time and location tag (encoded as ISO 8601 [119] and EPSG 49794 ),
the sensor’s output property, and the data value itself. A service adapter, receiving this message, first applies the conversion rule(s) (Section
5.1.2.3) to the data and then transforms the message to the service
specific protocol. For example, in case of a service adapter for the
SOS (Section 2.4.3.1), the PublishData message (see Listing 7.17 for an
example) is translated to an InsertObservation request (see Listing 7.18
for an example) to upload the data to the SOS.
PublishData * <sensor description URL> * <time tag> * <location tag>
* <advertised sensor output> * <data>

Listing 5.6 The PublishData message.
Figure 5.10 shows the interplay of the above described messages
for service registration (Section 5.1.2.2), sensor registration (Section
5.1.2.1), association management through mediation (Section 5.1.2.3),
and finally data publication. These messages are exchanged among the
components of the Sensor Bus as illustrated in Figure 5.9. While the
solid arrows represent Sensor Bus messages, the dashed arrows are
activities performed by the involved components.
The sequence A – D registers a sensor at the Sensor Bus, it gets
directed to a new communication channel where it starts to send PublishData messages. The sequence 1 – 6 of the figure are the messages
to connect, mediate and direct a newly available service. After joining
the communication channel where sensor data is published that is of
interest for the service, the listening service adapter retrieves the sensor
data, registers the sensor at the service, and inserts its observations.
4 http://www.opengis.net/def/crs/EPSG/0/4979
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Figure 5.10 Message sequences for connecting, mediating and directing sensors and services as well as the publication and retrieval of
sensor data (source: [37]).

5.1.2.5 Sensor Tasking
As described in the sensor tasking pattern (Section 5.1.1.5), tasking a
sensor is triggered by a client request to a Sensor Web service, e.g., the
Sensor Planning Service (SPS) (Section 2.4.3.3). In case of the SPS, a client
can ask for the structure description of accepted sensor tasks by using
the DescribeTasking operation. Afterwards, the client is able to send
a Submit operation request to the SPS which contains the desired task
parameters (see Listing 7.5 for an example). The service adapter of the
SPS transforms the Submit request to a PublishTask message (Listing
5.7) which is then sent over the Sensor Bus. The PublishTask message
contains the identifier of the sensor which shall execute the task, a time
tag when the task has been sent, the name of the sensor command, as
well as pairs of task parameter keys and according values (see Listing
7.6 for an example). This mechanism can be used, for example, to set
the sampling rate of a water level sensor, to control the zoom level of a
camera, or to lift the arm of a robot.
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PublishTask * <sensor description URL> * <time tag> * <command>
* <parameter A> * <value>
* <parameter B> * <value>
...

Listing 5.7 The PublishTask message.

Figure 5.11 shows the sequence of activities and messages of sensor
adapter and service adapter when tasking a sensor. After joining the
same communication channel (step 1 and 2 in the figure), the service
adapter receives the task (step 3) from the service and transforms it
to the PublishTask message which is then published on the Sensor Bus
(step 4). The message is received by the sensor adapter, converted into
the native sensor protocol and forwarded as a command to the sensor
(step 5).

Figure 5.11 Message sequence for publishing a sensor task and its
retrieval by a sensor.
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5.2 A Generic Driver Mechanism based on Sensor
Interface Descriptors
Before a sensor can be integrated with the Sensor Web, some sort of driver is needed which understands the native sensor protocol and offers a
well-defined interface that makes the functionality of the sensing device
available to the outside. Since there are numerous kinds of environmental sensors with various interfaces available, a generic driver mechanism
for sensors is needed, as stated by Requirement 5. This Section5 presents the Sensor Interface Descriptor (SID) concept which can be used to
provide such functionality. First, an overview of the SID concept and its
utilization in a Sensor Web infrastructure is given (Section 5.2.1). Next,
the concept of encapsulation of an SID is emphasized (Section 5.2.2).
Then, the different aspects of the SID model are described. Section 5.2.3
outlines how the basic addressing parameters of a physical connection
to the sensor are specified. After establishing the physical connection,
a definition of the raw sensor protocol is needed, which is illustrated
in Section 5.2.4. With its definition in place, data conforming to the
sensor protocol can be interpreted and further processed, as described
in Section 5.2.5. Before retrieved, interpreted and processed sensor data
can be forwarded to a Sensor Web infrastructure, certain metadata have
to be added, which is outlined in Section 5.2.6. To enable the tasking
of sensors, the commands accepted by the sensor interface need to be
specified as described in Section 5.2.7.

5.2.1 Overview of the Sensor Interface Descriptor Concept
The SID model allows the declarative description of sensor interfaces. It
is designed as a profile and extension of OGC’s SensorML standard (Section 2.4.2.2). An instance of the SID model, designed for a particular type
of sensor, defines the precise communication protocol, accepted sensor
commands, processing steps for transforming incoming raw sensor data,
and necessary metadata association. Based on that information, a socalled SID Interpreter is able to establish the connection to a sensor and
translates between the sensor protocol and a target protocol (e.g., the
SWE protocols, Section 2.4). Due to this ability of translating between
the protocols of the different layers of the geosensor infrastructure
5 Section 5.2 and its subsections are based on the publications Bröring et al. (2010):
Declarative Sensor Interface Descriptors for the Sensor Web. In: M. Brovelli, S. Dragicevic,
S. Li, and B. Veenendaal (Eds.) WebMGS 2010: 1st International Workshop on Pervasive
Web Mapping, Geoprocessing and Services, ISPRS [28] and Bröring et al. (2010): OGC
Discussion Paper 10-134: Sensor Interface Descriptors. Open Geospatial Consortium [27].
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stack, the SID concept is a key in bridging the described interoperability
gap (Section 1.2) between sensors and the Sensor Web.
Figure 5.12 gives an overview of how to utilize an SID Interpreter and
SID instances in a Sensor Web infrastructure. A sensor is connected to a
sensor gateway (Section 5.1.1) which supplies communication access to
the sensor. At this point, the communication with the sensor takes place
in its native sensor protocol defined by the manufacturer via a certain
transmission technology through the sensor gateway. This transmission
technology is in case of geosensors often an RS-232 [74] serial connection, though, more and more sensors provide also Ethernet connectivity
[64]. The sensor gateway may also act as sensor network sink so that
other nodes of a (possibly mobile) sensor network communicate with it.
The SID Interpreter runs on the sensor gateway and uses SID instances
for the different sensors of the sensor network to translate between
the sensor specific protocol and the protocols used on the Sensor Web
layer, e.g., O&M encoded observations (Section 2.4.2.1) wrapped in SOS
InsertObservation requests (Section 2.4.3.1). The SID interpreter is responsible to register a sensor within the Sensor Web infrastructure and
to upload the measured data. It is also responsible for the opposite
communication direction, to forward tasks from the Sensor Web (e.g.,
from an SPS; Section 2.4.3.3) to a sensor.

Figure 5.12 Utilization of an SID Interpreter (based on: [26]).
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If the Sensor Web infrastructure is based upon the Sensor Bus as
proposed in Section 5.1.2 to fulfill Requirement 4, an SID Interpreter
component can be used to realize a generic sensor adapter for the
Sensor Bus. This principle is depicted in Figure 5.13. In this case, the
SID Interpreter converts between sensor messages and the messages
complying to the Sensor Bus protocol as defined in Section 5.1.2.

Figure 5.13 SID Interpreter as part of a generic sensor adapter for the
Sensor Bus (source: [37]).

5.2.2 Encapsulation of the Sensor Interface Descriptor within
SensorML
The SID model extends the SensorML standard (Section 2.4.2.2). SensorML is chosen as the basis for the SID specification in order to embed
it in the officially approved SWE suite of standards and to facilitate
reusability of existing SensorML software. Thereby, an objective is to include only such information into an SID which is related to the interface
of a certain type of sensor and to exclude information which is specific
for an instance of a sensor (e.g., identification, or current position). By
keeping an SID specific to a certain type of sensor (e.g., the Seabird
SBE 37 [215]), it can be used for all the instances of this sensor type.
That way, Requirements 6 and 7 can be fulfilled which demand that the
driver of a sensor, represented by an SID instance, shall be shareable
and exchangeable.
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Achieving this objective makes it necessary to bundle and strictly
encapsulate all SID related elements which are contained in a SensorML
document. By encapsulating the SID, it can be easily replaced and
reused in other SensorML descriptions of different sensor instances
which are of the same type. Thus, the SID is encapsulated within the
interface element of the SensorML model. This SensorML interface
element contains a stack of layers (Figure 5.14) that is aligned with
the Open System Interconnection (OSI) reference model [120]. The SID
model makes use of this layer stack and extends it to enable a precise
description of the sensor interface.
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Essential for the SID model is the ability to reflect the data flow
between the components of the different layers. Figure 5.15 illustrates
that data flow between sensor and the Sensor Web through the SensorML
document and the contained SID. To reflect this data flow within the
SID, the connections element, which is also associated with the SensorML
System, is reused and associated with the InterfaceDefinition (Figure
5.14). This allows the description of the data flow within an element
that is part of the SID, and ensures the required encapsulation of the
SID. The arrows in Figure 5.15 symbolize the data flow through the SID.
This flow is defined by SensorML links as part of the connections element
associated with the InterfaceDefinition.

Figure 5.15 Data flow between sensor and Sensor Web through the
SID (based on: [28, 27]).

5.2.3 Description of Sensor Addressing
The addressing parameters (e.g., port and baud rate of a RS-232 serial
connection) are the basis for establishing a physical connection to the
sensor. This physical connection is established through the operating
system which runs the SID Interpreter. The addressing parameters are
stored externally in a document accompanying the SID, since the SID
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can be publicly published (e.g., via a SWE service) and the addressing
parameters are security relevant.
<sml:interface name="SID">
<sml:InterfaceDefinition
connectionID="connector_serial"
connectionType="urn:sid:connection:serial">
:

Listing 5.8

Definition of addressing parameters.

As shown in Listing 5.8, the connectionType attribute of the InterfaceDefinition is used to specify the type of the connection. Details of the
connection for a particular interface, which is identified by the connectionID attribute, are stated in an external file whose structure is dependent
of the SID Interpreter implementation and thus not further defined
by the SID model. The type of connection is specified by using a Uniform Resource Name (URN) pointing to globally defined semantics (e.g.,
’urn:sid:connection:serial’ for a serial connection, ’urn:sid:connection:ftp’
for an FTP based connection to a sensor, or ’urn:sid:connection:file’ in
case sensor messages are exchanged through the file system).

5.2.4 Description of Sensor Protocol
For the declarative definition of a sensor protocol, the exact definition of
the raw data streams exchanged between sensor and sensor gateway is
essential. The structure of this raw data is described within the lowest,
the physicalLayer element. As shown in Figure 5.14, new elements for
the data input and data output stream are attached to this element.
The two elements are necessary to support duplex communication
with sensors (i.e., receiving messages, as well as sending commands
is possible). To describe the structure of the incoming and outgoing
streams, the SensorML DataBlockDefinition type is reused by the SID
model.
Listing 5.9 shows an example of a data stream output of a Seabird
SBE 37 6 [215] (see Figure 3.7) sensor as utilized in the oil spill use case
(Section 3.4). Via serial cable connected to a sensor gateway, the Seabird
SBE 37 delivers measurements of water temperature (in degree Celsius),
conductivity (in Siemens/meter), pressure (in decibar), salinity (in parts
per thousands), and sound velocity (in meter/seconds), in this order.
Also part of the message are the date (given as day, month, and year),
and time (defined in the format ’hh:mm:ss’). These seven parts of the
message are called tokens in the SID specification.
20.8397, 0.00006, 0.028, 0.0103, 1484.920, 14 Aug 2011, 13:15:30<CR>

Listing 5.9

Example data message of a Seabird SBE 37.

6 http://www.seabird.com/products/spec_sheets/37sipdata.htm
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Listing 5.10 is an excerpt of the Seabird SBE 37 protocol definition.
The DataRecord element of the DataBlockDefinition specifies the structure and meaning of each token of a single data block within the data
streams that go into the sensor (DataInputStream) and come out of it
(DataOutputStream). Here, the end of a data block is marked by a carriage return character (<CR> as American Standard Code for Information
Interchange (ASCII) in Listing 5.9 and &#x000D; in the XML encoding) as
defined in the encoding element.
Listing 5.9 shows only one kind of data block coming from the
Seabird SBE 37. However, in response to different commands, other
data blocks may be returned. In case of the Seabird SBE 37, the SID
Interpreter distinguishes those different kinds of data blocks by the
number of tokens. Other sensors use dedicated tokens to identify a
certain kind of data block in the data stream. This is, for example,
shown in Listing 7.8, where a data message from an RBR XR-420 sensor
is presented. There, the first token with the constant value TIM identifies
the block that contains the measured data. Within the DataRecord of the
DataBlockDefinition, the field representing the TIM token can be labeled
with the URN urn:sid:encoding:assertedValue so that the SID Interpreter
can identify the block.
The components of the DataInputStream named setSamplingRateCommand and startSamplingCommand represent the data structures
which are sent to a Seabird SBE 37 to set the sampling rate and subsequently start the sampling process. All details of the command structures are intentionally not defined on the physicalLayer but instead on
the applicationLayer (Section 5.2.7). Only on the applicationLayer, a
command consists of several subcomponents. On the layers below the
applicationLayer, the command is considered as one aggregated data
set. The reason for this is that the processes (e.g., character escaping or
checksum validation processes; Section 5.2.5), which are defined on the
layers below the applicationLayer, need to be executed on the command
represented as a single data set.
<sml:physicalLayer>
<sid:DataInputStream>
<dataInputComponents>
<ComponentList>
<component name="setSamplingRateCommand"
xlink:href="#setSamplingRateParamsEncoding"/>
<component name="startSamplingCommand"
xlink:href="#startSamplingCommandID"/>
</ComponentList>
</dataInputComponents>
</sid:DataInputStream>
<sid:DataOutputStream>
<dataOutputComponents>
<ComponentList>
<component name="DataOutputStream">
<swe:DataBlockDefinition>
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<swe:components>
<swe:DataRecord>
<swe:field name="temperature"><swe:Text /></swe:field>
<swe:field name="conductivity"><swe:Text /></swe:field>
<swe:field name="pressure"><swe:Text /></swe:field>
<swe:field name="salinity"><swe:Text /></swe:field>
<swe:field name="sound_velocity"><swe:Text /></swe:field>
<swe:field name="date"><swe:Text /></swe:field>
<swe:field name="time"><swe:Text /></swe:field>
</swe:DataRecord>
</swe:components>
<swe:encoding>
<swe:TextBlock
decimalSeparator="."
tokenSeparator=","
blockSeparator="&#x000D;"/>
</swe:encoding>
</swe:DataBlockDefinition>
:

Listing 5.10

Excerpt of the Seabird SBE 37 protocol definition.

5.2.5 Description of Data Processing
For enabling the definition of processing steps which are necessary to
convert between sensor data and the target protocol, the dataLinkLayer,
networkLayer, transportLayer, and sessionLayer can be utilized. Each
of the four layers is optional in an SID. To allow data processing in
both directions, from sensor to Sensor Web and vice versa, elements
for data decoding and encoding are added to each layer (Figure 5.14).
Instances of these elements contain either a SensorML ProcessModel or
ProcessChain to define the process with its inputs, outputs, parameters,
and its computational method.
Four process types, essential for sensor communication, shall be
natively supported by an SID Interpreter. These process types are
in detail defined as SensorML profiles in the OGC SID specification by
Bröring et al. [27]. First, a character escaping process type is defined that
can be applied to add or remove escape characters from sensor messages.
Escape characters are used to induce an alternative interpretation of
a transmitted character. Second, a process type is defined that allows
the computation and validation of checksums, which is needed to verify
whether messages are correctly transmitted. Third, a date conversion
process type allows to convert between a timestamp format used by the
sensor (e.g., seconds since Unix Epoch) and another time representation
(e.g., ISO 8601 [119]). Fourth, a process type for applying a transfer
function to sensor data is defined and as an example further explained
in the following paragraphs. For each of those process types, the SID
specification states a URN to refer to it in the method property of the
process model. Besides those four natively supported processes, the SID
specification can be extended to incorporate other process methods.
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Particularly important for sensor communication is the ability to
apply a transfer function [86] to received data. A transfer function can
be used to calculate sensor outputs from raw sensor data. For example,
an electric current returned by a detector needs to be transformed to an
actual measurement value of a particular property (e.g., temperature, or
radiation). Also, such a function can be used to calibrate a sensor, or
to correct measurements. Parameters of this process type are multiple
x,y-tuples defining a curve, as well as the kind of transfer function that
shall be used (e.g., linear, or cubic spline). Listing 5.11 shows an example
of a linear transfer function process to compute values of the property
chlorinity based on salinity values measured by a Seabird SBE 37.
<sml:transportLayer>
<sid:Decoder>
<decoderComponent>
<sml:ProcessChain>
<sml:inputs>
<sml:InputList>
<sml:input name="salinityInput">
<swe:Quantity/>
</sml:input>
</sml:InputList>
</sml:inputs>
<sml:outputs>
<sml:OutputList>
<sml:output name="chlorinityOutput">
<swe:Quantity/>
</sml:output>
</sml:OutputList>
</sml:outputs>
:
<sml:method
xlink:role="urn:sid:process:transfer:linear"/>
:

Listing 5.11 Excerpts of a transfer function process.
While the transfer function process (Listing 5.11) is embedded in
a decoderComponent contained in the transportLayer and referenced
with the URN urn:sid:process:transfer:linear, the tuples defining the
linear transfer function are specified in a separate SensorML curve
element as shown in Listing 5.12. This curve instantiates the transfer
function process and is defined outside of the SID. This is done, since the
definition of the transfer function curve can be dependent on the specific
sensor instance and the sensor deployment conditions, but not on the
sensor interface. For example, a weather station might use different
curve definitions to transform raw data to observations depending on
the setup how and where it is installed.
In the example of Listing 5.12, the coordinates of the curve are (0.03,
0) and (1.835, 1), since chlorinity can be computed from salinity as
Cl = (S − 0.03)/1.805 [235]. The curve element is part of a Component
which can be listed in a SensorML System. The two fields for salinity
and chlorinity can be linked to the axes of the transfer function process
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by specifying according link elements in the connections element of a
System. This way, the transfer function process is externally parameterized.
<swe:Curve>
<swe:elementCount>
<swe:Count><swe:value>2</swe:value></swe:Count>
</swe:elementCount>
<swe:elementType>
<swe:SimpleDataRecord>
<swe:field name="salinityParam">
<swe:Quantity definition=
"http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/2.0/chemConcentration.owl#Salinity"/>
</swe:field>
<swe:field name="chlorinityParam">
<swe:Quantity definition=
"http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/2.0/chemConcentration.owl#Chlorinity"/>
</swe:field>
</swe:SimpleDataRecord>
</swe:elementType>
<swe:encoding>
<swe:TextBlock
tokenSeparator
= ", "
decimalSeparator = "."
blockSeparator
= "; " />
</swe:encoding>
<swe:values>
0.03, 0;
1.835, 1;
</swe:values>
</swe:Curve>

Listing 5.12 Example parameterization of a transfer function process.

5.2.6 Description of Sensor Output Metadata
The data, resulting from the preceding processing steps (Section 5.2.5),
has to be associated with certain metadata before it can be transmitted
to the Sensor Web. The measured data needs to be associated with units
of measure and linked to an output property description, so that an
interpretation of the data and a creation of higher-level observations
becomes possible.
As shown in Listing 5.13, the association of the data with a unit
of measure is done on the presentationLayer. The DataOutputStream
element is used to describe the data coming from the sensor on this
layer. As an example, the field ’TEMP’ represents a quantity measured in
degree Celsius. The units are here defined as UCUM [211] codes.
<sml:presentationLayer>
<sid:DataOutputStream>
:
<swe:field name="TEMP">
<swe:Quantity gml:id="tempID" >
<swe:uom code="Cel" />
</swe:Quantity>
</swe:field>
<swe:field name="PRESSURE">
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<swe:Quantity gml:id="pressureID" >
<swe:uom code="bar" />
</swe:Quantity>
</swe:field>
<swe:field name="SALINITY">
<swe:Quantity gml:id="salinityID" >
<swe:uom code="ppth" />
</swe:Quantity>
</swe:field>
<swe:field name="CHLORINTY">
<swe:Quantity gml:id="chlorinityID" >
<swe:uom code="ppth" />
</swe:Quantity>
</swe:field>
:
</sid:DataOutputStream>
</sml:presentationLayer>

Listing 5.13 Definition of sensor data output on presentation layer.
In the outputs element of the SensorML document, the sensor output
is semantically annotated. As shown in Listing 5.14, the gml:description
is used to link for this purpose to a concept description from the SWEET
ontology [195]. The field element includes the description of the data
by referencing the element with the identifier ’tempID’ which is defined
on the presentationLayer of the SID (Listing 5.13).
The outputs element is not part of the SID, as it is not a sub-element
of the InterfaceDefinition (Figure 5.14). The contained information is
intentionally kept out of the SID, since the semantic annotation of the
sensor output is dependent on the particular use case and not on the
interface of the sensor type. By not including this information into
the SID, a reusing of the SID in different use cases, as demanded by
Requirement 7, remains possible.
<sml:outputs>
<sml:OutputList>
<sml:output name="temperature">
<swe:DataRecord>
<gml:description>
http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/1.1/property.owl#Temperature
</gml:description>
<swe:field xlink:href="#tempID" />
</swe:DataRecord>
</sml:output>
:
<sml:OutputList>
</sml:outputs>

Listing 5.14 Definition of sensor output metadata.

5.2.7 Description of Sensor Commands
For enabling the definition of commands accepted by a sensor, the SensorML applicationLayer is used here. Once described, these command
definitions can for example be used by an SPS (Section 2.4.3.3) so that it
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can provide information to the clients via the DescribeTasking operation
on how to task the sensor. As shown in Figure 5.14, the command
element contains sub-elements to describe possible sensor responses,
the pre- and postconditions for executing the command, as well as the
command parameters.
Listing 5.15 shows an example of the parameter definition of a command which sets the sampling rate of a Seabird SBE 37 sensor [215]. The
command has two parameters: the first one represents the command
name and is fixed to the value ’SampleInterval=’, the second one is a text
which represents the measuring interval constrained with a minimum
value of 6 seconds. The SID model prescribes specific URNs to define
roles of parameters, for example, whether it is required or optional. The
order of the command parameters is the same as in the native sensor
protocol to which the command is mapped. Before the ’setSamplingRate’
command can be executed, the specified precondition needs to be fulfilled, a successful execution of the ’initLogging’ command. By setting
the attribute auto to false, the SID Interpreter knows, that this command
shall not be automatically executed by startup, but shall be executed on
request.
Another example for the command definition can be found in Section
7.2.2 which describes the integration of the G-WaLe sensor. Contrary to
the Seabird SBE 37, the G-WaLe sensor does not expect ASCII, but binary
encoded commands. How to describe such binary encoded commands
is demonstrated in Listing 7.4.
<sml:applicationLayer>
<sid:CommandDefinition>
<sid:commands>
<command name="setSamplingRate" auto="false">
<sid:CommandParameters>
<swe:DataRecord>
<swe:field name="commandName"
xlink:role="urn:sid:command:name">
<swe:Text>
<swe:value>SampleInterval=</swe:value>
</swe:Text>
</swe:field>
<swe:field name="interval"
xlink:role="urn:sid:command:parameter:required">
<swe:Quantity>
<swe:uom code="sec" />
<swe:constraint>
<swe:AllowedValues>
<swe:min>6</swe:min>
</swe:AllowedValues>
</swe:constraint>
</swe:Quantity>
</swe:field>
<PreCondition>
<assertTrue ref="initLogging"/>
</PreCondition>
:
</swe:DataRecord>
</sid:CommandParameters>
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</command>
</sid:Commands>
</sid:CommandDefinition>
</sml:applicationLayer>

Listing 5.15 Command definition to set the sampling rate of the
Seabird SBE 37.
The above discussed parts of the SID are presented in a combined,
valid SID file in Annex A. For the sake of brevity, Table 5.2 gives an
overview of the key information content of the created SID for the
Seabird SBE 37 sensor.

5.3 A Tool for the Creation of Sensor Interface
Descriptors
The manual creation of instances of the Sensor Interface Descriptor
model (Section 5.2) for particular sensor types is not straightforward. In
fact, it can be tedious and error-prone, since plain XML has to be written
by hand. Therefore, the visual SID Creator has been developed and is
presented in this section7 . The SID Creator is a first tool developed
to fulfill Requirement 8. It supports users in describing the sensor
interface and enables a semi-automatic generation of SID instances to
facilitate the integration of sensors with the Sensor Web.
The SID Creator tool follows the wizard user interface pattern [242]
and consists of four pages for the different aspects of the SID design.
Labels and descriptions guide the user in filling out the forms of each
wizard page. Additionally, a dynamic context help can be consulted for
each page which contains detailed information about all input fields.
The syntactic validity of user inputs is directly checked and feedback
is given in case of invalid input. The user is only able to go to the next
page of the wizard if all fields are completed correctly. A bar on top
indicates the overall process of the SID creation.
The first page of the wizard allows the definition of the directory
where the generated SID file is saved after creation. The second page
(Figure 5.16) prompts the user to specify basic metadata about the
sensor instance, which is not stored within the SID file but in the outer
SensorML (Section 2.4.2.2) document to confirm to the principle of SID
encapsulation as described in Section 5.2.2. The given information
7 This section is based on the publication Bröring et al. (2011): The SID Creator: A
Visual Approach for Integrating Sensors with the Sensor Web. In: S. C. M. Geertmann, W.
Reinhardt, and F. Toppen (Eds.) Advancing Geoinformation Science for a Changing World,
The 14th AGILE International Conference on Geographic Information Science, LNG&C,
Springer [26].
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Definition
Addressing

Element
Connection type
Block separator
Token separator
Decimal separator
Block 1

Protocol
Fields

Command 1
Name
Auto execute

Tasking

Name
Fixed value
Role
Name
Value
Role
Pre-condition
Output 1
field
description

Metadata

Values for: Seabird SBE 37
urn:sid:connection:serial
<CR>
,
.
temperature
conductivity
pressure
salinity
sound_velocity
date
time
setSamplingRate
false
Parameter 1
commandName
SampleInterval=
urn:sid:command:name
Parameter 2
interval
quantity in seconds >= 6
urn:sid:command:parameter:required
initLogging
temperature
http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/1.1/
property.owl#Temperature

unit of measure
Output 2
field
description

Cel

unit of measure
Output 3
field
description

bar

unit of measure

ppth

pressure
http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/2.0/hydro.
owl#WaterPressure

salinity
http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/2.0/
chemConcentration.owl#Salinity

Table 5.2 Overview of the instantiated SID for the Seabird SBE 37.
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includes a unique identifier for the sensor, a human readable name and
description, as well as a geographic location. The specified metadata
are put into the according SensorML elements when the file is generated.
Since SensorML is generic and does not explicitly specify where to put
this kind of information, the SensorML profile for discovery of sensors
[130] is utilized here, to encode the information provided by the user.

Figure 5.16
[26]).

Basic metadata description page of the SID Creator (source:

On the third page of the wizard (Figure 5.17) the sensor protocol
is defined. First, the user specifies the connection type how the SID
Interpreter retrieves data from the sensor. The chosen connection type
is stored in an SID as defined in Section 5.2.3. Options are, e.g., serial
port (RS-232), Ethernet (TCP/IP), or a file-based connection where the
communication with the sensor takes place through a file on the hard
disk of the sensor gateway (Figure 5.12).
Next, the separator signs of the sensor protocol are being defined.
Those signs are utilized by the protocol to separate blocks, fields within
a block, and decimal numbers (Section 5.2.4). Afterwards the structure
of the protocol is defined. The SID Creator allows specifying multiple
blocks within the data stream coming from the sensor. For those blocks
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between 1 to n contained fields can be defined. An example of such a
block is given in Listing 5.16 and its description with the SID Creator is
shown in Figure 5.17.
Listing 5.16

A single block within a sensor data stream.

... # thermometer123 | 2012-01-12T15:25 | 22.34 | Cel # ...

The block is identified within the sensor data stream by the value of
its first field, thermometer123 in case of Listing 5.16. This block ID is
also specified in the wizard (Figure 5.17). Further, three fields are added
to the block. The second field is the value of the measured data which
is of interest and referenced on the next wizard page.

Figure 5.17

Structure definition page of the SID Creator (source: [26]).

The fourth page (Figure 5.18) defines the sensor data output which
shall be uploaded to the Sensor Web. Further, metadata related to this
output of the sensor is defined. The name of the sensor output field,
the semantic annotations as a description of the output, as well as the
utilized unit of measure to quantify the measured values are specified.
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Those metadata are placed in particular SensorML elements as defined in
Section 5.2.6. After finalizing this page, the wizard creates the SensorML
document with a contained SID as defined by the user.

Figure 5.18 Metadata association page of the SID Creator (source:
[26]).

5.4 A Mechanism for the Semantic Mediation
between Sensors and Services
To fulfill Requirement 9 as described in Section 4.3, this section8 presents a mechanism for the automatic semantic mediation of sensors and
Sensor Web services. After the principle concept of semantic mediation
based on Sensor Bus components is presented in Section 5.4.1, the two
8 Section 5.4 and its subsections are based on the publication Bröring et al. (2011):
Semantically-enabled Sensor Plug & Play for the Sensor Web. Sensors, 11(8): 7568-7605
[37].
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steps of ontology creation (Section 5.4.2) and semantic matchmaking
(Section 5.4.3) are explained in more detail. Finally, Section 5.4.4 adds
functionality to deal with mismatches between required and advertised
sensor characteristics in the mediation process.

5.4.1 Semantic Mediation with Sensor Bus Components
As described in Section 5.1.2.3, the channel administrator links sensors
and services by directing them to the same communication channel of
the Sensor Bus given that the requirements of the service match the offered sensor characteristics. The match is determined by mediators which
listen on the management channel; see Figure 5.9. Once a new sensor
registers with a ConnectSensor message (Listing 5.1) at the Sensor Bus or
a new service registers with the SubscribeService message (Listing 5.2), a
mediator starts computing the possible matches with already registered
services / sensors. For each output of a sensor, a new communication
channel is created and each service whose requirements are fulfilled
by that sensor’s characteristics is directed to that channel. To perform
the match computations, each mediator maintains a map of subscribed
services and their required characteristics as well as a map of registered
sensors and their advertised characteristics.
A mediator could combine different approaches of match computation, ranging from syntactic and keyword-based matchmaking
to semantic meditation using Semantic Web ontologies and technologies such as reasoners. Most of the existing solutions (see e.g.,
[175, 157, 128, 59, 222, 61]), which offer functionality for semantic
matchmaking, integrate multiple matchmaking approaches. On the
most basic level, string-based comparison of the characteristics advertised by the sensor and the characteristics required by the service could
be performed. This can, for example, be done with a syntactic metric
such as the Levenshtein distance [150]. However, to fulfill Requirement
9, advanced temporal, spatial, and semantic matching and mediation
functionalities are necessary. In this thesis, the focus is put on the
semantic component. To realize temporal and spatial matchmaking a
similar mechanism can be applied. Spatial matching, for example, can
be used to determine whether the region covered by a specific sensor is
contained within the area represented by the feature of interest (Section
2.4.2.1) that is associated with the service. New reasoning engines, such
as PelletSpatial [236], allow to combine spatial and semantic queries.
Before the mediator can publish matchmaking results on the Sensor Bus, it performs (1) the creation of ontological sensor descriptions
(Section 5.4.2), (2) the semantic matchmaking (Section 5.4.3), and, if necessary, (3) a conversion between advertised and required characteristics
(Section 5.4.4).
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5.4.2 Creation of Ontological Sensor Descriptions
The creation of ontological sensor descriptions is performed right after
a new service or sensor registers. On the one hand, an ontological sensor
description r eq for the sensor characteristics required by a service is
automatically created from the SubscribeService messages (Listing 5.2)
published by the service adapter. On the other hand, an ontological
sensor description adv for the advertised characteristics extracted from
the sensor’s SensorML document is produced by the mediator once a
new sensor has registered. Thereby, both created ontological sensor
descriptions, r eq and adv, consist of a set of concepts and individuals
which are defined in a formal language that allows semantic reasoning.
Here, the created ontological descriptions are expressed in OWL [163]
and are based on the SSN ontology (Section 2.5) developed by the W3C.
The SSN ontology is aligned with the SWE models SensorML and O&M.
As shown in Figure 2.10, this ontology contains a rich set of concepts
and relations that can be used to describe measurement capabilities
(e.g., accuracy), operating properties (e.g., power range), or survival properties (e.g., battery lifetime). While defining such slots for providing
information on sensor characteristics, the SSN ontology does intentionally not specify types for particular properties. For example, it defines
the observes relation of the Sensor concept to the generic Property
concept (Figure 2.10), but it does not include specific property types
such as ’temperature’ or ’water level’. Instead, property and feature
types are supposed to be imported from other ontologies. By fulfilling
Requirement 10, those specific type definitions need to be taken from
shared vocabularies, or more specific, but aligned vocabularies. Useful
ontologies for describing sensor characteristics are, amongst others, the
SWEET ontology [195] for general environmental terms or the Marine
Metadata Interoperability ontology [14] for oceanographic terms. The
links to such definitions of properties are found by the mediator as
semantic annotations within the service’s subscription messages or the
sensor’s SensorML document, respectively. During the creation step,
the mediator includes the semantic annotations into the ontological
sensor descriptions r eq and adv so that they will be considered in the
matchmaking computation.

5.4.3 Semantic Matchmaking
The next step, the semantic matchmaking, is triggered after a new
sensor or service has been registered and the creation of the ontological
sensor descriptions adv or r eq, respectively, is finished. Then, the
created ontological description is automatically compared to all existing
descriptions, i.e., a new r eq description is compared to all registered
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adv descriptions and vice versa. This automatic comparison is done by
injecting a new ontological description into an existing one. After this
injection, the mediator triggers an associated reasoner to reclassify the
ontology. This reclassification is based on subsumption reasoning and
can result in the following degrees of matching between a given adv
and a given r eq [237]. A detailed example is given in Section 7.4 and
illustrated in Figure 7.9.
exact match: This occurs if the adv description, defining the advertised sensor characteristics, is equivalent to the concepts of the
service’s sensor description r eq, defining the required sensor characteristics. I.e., adv ≡ r eq.
plugIn match: In this case, adv is reclassified as a subconcept of r eq,
i.e., adv v r eq. The characteristics required by the service, r eq,
are less specific than adv. For example, the observed property
which a service requires is Temperature, while the advertised
sensor output is a more specific kind of temperature (e.g., water
temperature). By assuming that WaterTemperature is modeled
as a subconcept of Temperature, the reasoner infers a successful
plugIn match.
subsumed mismatch: In this case, adv is reclassified as a superconcept of r eq, i.e., adv w r eq. Therefore, r eq is more specific than
adv. For example, a sensor measures water level with a sampling
rate of 1 measurement per day, whereas the service requires a
sampling rate of at least 1 measurement per hour. Hence, the
advertised sensor characteristics do not meet the requirements of
the service and the result is no match.
fail: If none of the cases above can be computed, the result of the
matchmaking is negative. The advertised characteristics adv and
the description r eq of the service requirements are disjoint, i.e.,
adv u r eq v⊥. For example, a service requests the observed
property Fluorescence but the advertised sensor output is Salinity.

5.4.4 Conversion between Advertised and Required Characteristics
If the subsumption reasoning of the matchmaking step results in no
match, a mapping between advertised and required characteristics may
still be created through a suitable conversion. For instance, a sensor may
publish temperature observations measured in degree Celsius, while
the service expects temperature values in Kelvin. I.e., the advertised
sensor’s output is expressed with a unit of measure that is incompatible
with the one required by the service. An according conversion would
need to add 273.15 to the observed values coming from the sensor, so
that the measurements can be ingested by the service.
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To automatically attach such conversions to the individuals of the
ontological sensor description, the mediator can rely on formally defined
rules. The Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) specification [108] offers
a framework to describe such rules for the incorporation into the OWL
language. For the above example, a rule would need to be contained
in the ontology, which associates a conversion from degree Celsius to
Kelvin to the adv sensor description. Those rules are automatically
triggered during the reasoning process. After the reasoning is finished
and a mismatch occurred, the mediator checks if conversions are attached to the adv sensor description. If that is the case, it can establish a
mapping from the adv to the r eq sensor description of the service.
The conversions are stored as individuals with a literal property in
the ontology. The literal contains the conversion instruction encoded as
MathML [8] formulas with placeholders for the observation value. This
conversion formula is published by the mediator in the Mediate message
(Listing 5.3). Listing 7.15 shows an example. The service adapter receives
the Mediate messages and henceforth knows that it needs to apply the
formula to received values before uploading the data to the service.
Conversions may range from simple arithmetic functions, such as
the described unit conversion, but also more complex conversions,
such as data type transformations, can be supported by this approach.
For example, a conversion could instruct a service to transform wind
direction measurements from numeric values (wind direction measured
in degree) to required nominal values (North, Northeast, East, etc.).
The de-coupling of the semantic matchmaking performed by the
mediators and the execution of the conversion formulas performed by
the service adapters makes the matchmaking of the sensor plug & play
mechanism more scalable. The calculation conducted by the service
adapter may be time consuming. This way, the mediator component is
not blocked by such computations and the results of the calculations
can be delivered asynchronously to the service.
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This chapter1 describes the implementation of the plug & play approach
presented in Chapter 5. Both the implementation of the Sensor Bus
and its incorporated components for semantic mediation (Section 6.1)
as well as the implementation of the SID interpreter (Section 6.2) are
available as open and free source code by the 52◦ North Sensor Web2
community – the links to the software project websites are stated below.

6.1 Implementation of Sensor Bus and Semantic
Mediators
At the core of the architecture, the Sensor Bus enables the interplay of
the different developed components to connect sensors and services.
This is similar to an Enterprise Service Bus [46] which can be used in
pure service oriented architectures to establish a loose coupling between
Web services. The Sensor Bus3 is implemented based on a generic structure of interfaces wrapping the communication between the involved
components and the message protocol. Figure 6.1 shows those interfaces and implementing classes as a UML diagram. The BusConnector
interface provides functionality for both sending and receiving messages by applying the observer pattern [87]. An implementation of the
1 This chapter and the following Sections 6.1 and 6.2 are based on the publications
Bröring et al. (2011): Semantically-enabled Sensor Plug & Play for the Sensor Web. Sensors,
11(8): 7568-7605 [37], Bröring et al. (2010): Declarative Sensor Interface Descriptors for
the Sensor Web. In: M. Brovelli, S. Dragicevic, S. Li, and B. Veenendaal (Eds.) WebMGS
2010: 1st International Workshop on Pervasive Web Mapping, Geoprocessing and Services,
ISPRS [28] and Bröring et al. (2010): OGC Discussion Paper 10-134: Sensor Interface
Descriptors. Open Geospatial Consortium [27].
2 http://52north.org/sensorWeb
3 http://52north.org/sensorBus
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BusConnector calls its onMessage() method in case of an incoming
message. The message is then decoded and passed on to observers.
Concrete sensor and service adapters act as such observers by implementing the BusListener interface and by registering at the BusConnector
through the addListener() method. Henceforth, the sensor and service adapters receive incoming messages through their implementation
of the notify() method of the BusListener interface, and react on it
according to their specifications. The adapters transmit messages to the
bus by using the sendMessage() method of the BusConnector.
By providing an according implementation of the BusConnector
interface, the Sensor Bus can be adapted to different communication
infrastructures. In this thesis, the focus is put on the implementation
of the BusConnector based on the Extensible Messaging and Presence
Protocol (XMPP) by providing the XMPPConnector class (colored green
in Figure 6.1). This way, the Sensor Bus can be set up based on an XMPP
server for instant messaging. XMPP has been chosen since many client as
well as server implementations are freely available as open source. Also,
the standard defining the XMPP protocol [205] is open and commonly
used, e.g., by services such as Google Talk [42], Facebook Chat [198],
or Microsoft Messenger [176]. However, the Sensor Bus architecture
(Section 5.1.2) allows different underlying messaging technologies, since
it is based on generic interaction patterns as designed in Section 5.1.1.
In [33], the Sensor Bus has been implemented based on the Java Message
Service (JMS) [100], Internet Relay Chat (IRC) [177], and Twitter.
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Figure 6.1 Overview of the class hierarchy of the Sensor Bus implementation (based on: [37]).
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The SensorAdapter interface encapsulates the connection to a sensor. In general, a sensor adapter is implemented for a certain sensor
type and thus capable of translating between the sensor’s protocol and
the bus protocol. In this thesis, however, a generic sensor adapter, the
SIDBusAdapter (colored red in Figure 6.1), is provided which reuses
the SID Interpreter implementation (Section 6.2). By utilizing the SID
Interpreter, this generic sensor adapter can perform the protocol translation based on an SID file (Section 5.2) belonging to the sensor. Such an
SID file either already exists for the sensor and can thus be reused, or
it needs to be created. In the latter case, the sensor provider can make
use of the SID Creator tool as described in Section 5.3.
The ServiceAdapter interface represents the connection of a service to the Sensor Bus. Specific service adapters have been implemented
for the SOS (Section 2.4.3.1), the SPS (Section 2.4.3.3), the SES (Section
2.4.3.2), and the SIR (Section 2.4.3.4) as shown in blue color in Figure 6.1.
The implementations of the service adapters utilize the OX-Framework4
[36] as an encoding engine for the service operation requests.
The SOSAdapter, which has internal methods for calling the SOS
operations RegisterSensor and InsertObservation (see Listing 7.18 for an
example) of an SOS server in reply to a received PublishData message
(Listing 5.6). Similarly, the SESAdapter is able to call the SES operations RegisterPublisher and Notify to register a new sensor and upload
data for a redistribution to registered clients. Also, a SIRAdapter can
be registered as listener at the BusConnector and calls the InsertSensorInfo operation of a SIR in case a new sensor connects to the bus
via the ConnectSensor message (Listing 5.1). Henceforth, the sensor is
discoverable on the Sensor Web. Also the SPSAdapter has an internal
method for registering a newly connected sensor at an SPS. With the
interface description of the SID in place, an SPS can inherit the InsertSensor operation from the SWE Service Model standard [71] in order to allow
registration of new sensors. By registering the sensor and forwarding
the SensorML (Section 2.4.2.2) document including the SID, the SPS may
use the sensor command descriptions (Section 5.2.7) contained in the
SID to provide detailed information on how to task the sensor in response to DescribeTasking requests. Further, the SPSAdapter provides
the public method sendTask(). The method is exceptionally made public so that an SPS implementation can simply use the SPSAdapter to
transmit tasks to a sensor via the Sensor Bus.
Also, the classes ChannelAdministrator and Mediator as representations of the respective management components (Section 5.1.2.3)
act as observers on the bus. Thus, they are notified when sensors or
services connect to the bus. The channel administrator directs the
4 http://52north.org/oxf
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registering components to channels and therefore maintains a map
of sensor outputs to bus channels. If necessary it sets up new channels by calling the createChannel() method of the BusConnector.
Each new pair of sensor output and channel is added to the map
of the ChannelAdministrator through calling the addSensorOutputChannelPair() method. The service and sensor adapter implementations join channels in response to the messages DirectService (Listing5.4) or DirectSensor (Listing 5.5) as circulated by the channel
administrator.
The Mediator class (colored yellow in Figure 6.1) implements the
semantic mediation mechanism (Section 5.4) between sensors and services. As described in Section 5.4.2, once a sensor registers at the bus,
the Mediator creates an ontological description adv for it consisting of
concepts and individuals encoded in OWL. The ontological description
of the sensor is produced from the characteristics advertised in the
sensor’s SensorML document. The creation logic is implemented in the
createAdv() method. Similarly, the Mediator calls its createReq()
method in case of a new service subscription. It generates the ontological description r eq according to the characteristics defined as required
in the SubscribeService message (Listing 5.2). After their creation, the
ontological descriptions are included into separate maps, which are
stored as attributes of the Mediator.
In a second step, after the registration of a new sensor or service and
the creation of their ontological descriptions, the Mediator computes
the semantic matchmaking (Section 5.4.3). Therefore, it iterates over
the map of ontological descriptions and checks for possible matches.
For example, in case of a new service registration, the Mediator first
creates the ontological description of sensor characteristics required by
the service and then matches it against all ontological descriptions of
advertised characteristics included in the map of available sensors. For
each pair of sensor and service description, the performReasoning()
method is executed within which an associated reasoner is called. For the
implementation of concept creation, ontology injection, and reasoning,
the Mediator relies on the OWL API [10] as well as the OWL reasoner
Pellet [228].
During execution of the reasoning, all references to external ontologies for characterizing sensors or service requirements (e.g., the SWEET
ontology [195] is often used to define the observed property of a sensor) need to be loaded. This is done by utilizing the loadOntology()
method of the Mediator. The execution of this method can be time
consuming, depending on the size of the external ontology. However,
this has only to be executed once during the lifetime of a Mediator for
each external ontology.
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6.2 Implementation of the SID Interpreter
The implementation of the SID Interpreter5 is based on the OSGi framework6 . By building up on the OSGi framework, the SID Interpreter
implementation is extendible through pluggable and loosely coupled
components, so-called ’OSGi bundles’.
As shown in Figure 6.2, a central Manager component controls the
overall workflow. First, the SIDParser is used to read in an SID file of
a sensor. Depending on the specified addressing parameters (Section
5.2.3), a particular DataSourceConnector implementation (e.g., for RS232 or Ethernet connections) is chosen to open a communication port
to the sensor. Based on the protocol definition of the SID (Section
5.2.4), the ProtocolTransformer communicates with the sensor in a
bi-directional way. The ProcessExecutor is able to execute the four
native process methods (Section 5.2.5).

Figure 6.2

Design of the SID Interpreter (based on: [28, 27]).

Displayed in red color in Figure 6.2 is the SIDBusAdapter which is
also part of Figure 6.1. This component is the link of the SID Interpre5 http://52north.org/sid
6 http://www.osgi.org/
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ter to the Sensor Bus and therefore implements the SensorAdapter
interface. It calls the ConnectSensor message of the bus to register
a new sensor on the Sensor Web and executes the PublishData operation to upload sensor data. On the other hand, the SIDBusAdapter
may also process sensor tasking messages (Section 5.1.2.5) which are
circulated over the bus, e.g., by an SPS. The tasks are transformed by
the ProtocolTransformer to the native sensor protocol, and passed
through the DataSourceConnector to the sensor.
Through the SIDBusAdapter, the two components, Sensor Bus and
SID Interpreter, are integrated. Nevertheless, the SID Interpreter can also
be extended to work with other sorts of services. For example, the SID
Interpreter also contains an adapter for directly registering a sensor at
an SOS and uploading its data via the InsertObservation operation. This
SID Interpreter adapter for the SOS is used in the use case described
in Section 7.3. For the future, connections to other services, such as
Sensorpedia or Pachube (Section 2.2.3), are conceivable.
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This chapter achieves Objective 5 of this thesis and provides an evaluation by applying the developed methods to the use cases introduced in
Chapter 3. The three use cases involve different kinds of sensors which
allows highlighting different aspects of the sensor integration process.
Before the realizations of the three use cases are presented, Section 7.1
gives an overview on the approach and describes from a generic point
of view how the developed methods can be combined in an application
scenario.
Section 7.2 describes the implementation of the flood monitoring
use case as presented in Section 3.2. In this use case, the protocol of
the G-WaLe sensor is adapted to the Sensor Bus (Section 5.1.2) and it
is presented how sensors are registered and their measured data is
published via the Sensor Bus. Details are given on how tasking of a GWaLe sensor is realized with the Sensor Interface Descriptor (Section 5.2)
and Sensor Bus concepts. The use case description does not yet go into
the specific details on the SID Creator tool or the semantic matching.
Section 7.3 performs the forest fire case study which was introduced
in Section 3.3. An emphasis is put on the ease of integration - hence, the
SID Creator (Section 5.3) is tested and evaluated in a user study. This
can in future animate laymen to contribute their home weather station
data to the Sensor Web to support forest fire risk assessment or weather
forecasting in general.
In Section 7.4 the oil spill use case (Section 3.4) is carried out. An
emphasis is put on the semantic mediation (Section 5.4) between sensors
and Sensor Web services. Due to the huge variety of sensor types
involved in oil spill reaction measures, assuring the semantic matching
of sensor characteristics and service requirements is demanding.
Together, the variety of use cases demonstrates that the approach
developed in this thesis works for sensor types of different domains.
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7.1 Applying the Developed Methods in a
Combined Way
Before going into the detailed descriptions of use case realizations,
this section describes on a higher level, how the developed methods
can be combined in an application scenario to enable the automated
on-the-fly integration of sensors with the Sensor Web. The combined
methods include the Sensor Bus (Section 5.1), the SID concept (Section
5.2), the SID Creator (Section 5.3), as well as the semantic mediation of
characteristics defined for sensors and services (Section 5.4).
As an evolvement of Figure 5.1, Figure 7.1 details how to combine
the developed methods and the necessary steps of involved user roles
to realize sensor plug & play within a Sensor Web infrastructure. The
figure is horizontally structured into three parts, each one describing
from a certain user role perspective the needed administration steps.
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Figure 7.1 Sensor integration steps from different role perspectives.

7.1. Applying the Developed Methods in a Combined Way
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The middle part of the figure shows what has to be done by the
Sensor Bus provider to initialize the Sensor Web infrastructure. First, the
Sensor Bus provider needs to setup the communication infrastructure
(step (a) in Figure 7.1) on which the Sensor Bus, as described in Section
5.1.2, relies. This can for example be the deployment of an XMPP
server [205]. Next (step (b) in Figure 7.1), the Sensor Bus provider
starts the management components for enabling semantic mediation
as described in Section 5.4 – one channel administrator and multiple
mediators (Section 5.1.2.3) are setup. These management components
can be installed on different machines for improving performance. The
components are then registered at an initialized management channel
of the communication server and ready for registrations from sensors
and services.
The upper part of the figure shows the responsibility of the service
provider. This can for example be a person who is responsible for a
Sensor Observation Service or Sensor Planning Service and wants to
register the service1 at the Sensor Bus for an automatic linkage with
particular kinds of sensors. After deploying the service (step (1) in
Figure 7.1), the required sensor characteristics, in which the service (or
its provider) is interested, need to be specified (step (2) in Figure 7.1). The
required sensor characteristics are specified in a key-value-pair manner
and published on the Sensor Bus with SubscribeService messages (Listing
5.2). The key identifiers for those characteristics can either be taken
from the defined vocabulary (Table 5.1) or are selected from appropriate
vocabularies which clearly define their semantics (Section 5.1.2.2). In
step (3), the service provider starts the service adapter program which
then sends the defined SubscribeService message and listens henceforth
on the Sensor Bus.
The lower part of Figure 7.1 shows the necessary steps to plug in a
sensor into a Sensor Web infrastructure which is based on the Sensor
Bus. This is in the responsibility of the sensor provider role. For being
able to make use of the SID concept, either an already existing SID
instance for the sensor can be taken (e.g., from an online repository) or
a new SID needs to be created. The latter can be done by utilizing the
SID Creator tool (step (I) in Figure 7.1) which is described in Section 5.3.
The output of the SID Creator is a SensorML document containing the
SID (so the description of the sensor interface) but only little metadata
for the sensor. So, in step (II) of Figure 7.1, the characteristics of the
sensor are incorporated into the SensorML document by the sensor
provider. As described in Section 5.1.2.1, the SensorML document and
1 While in this example two OGC SWE services are supposed to be included into the
Sensor Web infrastructure, the developed approach is not limited to those standardized
services. Also other kinds of services, e.g., centralized Sensor Web portals, such as
Pachube or Sensorpedia (Section 2.2.3), can be adapted to the Sensor Bus.
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the contained sensor characteristics shall be encoded compliant to the
profile defined in [130]. Sensor characteristics which are not included
in the profile can be added to the general capabilities element of the
SensorML document. The identifiers of those capabilities need to point
to well-defined semantics that are part of formal vocabularies. In step
(III), the created SensorML document is passed to the generic sensor
adapter which includes an SID Interpreter. Step (IV) of Figure 7.1 represents the start up of that sensor adapter which registers the sensor at
the Sensor Bus with a ConnectSensor message (Listing 5.1). Thereby, the
sensor adapter program will typically run on the machine representing
the sensor gateway to which the sensor is already physically connected,
as illustrated by Figure 5.12. The sensor will then either be externally
triggered to start sending data to the sensor adapter, or the SID Interpreter automatically sends an initialization command to the sensor if
that is advised in its SID, as described in Section 5.2.7. The raw data
coming from the sensor is finally received and understood by the SID
Interpreter and transformed to the Sensor Bus protocol.

7.2 On-the-fly Integration of Geosensors to
Facilitate Flood Monitoring
This section2 applies the developed methods to the flood monitoring
use case in the Wupper region where G-WaLe [11] sensors need to be dynamically deployed to increase the density of the measurement network
(Section 3.2). A local Sensor Web infrastructure is already in place and
built upon the Sensor Bus. New geosensors need to be integrated in an
on-the-fly manner. As a proof-of-concept, the on-the-fly integration of a
G-WaLe sensor (Figure 3.5) with a Sensor Observation Service (Section
7.2.1), for publishing its data, and with a Sensor Planning Service (Section
7.2.2), for the submission of sensor tasks, are demonstrated.

7.2.1 Publishing the G-WaLe Sensor Data
To connect the G-WaLe sensor to the Sensor Bus the generic sensor
adapter which incorporates an SID Interpreter (Section 6.2) is utilized.
The G-WaLe floater devices store measurements in a data file on an FTP
folder. These measurement files are read out by the SID Interpreter. To
2 Section 7.2 and its subsections are based on the publication Bröring et al. (2012):
Automated Integration of Geosensors with the Sensor Web to Facilitate Flood Management.
In: J. P. Tiefenbacher (Ed.) Approaches to Managing Disaster - Assessing Hazards,
Emergencies and Disaster Impacts. InTech [29].
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enable the SID Interpreter to understand the structure of the data file,
i.e., the sensor protocol, an SID file is provided.
A G-WaLe data file contains a timestamp in the format used by the
Global Positioning System (GPS) of week number and seconds in the
week, the measured elevation in meters, as well as the accuracy of the
measurement in meters. Each row of the file represents a data block
and ends with a carriage return. The fields of the block are divided by
the tab character. An example is shown in Listing 7.1. This structure is
defined in the SID file3 .
Listing 7.1 Example of a G-WaLe data file; each line contains tokens
for measured GPS week, GPS seconds, elevation (m), and accuracy (m).
1570
1570
1570
1570

547200
548100
549000
549900

93.831
97.160
93.804
91.529

0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04

While other sensor protocols contain multiple kinds of data block
structures, the G-WaLe data file uses only one kind of data block structure that contains the four fields. Those fields are named in the SID
(e.g., the third field is called Elevation), so that they can be referenced
during the further flow of the data through the SID’s processing steps
as illustrated in Figure 5.15. Listing 7.2 shows an excerpt of the SID
that describes the protocol of the G-WaLe sensor data conform to the
SID model as defined in Section 5.2.4. The signs for block and field
separation are specified in XML encoding, i.e., &#x000D; for a carriage
return and &#x0009; for a tabulator character.
Listing 7.2

Excerpt of the generated SID file.

<sid:DataOutputStream>
<dataOutputComponents>
<ComponentList>
<component name="Data Block">
<swe:DataBlockDefinition>
<swe:components>
<swe:DataRecord>
<swe:field name="GPS Week"/>
<swe:field name="GPS Seconds"/>
<swe:field name="Elevation"/>
<swe:field name="Accuracy"/>
</swe:DataRecord>
</swe:components>
<swe:encoding>
<swe:TextBlock
tokenSeparator="&#x0009;"
blockSeparator="&#x000D;"
decimalSeparator="."/>
</swe:encoding>
</swe:DataBlockDefinition>
</component>
...
3 The

complete SensorML document for the G-WaLe sensor including its SID can be
accessed at http://purl.oclc.org/net/sensorPnP/sidExamples
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The sensor adapter registers the sensor at the Sensor Bus by circulating a ConnectSensor message (Section 5.1.2.1) and pointing to its
SensorML (Section 2.4.2.2) metadata description. According to the output of the sensor (in this case Elevation is advertised in the SensorML
file as the relevant output), the internal management components of the
Sensor Bus direct the sensor to a communication channel as described
in Section 5.1.2.3 and 5.4. There, the sensor adapter publishes the data
measured by the G-WaLe sensor.
Similar to the registration of a sensor, a service adapter can subscribe
a service at the Sensor Bus and therefore defines the sensor characteristics in which the service is interested. For example, an SOS (Section
2.4.3.1) can declare interest in geosensors which observe the property
Elevation. Then, based on semantic matchmaking (Section 5.4), the
internal management components of the Sensor Bus point the service
to each sensor that matches the requested characteristics and directs
the service to the communication channel used by the sensor. Subsequently, the service adapter registers the sensor at the SOS by calling
the RegisterSensor operation which carries the SensorML document of
the sensor. As soon as the sensor adapter publishes measurements in
the communication channel with the PublishData message. The service
adapter receives those messages and inserts the data into the SOS by
calling the InsertObservation operation. The details of this mediation
process between sensors and services as well as the subsequent transformation and publication of data are explained in the oil spill scenario
(Section 7.4).
Once available on the Sensor Web, the elevation measurements coming from the G-WaLe sensor can be related to the measurements of
water gages along the same river, and can, e.g., be used as input of
environmental flood forecasting models to determine the moment the
wave of the flood passes the mobile water gage.
In case an SOS consumes the data, it can henceforth be accessed
and retrieved by client applications in a pull-based manner via the
standardized interface of the SOS. An example of a browser-based client
application which allows accessing and displaying sensor data from an
SOS is shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.3. Figure 7.2 shows the visualization
of static water gages from the PEGELONLINE4 [136] network as red/blue
colored symbols on a map. From this map, sensors can be selected
and their measured data can be visualized as a time series as shown in
Figure 7.3. The user can interact in various ways with the time series
visualization, e.g., to manipulate the current time frame. This client
application is described in more detail in [39], and is available as open

4 http://www.pegelonline.wsv.de
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source at 52◦ North5 .

Figure 7.2 52◦ North SOS Web client application, map view (source:
http://sensorweb.demo.52north.org/ThinSweClient2.0).
Similar to registering an SOS, a Sensor Alert Service or Sensor Event
Service (Section 2.4.3.2) can be subscribed at the Sensor Bus to provide
data in a push-based manner. Those push-based services receive the
incoming data, filter it by certain predefined criteria and forward it to
interested clients. Figure 7.4 illustrates this by showing the browserbased SES client from 52◦ North. It allows to create filter rules (see figure)
that can be registered at the SES. Such a rule can for example trigger an
event in case the water level at a selected water gage exceeds 500 cm. A
user can subscribe to such a rule to receive the events.

7.2.2 Tasking of the G-WaLe Sensor
In case of flood monitoring scenarios, it may become necessary to change
the sampling rate of water gages remotely, for example, to get a higher
density of data when an event such as the moment of a bypassing flood
wave occurs. In such cases, the sampling rate of the G-WaLe sensor
needs to be configured. To control the G-WaLe sensor, a configuration
file is uploaded to the FTP folder that is also used for the exchange of
measurements.
5 http://52north.org/thinSWEclient
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Figure 7.3 52◦ North SOS Web client application, time series
diagram view (source:
http://sensorweb.demo.52north.org/
ThinSweClient2.0).

Other than the measurement file (Section 7.2.1), the configuration
file is not ASCII-text but binary encoded. Listing 7.3 shows a simplified
example of such a configuration file. The G-WaLe configuration file is in
hexadecimal form with a big endian byte ordering. Each hexadecimal
number represents four bits, two numbers make up one byte. The
simplified version of the G-WaLe configuration file shown in Listing 7.3,
allows to specify the time (as GPS time) when the sensor shall start
sampling as well as the sampling rate in seconds. The first byte (06 7C)
represents the GPS week, here corresponding to 1660. Bytes two and
three (00 07 B4 DA) represent the GPS seconds when the sampling is
supposed to start (corresponding to GPS second 505050; together, GPS
week and second reflect the date 2011/11/04 20:17:30 in Coordinated
Universal Time, UTC). The last byte (00 3C) represents the sampling rate
in seconds, in this example, a sampling rate of every 60 seconds.
06 7C 00 07 B4 DA 00 3C

Listing 7.3 Example content of a simplified G-WaLe configuration file.
Now, the G-WaLe sensor shall be tasked remotely via an SPS (Section
2.4.3.3) that has been registered at the same communication channel
of the Sensor Bus. The required values for the task parameterization
can be requested from an SPS by a client through an afore invoked
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Figure 7.4 52◦ North SES Web client application (source: http://
sensorweb.demo.52north.org/ThinSweClient2.0).

DescribeTasking operation request. An SPS can respond to such a
DescribeTasking request and advertise the required parameter values by
consulting the protocol definition of the sensor’s SID file. In that sense,
the SID contained in the SensorML document of the sensor acts as a
contract on which SPS services that register at the Sensor Bus can rely
on to task the sensor. Listing 7.4 shows the command definitions in the
application layer of the G-WaLe SID file.
The setConfiguration command is not automatically executed
by the SID interpreter (see attribute auto = ’false’), instead, it can
be executed on demand by a client. The command parameters are
defined as the three field elements startWeek, startSecond, and
sampleRate. In the BinaryBlock element the encoding of those parameters is defined. Here, the structure of the binary encoding of the
G-WaLe configuration file, as shown in Listing 7.3, is defined. The byte
encoding type and the byte order are specified, as well as the references
of bytes in a command message to the according command parameters.
<sml:applicationLayer>
...
<command name="setConfiguration" auto="false">
<sid:CommandParameters>
<swe:DataArray>
<swe:elementType name="setConfigParameters">
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<swe:DataRecord>
<swe:field name="startWeek" />
<swe:field name="startSecond"/>
<swe:field name="sampleRate" />
</swe:DataRecord>
</swe:elementType>
<swe:encoding>
<swe:BinaryBlock byteEncoding="hex" byteOrder="bigEndian">
<swe:member>
<swe:Block ref="setConfigParameters/startWeek" byteLength="1"/>
</swe:member>
<swe:member>
<swe:Block ref="setConfigParameters/startSecond" byteLength="2"/
>
</swe:member>
<swe:member>
<swe:Block ref="setConfigParameters/sampleRate" byteLength="1"/>
</swe:member>
</swe:BinaryBlock>
</swe:encoding>
...

Listing 7.4 Excerpt of the command definition within the SID file of
the G-WaLe sensor.
After delivering the information from the SID command definition
as a DescribeTasking response to the client, it is able to transmit valid
Submit requests to the SPS. Listing 7.5 shows an example Submit request
for this use case.
<sps:Submit service=’SPS’ version=’2.0.0’>
<sps:procedure>http://myserver.org/sensor/G-WaLe-1</sps:procedure>
<sps:taskingParameters>
<sps:ParameterData>
<sps:encoding>
<swe:BinaryEncoding byteOrder="bigEndian" byteEncoding="hex">
<swe:member><swe:Block byteLength="1"/></swe:member>
<swe:member><swe:Block byteLength="2"/></swe:member>
<swe:member><swe:Block byteLength="1"/></swe:member>
</swe:BinaryEncoding>
</sps:encoding>
<sps:values>06 7C 00 07 B4 DA 00 3C</sps:values>
</sps:ParameterData>
</sps:taskingParameters>
</sps:Submit>

Listing 7.5 Example of a simplified SPS Submit request.
Then, after receiving the Submit operation request from the client,
the internal logic of an SPS can utilize the SPS service adapter implementation (Section 6.1) to send the submitted sensor task to the Sensor
Bus. Therefore, the SPS service adapter transforms the submitted task
to a PublishTask message (Listing 7.6). According to the Sensor Bus
protocol specification (Section 5.1.2.5), the circulated PublishTask message contains the identifier of the sensor that shall execute the task, as
well as a time tag when the task has been sent. Further, the name of
the sensor command ’setConfiguration’ and the name of the parameter
’setConfigParameters’ as specified in the SID of the sensor are defined.
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Finally, the value of the parameter, the binary configuration, is given.
This Submit message is then retrieved by the SIDBusAdapter (Section
6.2) of the G-WaLe sensor, interpreted, and uploaded to the FTP server,
so that the sensor receives it.
PublishTask * http://myserver.org/sensor/G-WaLe-1 * 2011-11-04T20:00:00 *
setConfiguration
* setConfigParameters * 06 7C 00 07 B4 DA 00 3C

Listing 7.6

The PublishTask message.

Finally, Table 7.1 presents as an overview the main information
contents of the created SID for realizing data publication and tasking of
the G-WaLe sensor.
Definition
Addressing

Element
Connection type
Block separator
Token separator
Decimal separator
Block 1

Protocol
Fields
Command 1
Name
Auto execute
Tasking

Name
Byte length
Name
Byte length
Name
Byte length
Output 1
field
description

Metadata

unit of measure

Values for: G-WaLe
urn:sid:connection:ftp
<CR>
<TAB>
.
GPS Week
GPS Seconds
Elevation
Accuracy
setConfiguration
false
Parameter 1
startWeek
1
Parameter 2
startSecond
2
Parameter 3
sampleRate
1
Elevation
http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/1.1/
property.owl#Elevation

m

Table 7.1 Overview of the instantiated SID for the G-WaLe sensor.
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7.3 Tool Supported Sensor Integration
In this section6 , the SID Creator tool (Section 5.3) is used to integrate
home weather stations with the Sensor Web. This is done to realize the
use case described in Section 3.3 which focuses on incorporating local
home weather stations via Sensor Web services into forest fire danger
models. Generally, home weather stations are operated by laymen,
so the integration with the Sensor Web needs to be simple. The SID
Creator aims at facilitating the process of integrating a sensor, by semiautomatically generating the SID according to the model defined in
Section 5.2. The usability and usefulness of the SID Creator is evaluated
here by conducting a user study whose participants were challenged to
describe and integrate the sensors of a home weather station.

7.3.1 User Study Setup
The user study was conducted to analyze the usability of the SID Creator
and to find out whether the developed concepts help to facilitate the integration of sensors with the Sensor Web. The participants were tasked
to utilize the SID Creator to describe the protocol of a home weather station7 and to associate the measured sensor data with correct metadata.
By completing the task successfully, the SID Creator would output an
SID file which can be used by the SID Interpreter implementation (Section 6.2) to automatically register the sensors at an SOS (Section 2.4.3.1)
and translate the measured sensor data to O&M (Section 2.4.2.1) and
upload them to the SOS server. To make the case simpler and easier to
understand for the participants, the Sensor Bus implementation (Section
6.1) was not included in the setup. The designed setup is depicted in
Figure 7.5. The SID Interpreter runs on a computer (sensor gateway)
with a USB connected weather station. The weather station writes the
measured data continuously every 10 minutes to a data file on the hard
drive of the computer.
The structure of the data file written by the weather station represents the sensor protocol which has to be described within an SID.
Listing 7.7 shows an instance of such a data file. Besides basic metadata,
the file contains measured data for a particular time stamp from a wind
speed sensor, a wind direction sensor, as well as a thermometer. In the
user study, the participants were tasked to focus on the thermometer
6 Section 7.3 and its subsections are based on the publication Bröring et al. (2011):
The SID Creator: A Visual Approach for Integrating Sensors with the Sensor Web. In: S. C.
M. Geertmann, W. Reinhardt, and F. Toppen (Eds.) Advancing Geoinformation Science for
a Changing World, The 14th AGILE International Conference on Geographic Information
Science, LNG&C, Springer [26].
7 A common DAVIS weather station (http://www.davisnet.com/) was chosen.
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Figure 7.5

Overview of the user study setup (source: [26]).

and to describe its protocol in an SID. An overview of the main information content of a successfully created SID for the thermometer sensor
that results from the protocol shown in Listing 7.7 is given in Table 7.2.
Listing 7.7

DAVIS weather station data file.

Sensor_Type;DavisWeatherStation#
Coordinate_System;EPSG4326#
Coordinates;52.223;7.544#
Time_Stamp;2010.09.30;12:57:46#
WindSpeedSensor;WindSpeed;34;m/s#
WindDirectionSensor;WindDirection;270;deg#
Thermometer;Temperature;22.34;C#

The participants of the study were selected with the intention of
having users with varying experience, so that not only the behavior
of expert users, but also the behavior of users, who have only little
computer knowledge, could be studied. Overall, 20 people took part
in the study. Nine participants were high school students8 aged 17
to 19. Among this group, four had moderate computer experience
(e.g., only office programs etc.) and no programming skills. In the
8 The

high school students took part in a one week school project which aimed at
making the school’s weather station available on the Sensor Web.
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Definition

Element

Addressing

Connection type
Block separator
Token separator
Decimal separator
Block 1

Protocol

Fields

Metadata

Block identifier
Output 1
field
description
unit of measure

Values for: Thermometer of Davis weather station
urn:sid:connection:file
#
;
.
Thermometer
Temperature
temp_value
celsius
Thermometer
temp_value
http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/1.1/
property.owl#Temperature

Cel

Table 7.2 Overview of the instantiated SID for the thermometer of the
Davis weather station.

following, those participants are referred to as Group A. The other
five high school students (Group B) were attending a computer science
course and had computer experience and basic programming skills in
Java and Delphi. Among the other eleven participants, six had at least
a Bachelor of Science (BSc) degree in computer science (Group C). The
other five participants (Group D) were the most qualified group and had
at least a BSc degree in computer sciences and also experience with the
SWE specification framework and the SOS in particular. None of the
participants had prior knowledge of the SID concept.
All participants were given a 25 minutes introductory presentation
explaining the basic idea of the Sensor Web and the relevant standards,
i.e., the principle of the SOS as well as the central metadata components
of SensorML and O&M (Section 2.4.2). A description of the SID concept
and the weather station protocol was also part of the presentation. Due
to the different levels of user experience, the presentation9 was kept
simple and did not go into encoding details. After this introduction,
each participant was given a short written task description and could
ask final questions to make sure the task was understood. The test was
9 The interested reader can download the presentation here: http://arnebroering.
de/SID_Creator.pdf. Please be aware that the participants were all German native
speakers, hence, the presentation as well as the text of the SID Creator pages were kept
in German.
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conducted by applying screen logging in combination with the Think
Aloud method [172, 248, 247], i.e., the participants were supposed to
talk about what they were doing and what difficulties they had while
utilizing the SID Creator. The voice, the screen, as well as the duration
of each test were recorded. During the test, the interaction between
experimenter and participant was minimized. If advice or help was given
by the experimenter it was taken note of and such interferences are
reflected in the evaluation of the study (Section 7.3.2). After finishing
the test, the participants were also asked to complete a questionnaire.

7.3.2 Analysis and Evaluation of the User Study
As expected, the experienced Group D was most successful in creating
valid and working SID instances. Four of five members produced a
working SID for the weather station. Two of the six participants with a
BSc degree in computer science but without SWE knowledge (Group C)
were also successful. In each of the two groups of high school students
(Group A and B), one person created a working SID.
From analyzing the user study recordings, it is noticeable that mistakes made by the participants happened repeatedly and can be classified. Overall, the 20 participants made 45 mistakes. Thereby, it has
also been counted as a mistake, if a participant requested advice for a
particular problem and the experimenter interfered. Figure 7.6 shows
the average number of such mistakes per person, separated for each
participant group and wizard page10 . The diagram shows that the average number of mistakes per person decreases with increasing level
of experience. The high school students (Group A and B) as well as
Group C made most of their mistakes on page 3 (Figure 5.17), where the
structure of the sensor protocol needs to be defined. On page 4 (Figure
5.18), each group made almost the same number of around 0.5 mistakes
per person. On page 2 (Figure 5.16), very few mistakes were made (only
two mistakes by members of Group B and C) showing that this page is
rather easy to complete.
Figure 7.7 shows the relative frequency of the kinds of errors that
occurred. Most often, namely 20 percent of all mistakes, a wrong sensor
output field was chosen on page 4 (Figure 5.18). In this particular user
study, the third field of the thermometer block needs to be specified as
the output of the sensor. Instead, five participants chose a different field
and four participants needed advice to choose the correct one. Also on
page 4, a wrong metadata association (e.g., unit of measure was set to
22.34) happened in three cases.
10 Since

here.
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Figure 7.6 Average number of mistakes per person for each wizard
page (source: [26]).

On page 3 (Figure 5.17), a wrong connector specification (e.g., a USB
connector was chosen instead of a file-based connection) and mistaken
block definition (e.g., the chosen block identifier did not match the block
name in the protocol) were each counted eight times. Also on page 3,
mistakes in the field definition were made (e.g., not all fields of the block
defined). Another mistake on page 3 was the naming of the third field
in the protocol as 22.34 instead of temperature_value. This does not
lead to an invalid SID but shows a misunderstanding of the concept. It
happened four times among the nine high school students and once in
Group C. Four high school students needed help from the experimenter
to specify the separator signs (e.g., the experimenter had to recapitulate
what separator signs are).
On page 2 (Figure 5.16), only one kind of mistake was made by two
participants: the checkbox whether the sensor collects data was not
checked.
Figure 7.8 shows the average time per person for editing the different
SID Creator pages. The diagram shows that the editing of page 2 took
almost the same amount of time for all groups. In Group A, B and C
the editing of page 3 took the longest time which indicates that the
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Figure 7.7 Relative frequency of occurred kinds of errors (source: [26]).

definition of the sensor protocol structure was most difficult for them
(Group A needed the most time, around 7 minutes in average). Group D
put most of the time (almost 4 minutes) in the definition of the sensor
output and its metadata. On page 4, a common misunderstanding
was that the participants defined not only the actual data values (the
temperature measurements), but also other fields of the sensor protocol
as sensor outputs. This is a mistake, since the information contained in
the other fields (e.g., unit of measure) is static and specified as associated
metadata by the user of the SID Creator.

Figure 7.8 Average time per person needed for editing a wizard page
(source: [26]).
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After each test, the participant was asked to complete a questionnaire. For example, the participants were asked whether they think
they have fully/partly/not understood the principle of the SID concept
and whether it can replace manual implementation of adapters between
sensor and SOS. The answer to this question should indicate a selfreport measure about how sure the participant is of what he/she just
did. In Group D, all five members stated to have fully understood the
SID concept. In Group C, one person answered the question with partly,
the other five members answered with fully. In Group B two persons
answered with fully and three with partly. In the most inexperienced
Group A, two people stated to have fully understood the SID concept
and the other two did not understand.
Additionally, the five members of Group D, who had already connected a sensor manually to an SOS, were asked whether it is easier to
use the visual SID Creator instead of implementing an adapter. All of
them perceived the SID Creator as a helpful tool for the given task and
answered with yes. However, three raised the question whether the SID
Creator in its current design has enough functionality to support all
kinds of sensor types. It was assumed that complex sensor interfaces
still require a manual implementation of adapters.

7.4 Semantically-enabled Sensor Plug & Play in the
Oil Spill Scenario
This section11 applies the developed semantically-enabled sensor plug &
play approach (Section 5.4) to the use case of a marine oil spill in the Gulf
of Mexico, as introduced in Section 3.4. A local Sensor Web infrastructure
is already in place and built upon the Sensor Bus. New sensors need to
be connected and made available in an on-the-fly manner. As a proofof-concept, the plug & play of two CTD sensors, an RBR XR-420 12 and
a Seabird SBE 37 13 [215] (see Figure 3.7), as well as the fluorometer
WET Labs ECO Triplet 14 [258] with a Sensor Observation Service (Section
2.4.3.1) is demonstrated.
To connect those oceanographic sensors to the Sensor Bus, SIDs are
created which are then handed over to the generic sensor adapter that
incorporates an SID Interpreter (Section 5.2). The Listings 5.9, 7.8, and
11 This

section is based on the publication Bröring et al. (2011): Semantically-enabled
Sensor Plug & Play for the Sensor Web. Sensors, 11(8): 7568-7605 [37].
12 http://www.rbr-global.com/products/ctd-a-multi-channel-loggers/
xr-420-620-ctd
13 http://www.seabird.com/products/spec_sheets/37sipdata.htm
14 http://www.wetlabs.com/products/eflcombo/triplet.htm
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7.9 show examples of data messages of the three sensors. The SIDs
which describe the structures of those data messages are designed using
the SID Creator (Section 5.3)15 . The Tables 5.2, 7.3, and 7.4 give an
overview of the main information content of the created SID files for
the three sensors. These SIDs describe the sensor protocols, and those
protocol descriptions can be compared with the example data messages
of Listings 5.9, 7.8, and 7.9.
TIM 110815134520 0.0042 20.7903 10.5324 FET<CR><LF>

Listing 7.8 Example data message of a RBR XR-420 (in response to a
"F00" command). Space delimited tokens: "TIM" (fixed marker), date and
time (YYMMDDhhmmss), conductivity (Millisiemens / cm), temperature
(degree Celsius), pressure (decibar), "FET" (fixed marker)
08/16/11 14:45:30 4996 13896<CR><LF>

Listing 7.9 Example data message of a WET Labs ECO Triplet (in
response to a "$run" command). Space delimited tokens: date
(mm/dd/yy), time (hh:mm:ss), chlorophyll (counts), colored dissolved
organic matter; CDOM (counts)
Once the sensor adapter is started and receives data from the sensor,
it sends the message ConnectSensor * http://myserver.org/sensor/s1.xml
to register the sensor at the bus. The SensorML document to which this
message points contains the metadata of the sensor. In the following,
the sensor characteristics which are considered are the output of the
sensor, here the focus is put on temperature, and the sensor’s survival
range. An excerpt of the SensorML file is shown in Listing 7.10.
The output element states the data type (a Quantity representing
decimal numbers), the unit of measure (a UCUM [211] code, here, Cel for
degree Celsius), and references the description of the output property.
This reference to the property description can be resolved, since it links
to the SWEET ontology [195].
The survival range, i.e., the sea water depth up to which the sensor
can be exposed to without damage, is stored as a QuantityRange in
the generic capabilities element of the SensorML document. Thereby,
the semantics of the quantity range are declared by pointing to the
concept SurvivalRange of the W3C SSN ontology (Section 2.5). In this
example, the sensor states that it can survive up to 100 meters below
sea level. Note that the developed semantic mediation mechanism does
not enforce which ontologies should be used, e.g., for the sensor output
description. The choice of an appropriate ontology depends on the use
case. However, as demanded by Requirement 10, the provider shall
15 The

complete SensorML documents for the sensors including their SIDs can be
accessed at http://purl.oclc.org/net/sensorPnP/sidExamples
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Definition
Addressing

Element
Connection type
Block separator
Token separator
Decimal separator
Block 1

Protocol
Fields

Tasking

Block identifier
Command 1
name
Repeat
Auto execute
Interval (in s)
Fixed value
Role
Output 1
field
description

Metadata

Table 7.3

Values for: RBR XR-420
urn:sid:connection:serial
<CR><LF>
<SPACE>
.
TIM
dateTime
conductivity
temperature
pressure
FET
TIM
getDataCommand
true
true
5
Parameter 1
F00
urn:sid:command:parameter:required
temperature
http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/1.1/
property.owl#Temperature

unit of measure
Output 2
field
description

Cel

unit of measure

bar

pressure
http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/2.0/hydro.
owl#WaterPressure

Overview of the instantiated SID for the RBR XR-420.
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Definition

Element

Addressing

Connection type
Block separator
Token separator
Block 1

Protocol
Fields

Tasking

Command 1
name
Repeat
Auto execute
Interval (in s)
Fixed value
Role
Output 1
field
description

Metadata

Table 7.4
plet.
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Values for: WET Labs ECO Triplet
urn:sid:connection:serial
<CR><LF>
<SPACE>
date
time
chlorophyll
CDOM
getDataCommand
true
true
15
Parameter 1
$run
urn:sid:command:parameter:required
chlorophyll
http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/2.1/
matrOrganicCompound.owl#Chlorophyll

unit of measure
Output 2
field
description

µg / l

unit of measure

ppb

CDOM
http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/2.1/
matrOrganicCompound.owl#CDOM

Overview of the instantiated SID for the WET Labs ECO Tri-
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select widely accepted ontologies (e.g., SWEET) for annotating sensor
properties, or more specific but aligned ontologies.
<sml:capabilities>
<swe:SimpleDataRecord>
<swe:field>
<swe:QuantityRange
definition="http://purl.oclc.org/net/ssnx/ssn#SurvivalRange">
<swe:uom code="m" />
<swe:value>-100 0</swe:value>
</swe:QuantityRange>
</swe:field>
</swe:SimpleDataRecord>
</sml:capabilities>
...
<sml:output name="temperature">
<swe:DataRecord>
<gml:description>
http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/1.1/property.owl#Temperature
</gml:description>
<swe:field>
<swe:Quantity>
<swe:uom code="Cel" />
</swe:Quantity>
</swe:field>
</swe:DataRecord>
</sml:output>
...

Listing 7.10

Excerpt of the used SensorML document.

In reply to the ConnectSensor message, the channel administrator
directs the sensor adapter to publish the measured data for each sensor
output in a separate channel. For the output temperature, the according
message is:
DirectSensor * http://myserver.org/sensor/s1.xml
* http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/1.1/property.owl#Temperature
* channel_1

Listing 7.11 Example of a DirectSensor message.
Next, a service adapter registers an SOS at the Sensor Bus and subscribes it for all temperature related observations. To do so, the concept
TemperatureRelatedQuantity is chosen, which is a super type of Temperature within the SWEET ontology. Further, the SOS restricts the
values to Kelvin as unit of measure and requires sensors with a survival
range of at least -50 meters. Therefore, the following message is sent
according to the Sensor Bus protocol (Section 5.1.2.2):
SubscribeService * http://mySOS.org
* observedProperty
* http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/1.1/property.owl#TemperatureRelatedQuantity
* uom * K
* http://purl.oclc.org/net/ssnx/ssn#SurvivalRange
* <QuantityRange><uom code=’m’/><value>-50 0</value></QuantityRange>

Listing 7.12 Example of a SubscribeService message.
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After such a service subscription, a free mediator starts the mediation process between the specified characteristics required by the
service and the characteristics advertised by registered sensors (Section
5.4). To inform that it has started the process, a mediator sends the
StartMediating message (Listing 7.13).
StartMediating * http://mySOS.org

Listing 7.13

Example of a StartMediating message.

The first step of the mediation process is to create an ontological
description r eq for the sensor characteristics required by the service
(Section 5.4.2). The ontological sensor descriptions adv for the characteristics advertised by the registered sensors have already been created
after the sensor registrations. The ontological sensor descriptions created for advertised and required sensor characteristics are aligned with
the SSN ontology (Section 2.5) and include the following concepts and
individuals (see also Figure 7.9):
AdvertisedObservation / RequiredObservation - The observation is
the root concept of the ontological sensor description. It is observed by the AdvertisedSensor / RequiredSensor, and produces an
AdvertisedSensorOutput / RequiredSensorOutput.
AdvertisedSensor / RequiredSensor - The sensor concept represents
the sensing device observing a property, such as temperature or
salinity. The sensing device has characteristics such as survival
range or battery lifetime.
AdvertisedSensorOutput / RequiredSensorOutput - The output of the
sensing device links to the observation value.
AdvertisedSensorOutputValue / RequiredSensorOutputValue - The output’s value is an individual parametrized by a unit of measure, and
may also have other parameters, e.g., describing the data quality.
Figure 7.9 illustrates those different ontology elements constructed
by the mediator. The AdvertisedSensor has the property observes pointing to the concept Temperature, while the RequiredSensor is associated
with the TemperatureRelatedQuantity - both are from the SWEET ontology. Also, the two different units of measure have been included.
Further, the survival range is defined in the advertised document. Hence,
during the concept creation the property hasSurvivalRange is added
to the concept AdvertisedSensor. This property links to the concept
RangeUpTo100m, which is automatically created by the mediator as a
subconcept of RangeUpTo50m (coming from the required sensor description). For being able to create such subconcept relationships, the
mediator has knowledge about how to transform the utilized SWE Common basic types (Section 2.4.2) into according concepts. I.e., the internal
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logic of the mediator is able to transform QuantityRanges to a hierarchy
of Range* concepts.
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Figure 7.9 Created concepts for the r eq sensor description and the adv sensor description (source: [37]).
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The concepts are created with the OWL API [10]. After this concept
creation, the matchmaking is computed by the mediator using a reasoner. Therefore, the OWL API is coupled with Pellet [228], an open
source OWL reasoner16 , which supports subsumption reasoning and the
execution of SWRL [108] rules. Since the advertising sensor observes the
property Temperature and the SOS is requesting sensors which observe
the more general property TemperatureRelatedQuantity, a plugIn match
is computed – no conversion of result values is required.
Taking the requested survival range into account, the service asks
for sensors which can work up to at least -50 meters, whereas the
advertised sensor survives up to -100 meters below sea level. In Figure
7.10, a screenshot of the Protégé17 ontology editor shows the results of
the reclassification performed by the reasoner. Since RangeUpTo100m
is modeled as subconcept of RangeUpTo50m, the advertised sensor is
reclassified as subconcept of the required sensor, hence, also here a
successful plugIn match is the result.

Figure 7.10 Example of a plugIn match of the survival range as screenshot in Protégé (source: [37]).

16 http://clarkparsia.com/pellet/
17 http://protege.stanford.edu/
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Finally, the matching of the unit of measures is checked. This case
relies on the SWRL rules which attach the conversion instructions to the
individuals AdvertisedObservationValue or RequiredObservationValue.
The AdvertisedObservationValue is modeled to be measured in degree
Celsius, whereas the requesting service asks for Kelvin. The following
SWRL rule, defined in Protégé syntax, is an example how a mapping can
be inferred:
ObservationValue(?x), isParametrizedBy(?x, degree-Celsius)
-> applyConversionRule(?x, DegreeCelcius2Kelvin)

Listing 7.14

SWRL rule attaching a conversion rule

Without the SWRL rule, the mediation results in no match due to
the conflicting units of measure. By applying the SWRL rule during
reasoning, the new property applyConversionRule is added to the AdvertisedObservationValue individual. This new property points to a
conversion formula for calculating Kelvin from degree Celsius. The
mediator finds and extracts this conversion formula, and includes it in
the Mediate message that is conform to the Sensor Bus protocol (Section
5.1.2.3) as shown in Listing 7.15. The formula is encoded in MathML
syntax which can be executed by the service adapter and applied to
received sensor measurements before uploading them to the SOS.
Mediate * http://myserver.org/sensor/s1.xml * http://mySOS.org
* http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/1.1/property.owl#Temperature
* http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/1.1/property.owl#TemperatureRelatedQuantity
* <math><mrow><mi>VAL</mi><mo>+</mo><mi>273,15</mi></mrow></math>

Listing 7.15

Example of a Mediate message with conversion rule.

In response to the Mediate message, the channel administrator performs a look up to which channel sensor s1 has been directed for
publishing temperature data. Consequently, the channel administrator
instructs the service to join that particular channel to retrieve measurements of the TemperatureRelatedQuantity for which it subscribed
(Listing 7.16).
DirectService * http://mySOS.org
* http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/1.1/property.owl#TemperatureRelatedQuantity
* channel_1

Listing 7.16

Example of a DirectService message.

After registering the sensor at the SOS with the RegisterSensor operation, the service adapter inserts received data as observations into the
SOS. An example for a PublishData message sent by a sensor adapter is
shown in Listing 7.17. The service adapter receives this message and
transforms the contained temperature value to Kelvin by executing the
conversion formula posted by the mediator. Finally, the service adapter
transforms the received message to an InsertObservation request as
shown in Listing 7.18 and sends it to the SOS. Thereby, the feature of
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interest is set as a sampling point with the coordinates received from
the sensor.
PublishData * http://myserver.org/sensor/s1.xml * 2011-03-08T13:54:23 * -90.81
24.94 -42.0
* http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/1.1/property.owl#Temperature * 15.637

Listing 7.17 Example of a PublishData message.
<sos:InsertObservation service="SOS" version="2.0.0">
<OM_Observation>
<phenomenonTime>
<gml:TimeInstant>
<gml:timePosition>2011-03-08T13:54:23</gml:timePosition>
</gml:TimeInstant>
</phenomenonTime>
<procedure xlink:href="http://myserver.org/sensor/s1.xml"/>
<observedProperty
xlink:href="http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/1.1/property.owl#
TemperatureRelatedQuantity"/>
<featureOfInterest>
<sams:SF_SpatialSamplingFeature>
<sf:sampledFeature xsi:nil="true" />
<sa:shape>
<gml:Point srsName="http://www.opengis.net/def/crs/EPSG/0/4979">
<gml:pos>-90.81 24.94 -42.0</gml:pos>
</gml:Point>
</sa:shape>
</sa:SF_SpatialSamplingFeature>
</featureOfInterest>
<result xsi:type="gml:MeasureType" uom="K">
288.787
</result>
</OM_Observation>
</sos:InsertObservation>

Listing 7.18 Example of a simplified SOS InsertObservation request
generated from a PublishData message.

7.5 Lessons Learned from the Application of the
Approach
The overall approach for enabling sensor plug & play on the Sensor
Web, consisting of Sensor Bus, semantic mediation, SID concept, and
SID Creator, as illustrated in Figure 7.1 has been demonstrated in this
chapter based on OGC’s Sensor Web Enablement infrastructure. SWE has
been chosen as an example, since it is well defined and documented. Its
specifications are standardized and hence referencable and their state is
stable and reliable. Compared to other Sensor Web approaches (Section
2.2), SWE has currently a key relevance in research, and is also more
and more relevant for practice as seen, e.g., at the Wupperverband (Section 3.1), the PEGELONLINE system, or the utilization of the SOS at the
European Environment Agency (EEA) to exchange sensor observations
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with its member state organizations (Section 2.4.4). The specification
framework is independent of particular software implementations and
it is embedded in the landscape of OGC standards which allows an integration into general spatial data infrastructures and a homogenization
with initiatives such as INSPIRE18 .
However, SWE is not suitable for all use cases. For simple use cases
(e.g., one party needs to access only one particular sensor type and
sharing the access in any sense is not foreseen) the usage of SWE may
result in unnecessary overheads. Then, proprietary approaches or the
simple REST-based frameworks of the Web of Things (Section 2.2.4) can
be more suitable. To be also applicable in such cases, the developed
approach is generic and can be applied to other Sensor Web approaches
as well.
SWE is particularly useful for large information systems, in case
multiple parties need to share access to sensors and their observations.
Then, the interoperable access provided by SWE is beneficial. An example
is the Wupperverband. By offering their sensors and sensor data via
SWE service interfaces, neighboring organizations can also access the
data in a well-defined way and an overlay with their own data sets is
possible (e.g., through the client application shown in the Figures 7.2,
7.3, and 7.4).
Similarly, the usefulness of applying the here developed approach
for sensor plug & play needs to be decided by case. The focus of
this work as described in Section 1.1 is to enable an automated onthe-fly integration of sensors with a Sensor Web infrastructure. The
example of disaster management scenarios has been discussed where
a time critical access to new sensors needs to be provided to multiple
organizations. It is demonstrated in the three use cases of Sections
7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 that such automated on-the-fly integration is possible
with this approach. However, several administration steps (as shown in
Figure 7.1) are needed to setup and apply this approach. The Sensor Bus
needs to be deployed and the metadata descriptions of sensors as well
as services need to be annotated with ontological concepts to enable the
publish/subscribe mechanism. Also, while the creation of the SID can
already be supported by the SID Creator, the SID Interpreter still needs
to be deployed correctly. Those administration steps of the involved
components can be overhead for very simple use cases.
Of course, the applicability of the approach also depends on knowledge and experience of the users. In general, there are three user roles
to be considered (Section 7.1): sensor provider, Sensor Bus provider,
and service provider. For example, in case of the flood monitoring
use case (Section 7.2), one service provider is the Wupperverband, and
18 http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
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responsible for the installation and maintenance of the Sensor Web
services is IT personnel of the Wupperverband’s GIS department. Similarly, engineers of an organization superior to the Wupperverband
(e.g., the German Federal Waterways Engineering and Research Institute
maintaining the nationwide PEGELONLINE system) could be responsible
for providing the Sensor Bus. Responsible for providing the G-WaLe
sensor in case of a flood could be technicians of the Federal Agency of
Technical Relief19 (THW). For those engineers, the knowledge to fulfill
their role can be assumed, or, according tools can be envisaged which
sufficiently support their doings. The user study, conducted in Section
7.3, already showed that users with a BSc degree in computer science
and basic SWE knowledge are able to successfully handle a tool such as
the SID Creator.

Figure 7.11 Comparison of proprietary integration approach (left) and
the integration of sensors with the developed approach (right).
Figure 7.11 compares the proprietary way of integrating sensors with
the here developed sensor plug & play approach. The left of the figure
shows the proprietary way of bridging the interoperability gap (Section
1.2), i.e., a driver needs to be implemented for each sensor type, and
the data acquisition system of the organization needs to be manually
19 www.thw.de/EN/
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adapted to each involved Sensor Web service. Thereby, those adaption
efforts are specific to the internal infrastructure of the organization and
are hence not shareable with others. On the right of Figure 7.11, the here
defined, open and standards-based approach is illustrated. To integrate
sensors, SIDs can be utilized. Since an SID is defined for a sensor type
(Section 5.2.2), existing ones can be reused from third parties. If none
can be found, an SID can be semi-automatically created using the SID
Creator or a similar tool in future. Then, the SID Interpreter can directly
translate to the open Sensor Bus protocol and existing service adapters
can be reused on the Sensor Bus to register and subscribe Sensor Web
services. The semantic mediation mechanism as part of the Sensor Bus
enables the automated association of sensors with the right Sservices.
Besides connecting to the Sensor Bus, the SID Interpreter provides the
benefit of being able to translate the sensor protocol to other target
protocols, such as IEEE 1451 (Section 2.3), as demonstrated in [243], or
DataTurbine20 as shown in [63].
Those considerations and Figure 7.11 illustrate that the key benefit
of the here developed approach is its grounding in standards, and its
open, well-defined specification which makes compliant components
reusable and shareable. In the future, the development of supporting
tools which rely on the conceptual framework of this thesis is key to
further automate the sensor integration process. As an alternative, the
complexity can be reduced by selecting only certain components of the
overall approach depending on the requirements of a use case. Both,
Sensor Bus as well as SID Interpreter can be utilized independently of
each other.

20 http://www.dataturbine.org/
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Conclusions

This chapter1 describes the findings of this thesis. First, Section 8.1
discusses the developed approach. Next, Section 8.2 presents in brief
the answers to the given research questions and highlights the derived
contributions of this thesis. Finally, Section 8.3 provides recommendations for future work.

8.1 Discussion
This thesis aimed at facilitating the integration of sensors with the
Sensor Web by providing a well-defined approach. A conceptual framework realized in a standards-based architecture was designed and
implemented to achieve this goal. In the following, the key aspects
in this approach are critically discussed and limitations are pointed
out. According to the key contributions of this thesis, the discussion is
structured into four sections addressing the Sensor Bus (Section 8.1.1),
the SID concept (Section 8.1.2), the SID Creator tool (Section 8.1.3), and
the mechanism for semantic mediation (Section 8.1.4).

1 Section 8.1 as well as Section 8.3 are based on the publications Bröring et al. (2010):
Declarative Sensor Interface Descriptors for the Sensor Web. In: M. Brovelli, S. Dragicevic,
S. Li, and B. Veenendaal (Eds.) WebMGS 2010: 1st International Workshop on Pervasive
Web Mapping, Geoprocessing and Services, ISPRS [28], Bröring et al. (2010): Sensor Bus:
An Intermediary Layer for Linking Geosensor Networks and the Sensor Web. In: COM.Geo
’10: Proceedings of the 1st International Conference on Computing for Geospatial Research
and Application, ACM. [33], Bröring et al. (2011): Semantically-enabled Sensor Plug & Play
for the Sensor Web. Sensors, 11(8): 7568-7605 [37], Bröring et al. (2011): The SID Creator:
A Visual Approach for Integrating Sensors with the Sensor Web. In: S. C. M. Geertmann, W.
Reinhardt, and F. Toppen (Eds.) Advancing Geoinformation Science for a Changing World,
The 14th AGILE International Conference on Geographic Information Science, LNG&C,
Springer [26], and Bröring et al. (2012): Automated Integration of Geosensors with the
Sensor Web to Facilitate Flood Management. In: J. P. Tiefenbacher (Ed.) Approaches to
Managing Disaster - Assessing Hazards, Emergencies and Disaster Impacts. InTech [29].
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8.1.1 On-the-fly Integration of Sensors and the Sensor Web through
the Sensor Bus
The Sensor Bus and its messaging protocol (Section 5.1.2) are the basis
for enabling the automated registration of sensors with Sensor Web
services as aimed for by Objective 1. Without a publish/subscribe
mechanism as provided by the Sensor Bus, the existence of new sensors
and their data had been communicated separately to each interested
Sensor Web services. This can lead to inconsistencies within a Sensor
Web infrastructure. With the Sensor Bus, a sensor needs to be registered
only at one central point and is automatically registered at the correct
services, which decreases administration efforts and potential for errors.
Administration Steps for Sensor Plug & Play through the Sensor Bus
The necessary steps for providers of services and sensors to make their
components available on the Sensor Web through the Sensor Bus can be
summarized as follows (a detailed explanation of administrative steps
to setup the developed approach is given in Section 7.1).
A sensor provider, who wants to plug in a sensor, needs to define the
sensor metadata, its characteristics, in SensorML. Then, this SensorML
document is published via the bus once the sensor is connected, which
fulfills Requirement 2. Since SensorML is very generic, the sensor metadata description needs to follow the more restricted SensorML profile for
sensor discovery [130], so that the components listening on the Sensor
Bus can rely on a well-defined set of metadata. Additional metadata, not
covered by the profile, can be described with the capabilities element
in the SensorML document. Next, the sensor adapter starts publishing
sensor data via the bus. Meeting Requirement 3, these data can be received and ingested by services, e.g., Sensor Observation Services, which
subscribed for the publishing sensor. Further, Sensor Planning Services
may offer interoperable tasking functionality for the sensor, as shown
in the example of the G-WaLe use case (Section 7.2.2). Therefore, an SPS
needs to be informed about the allowed commands of the sensor. Thus,
the SensorML document of a connected sensor published via the Sensor
Bus may contain a description of the sensor protocol by utilizing the
SID specification (Section 5.2).
To register a service at the Sensor Bus, a service provider needs to
specify the characteristics of sensors which the service requires. The
service adapter can state these required characteristics when subscribing
the service at the Sensor Bus which implements Requirement 1. The
identifiers of those characteristics, which link to their semantics, are
either pre-defined (e.g., for unit of measure and observed property)
or are generic and hence compared to the capabilities elements of the
sensors’ SensorML documents (Section 5.1.2). Once the advertised as
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well as the required sensor characteristics are given, the Sensor Bus
takes care of linking sensors and services; this fulfills Requirement 4.
As discussed in Section 7.5, the necessary administration steps to setup the overall approach can be an engineering overhead for simple use
cases, for example, in case one single weather station shall be integrated
with one Sensor Observation Service. The developed approach becomes
useful in case multiple parties need to be supplied with interoperable
access to a dynamic set of sensors via a set of Sensor Web services. Once
Sensor Bus, SID files and semantic annotations of sensor characteristics
are in place, the integration of sensors with Sensor Web services is
facilitated, since the necessary steps of the integration process (Section
1.2) - sensor / service association, sensor driver implementation, and
matchmaking of characteristics - can be automated. As shown with the
SID Creator (Section 5.3), based on the developed conceptual framework,
tools can be implemented which further facilitate the utilization of the
approach. Compared to the proprietary way of integrating sensors with
an enterprise environment, the presented approach has the advantage of
using open, well-defined specifications that are grounded in standards.
Compliant components, such as SID files or Sensor Bus adapters, can be
shared and reused in different contexts.
Messaging via the Sensor Bus
Intentionally, the Sensor Bus was designed as a lightweight, messagedriven system with a lean communication protocol. Thus, in its current design, the message protocol is non-responsive, i.e., a message is
transmitted through the Sensor Bus via the underlying communication
infrastructure, and there is no direct response message. This reduces
the overall message exchange on the Sensor Bus, however, it also results
in the shortcoming that, e.g., a service submitting a task to a sensor
is not informed whether the sensor successfully performed the task.
Such response messages may be added to the Sensor Bus protocol in
the future.
The design of the text-based message protocol, grounded in the
generic interaction patterns (Section 5.1.1), is not tied to a specific
underlying messaging technology. In this thesis, the implementation
focused on XMPP as the messaging technology, since it is commonly
used in mainstream applications, e.g., Google Talk [42], Facebook Chat
[198], or Microsoft Messenger [176]. The different kinds of messages
of the Sensor Bus protocol are sent as a payload of XMPP messages. In
that sense, the XMPP protocol is only utilized as a transfer protocol for
the here defined Sensor Bus protocol that defines semantically richer
messages, e.g., for the registration of sensors, the subscription of services (with certain parameters), or the publication of new sensor data.
Since the Sensor Bus protocol is independent of the transfer protocol,
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the underlying messaging technology can be exchanged. In [33], the
Sensor Bus has been implemented based on IRC, JMS, and Twitter. Other
messaging technologies such as AMQP2 , or STOMP3 are conceivable too.
The selection of the underlying messaging technology depends on
the use case and directly relates to the quality of service attributes
(e.g., reliability, scalability, or performance) of the Sensor Bus setup.
Evaluations of those messaging technologies have been conducted in
the past. For example, the scalability and performance of XMPP-based
messaging infrastructures have been studied in [95]. Xiao et al. [262] generally study the scalability of instant messaging technologies and also
compare to IRC. Also the specific implementations of servers for those
messaging technologies differ with regard to their quality of service. Due
to the increasing importance for demanding event driven applications
(e.g., stock trading, or air traffic control), several benchmarks to test the
correctness and performance of JMS servers have been developed (e.g.,
[145, 204]).
Building the Sensor Bus on Twitter, as the underlying messaging
technology as shown by Bröring et al. [33], enables the reusing of functionality such as authentication and scalability which are managed by
Twitter. However, the pull-based design of Twitter does not allow a true
push-based Sensor Bus. Instead, the message retrieval has to be realized
by regularly submitted API queries. Further disadvantages are, e.g, the
limited update rate of Twitter’s search index that hinders an instant
accessibility of published messages, or the restricted number of API
requests and message postings. In many sensor network applications,
those shortcomings disqualify Twitter as a basis for the Sensor Bus.

8.1.2 Closing the Interoperability Gap with Sensor Interface
Descriptors
Geosensors are typically built by manufacturers who define sensor
protocols with their own syntax and structure instead of complying to
international standards ([64], and see e.g., [106, 215, 258]). This results
in a gap of interoperability in the geosensor infrastructure stack (Section
1.2) between this variety of manufacturer dependent protocols and the
Sensor Web protocols. This thesis closes the interoperability gap and
fulfills Objective 2 by developing the Sensor Interface Descriptor (SID)
model, which is an extension of the SensorML standard.
The SID Concept
The SID concept enables the operation of geosensors. Therefore, an
SID file is created which describes the sensor interface including the
2 http://www.amqp.org/
3 http://stomp.github.com/
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structure of the sensor’s protocol. The SID of a sensor is an additional
external artifact. Hence, the operation of a sensor does not require
the modification of its firmware or native protocol, which is beneficial
for sensor manufacturers and sensor providers. Similar approaches
to SID are incorporated, e.g., by the Global Sensor Network [1] or the
Sensor Abstraction Layer [91] and have been discussed in Sections 2.2.2
and 4.2, respectively. However, the sensor descriptions used by those
approaches do not cover the entire sensor interface and protocol as SID
does, but still require the association with specific sensor drivers.
The design of the developed SID model is illustrated in Section 5.2 at
hand of an SID for the Seabird SBE 37 sensor interface (see Annex A for
the complete SID). In Chapter 7 the interfaces of four additional sensors
are described as SIDs. Beyond this thesis, SIDs have been created for
different sensors of the Spanish seafloor observatory OBSEA4 [63] and
the MWS3 sensor stations of the German federal network for radiation
detection [28]. Any SID interpreter implementation that follows the
SID specification [27] can interpret those SID files and can instantly
communicate with the according sensors. That way, the SID concept can
be understood as a generic driver mechanism, meeting Requirement 5.
SIDs are a basis for minimizing the efforts of integrating new sensors
with the Sensor Web.
The creation of SIDs can be facilitated by the SID Creator tool (Section
5.3), fulfilling Requirement 8. This tool supports sensor providers and
sensor network administrators to make their sensors available on the
Sensor Web. An SID is created for a type of sensor, not only for a
specific instance of a sensor. The strict encapsulation of the SID within
a SensorML document allows this. Thus, an SID can be exchanged, or
reused in different contexts, which complies to Requirement 6. Also, the
encapsulation makes it easy to share an SID with other projects, or user
communities, fulfilling Requirement 7.
In this thesis, it is assumed that the SID Interpreter, running on
the sensor gateway (Section 5.2.1), is linked by the sensor provider to
the SID file of the sensor, e.g., by pointing the SID Interpreter to the
URL of the document. This is sufficient for the focus of the designed
framework in this thesis. Going beyond this assumption, it would be
beneficial if a sensor itself carries its SID file, and an SID Interpreter
can ask for it. This idea has been elaborated in the article [64] by
building up on the SID concept and combining it with PUCK [179], a new
protocol within the OGC SWE suite of standards. The PUCK protocol
standard defines a basic set of operations which need to be added to
the native sensor protocol to make the instrument compliant. Once the
sensor is plugged into a host controller or a network, these standardized
4 http://www.obsea.es/
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operations allow to retrieve a PUCK data sheet, containing metadata
such as a unique identifier, as well as a PUCK payload. The payload can
carry additional metadata about the sensor. In the work described in
[64], this payload stores the sensor’s protocol description in form of an
SID. Hence, an SID Interpreter can retrieve the SID from the sensor by
executing the according PUCK operation. This is beneficial, e.g., in case
a manufacturer wants to directly ship its sensors with self-descriptions
of their protocols.
The SID Specification
The SID specification is grounded in the SensorML standard (Section
2.4.2.2). This design decision has been made, since it seamlessly embeds
the SID specification into the framework of SWE standards. Thereby,
the key advantage is that existing SensorML-compliant software can
be reused to work with the SID specification. Also, by basing it upon
an officially approved, international standard, the SID specification is
perceived as more reliable. An alternative could have been to base
the SID concept on the Transducer Markup Language standard [101].
TML defines ways to encode sensor data as well as metadata. However,
TML had only been rarely used in practice and, since 2006, it is not
in discussion at OGC anymore. Hence, it has been excluded from the
group of specifications that build the new generation SWE (see Section
2.4.2 and [30]). Another standard that has been considered is IEEE 1451
and its TEDS concept (Section 2.3 and 4.2). However, the focus of TEDS
is compactness and storage minimization, thus, the expressiveness of
SensorML is richer compared to the ability of describing sensors with
TEDS. Hu et al. [109] convert TEDS to SensorML. That approach could
be combined with this work to automatically generate SID instances for
IEEE 1451 sensors. Then, the SID Interpreter could connect IEEE 1451
sensors in an on-the-fly manner with SWE services.
SensorML documents are rather verbose and in some situations a
small file size is required (e.g., to store metadata directly on a memory
restricted sensor). For such purposes, MoteML [5] has been developed. MoteML is a text-based encoding, where the metadata elements
are stored in a compact field structure that follows a defined template.
Additionally, the MoteML document is compressed with standard compression technology. MoteML has been designed with the intention to be
directly mappable to SensorML. Thus, in the future, the SID specification
could be designed as a MoteML template to achieve much smaller file
sizes.
Also related to SensorML is StarFL [158]. It was developed to address
the flexibility of SensorML and the limited availability of SensorML
profiles. Thus, the StarFL model has been designed in a more restrictive
way compared to SensorML. Also, it does not follow the flexible soft160
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typing approach as SensorML does. StarFL merges SensorML concepts
with concepts from the SSN ontology (Section 2.5). A mapping from
StarFL to the other two languages is feasible. In case the development of
StarFL is continued and contributed to the standardization process at
OGC, an extension to support the SID specification within StarFL could
be elaborated in the future.
Limits in Supporting Various Sensor Protocols with SID
Among sensor protocols, defined by manufacturers, there is a wide
variety of designs with different degrees of complexity tailored to the
characteristics of particular sensor instruments. As shown at hand of
the use case examples in Chapter 7, a variety of manufacturer specific
protocols can already be covered by the SID model, but naturally, not
every possible sensor protocol design can be accommodated.
The SID specification reuses the SWE Common standard (Section
2.4.2) to describe the structure of a sensor stream. Hence, the flexibility
and coverage of supported protocols depends on the expressiveness of
the SWE Common standard. Generally, both, plain ASCII text (e.g., the
Seabird SBE 37 data messages, Section 5.2.4), as well as binary encoded
sensor data streams (e.g., the G-WaLe commands, Section 7.2.2), are supported. In case of an ASCII text encoding, separator signs (e.g., comma
or tab characters) are used to define the structure of data blocks. ASCII
text protocols which define the structure of their data blocks by giving
a fixed-width for the data block tokens (e.g., the HOBI Labs HydroScat
fluorometer [106]) are not yet supported by the SID specification. For
binary encodings, the opposite is the case and only the fixed-width byte
tokens are covered, while binary encoded data block structures with
variable token length can not be defined in the current version.
Similar to the variety of data formats, the definitions of sensor commands vary among instruments. For example, some instruments start
sending data right after being switched on without external triggering.
Others start a continuous data streaming after receiving an according
command, and others need such a command for every data poll. The
SID specification allows to express those cases through appropriate
attribution of the command definitions (Section 5.2.7).

8.1.3 Completing the Vertical Integration with Supporting Tools
With the SID Creator (Section 5.3), a tool has been described in this thesis
that supports a sensor provider in generating the interface description,
the SID, of a sensor, to address Objective 4 and to fulfill Requirement
8. In Section 7.3, it has been illustrated and evaluated how it can be
used to create an SID for a DAVIS home weather station. The usability
and usefulness of the SID Creator was evaluated by conducting a user
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study. The results of this study (see discussion below) suggest that the
SID Creator facilitates the integration of sensors with the Sensor Web.
Results of the User Study
The participants of the user study, ranging from high school students
to users with SWE expertise, were asked to create an SID for the sensors
of a weather station by utilizing the SID Creator. The analysis of the
user study (Section 7.3.2) showed that the SID Creator was in particular
useful for the group of user with SWE expertise. They stated that it is
easier to utilize the SID Creator for integrating a sensor with the Sensor
Web than implementing an adapter manually. Four of five members of
that group created a working SID.
In the group of people with a BSc degree in computer sciences, who
did not have experiences with SWE, one third created a working SID
and over 80% of those users stated to have fully understood the SID
concept. Significantly higher error rates and average time consumption
showed that the task was most difficult for the high school students.
However, also here, two out of nine people were able to create a working
SID without any prior experience in integrating sensors with the Sensor
Web. Finally, the results of the user study lead to the conclusion that,
with increasing level of user experience, the SID Creator is a helpful tool
and considerably facilitates the process of sensor integration.
In particular the protocol definition page of the SID Creator needs
to be improved, since it caused most of the problems as the evaluation
of the user study has shown (Section 7.3.2). This can be done, e.g.,
by enhancing the help texts and including descriptive examples, or by
enhancing the current form-based user input to a more graphical design.

8.1.4 Semantic Mediation of Sensors and Services
After bringing Sensor Bus and SID concept together, a mediation mechanism based on Semantic Web methods was designed in Section 5.4
to fulfill Requirement 9 and address Objective 3. This mechanism is
based on mediators which listen as encapsulated and loosely-coupled
components on the Sensor Bus. They perform the mediation between
advertised sensor characteristics (e.g., output definition of the sensor, or
sensor capabilities) and service requirements by performing ontological
concept creation and reasoning. For specifying concepts and individuals
of the ontological sensor description, the SSN ontology (Section 2.5)
acts as a basis of this approach. In the example of the oil spill use case
(Section 7.4), the SWEET ontology was used to represent environmental
properties. Conforming to Requirement 10, other widely-accepted thirdparty domain ontologies can be utilized, too. For mediating between
non-matching concepts, SWRL rules were added to the ontology which
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link to executable conversion formulas, such as simple unit or data type
transformation.
Mediation through Reasoning and Conversion
The here developed matchmaking approach is based on subsumption
reasoning. The created sensor description ontology is reclassified by
the reasoner. According to [237], the following degrees of matching
can be distinguished: exact, plugIn, subsumption and fail. Thereby, only
exact and plugIn match allow for a direct integration of sensor and
service. So, for example, in case an advertised sensor description is
classified by the reasoner as equal to or as a subconcept of the required
sensor description, a match is deduced. The utilized subsumptionbased matching can be applied to any combination of Semantic Web
ontologies (as long as they can be aligned) and any OWL profile. All
major reasoners, e.g., the here used Pellet reasoner, offer taxonomic
reclassification as their basic functionality. However, the design of the
mediation mechanism does not exclude the usage of other reasoning
methodologies, e.g., semantic similarity measurement [128]. This could
improve the mediation by offering ranking information in addition to
the boolean matching.
In case there is no direct matching between an advertised and a
required characteristic, the designed matchmaking approach may still
allow to connect sensor and service if a conversion is available. This
mechanism was illustrated in the oil spill use case (Section 7.4), where
a service expects Kelvin temperature measurements while a sensor
publishes its data in degree Celsius. Such conversion formulas can
be embedded as MathML statements wrapped in SWRL rules which
are part of the used ontologies. Creating and embedding such SWRL
rules and conversion instructions remains the responsibility of the
authorities maintaining the ontologies. In the future, this burden may be
relieved by processes that automatically integrate, e.g., unit conversion
rules from public dictionaries such as GML unit dictionaries [190] into
the used ontologies. More complex conversions may be supported by
extending the approach to incorporate remote Web services, e.g., OGC’s
Web Processing Services (WPS) [214]. Then, the conversion instruction
would not be encoded in MathML but would contain information on how
to invoke the service operation.
As illustrated in the oil spill use case, the concept creation can not
only be applied to qualitative characteristics, such as the sensor type
or the kind of observed property. The approach has been designed
in a way that also quantitative characteristics, such as the sensor’s
survival range, can be considered. Therefore, the mediator sorts values
of quantities and quantity ranges as ordered or nested concepts into
the ontology. For example, in Section 7.4, a concept RangeUpTo100m is
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created by the mediator as a subconcept of RangeUpTo50m, since each
instance of a marine sensor that can survive at least -100 m of water
depth is also an instance of the class of sensors that can survive -50 m
of depth. A disadvantage of this approach is that the logic of sorting
quantities is already computed by the mediator during the creation
phase in preparation of the subsumption reasoning. An alternative
design may also involve here the usage of SWRL rules to correctly
sort quantities or nest quantity ranges. This would further delegate
functionality from the mediator to the reasoner.
Scalability of the matchmaking process is addressed by the architectural design through de-coupling and encapsulating the match computation and rule execution. While the first is performed by mediators, the
latter is in responsibility of the service adapters. Mediators as well as
service adapters can run as encapsulated units on separate machines.
If increasing numbers of sensors register at the Sensor Bus, additional
mediators can be mounted to the bus to avoid latency in match computation. As soon as a mediation needs to be processed, an idle mediator
reacts and declares its responsibility by sending the StartMediating
message (Section 5.1.2.3). Since potentially unlimited mediators can be
mounted to the bus, the architecture scales.

8.2 Answers to Research Questions and Resulting
Contributions
This thesis comes up with an approach for closing the gap between sensors and the Sensor Web to enable an automated on-the-fly integration
of geosensors, a plug & play on the Sensor Web. By reaching this general
goal, the thesis contributes to the broader field of Sensor Web research.
Achieving this goal required answering five research questions as stated
in Section 1.3.2. The answers to those questions as well as the resulting
research contributions are briefly discussed in the following.
Answer to Research Question 1: "What are the requirements to enable
plug & play of geosensors with the Sensor Web?"
The foundations to answer Research Question 1 were laid out by
a thorough study of the context of this research (Chapter 2). Related
approaches for bridging between sensors and applications, standards
for sensor communication and in particular the Sensor Web Enablement
initiative, as well as the relation to Semantic Web technologies were
investigated. This study on the current state of the art contributed to the
survey article by Bröring et al. [30]. The study profited from the active
interaction with the Sensor Web Enablement working group at OGC and
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in particular from the role of the author as editor of the adopted SOS
2.0 standard [41] to which this research contributed. Subsequently, the
existing Sensor Web infrastructure of the Wupperverband and three use
cases for on-the-fly integration of geosensors were analyzed (Chapter 3),
contributing to the publications [29], [37] as well as [68].
In Chapter 4, requirements were identified which are necessary to
achieve the overall objective of a plug & play of sensors on the Sensor
Web. This requirements analysis contributed to the work of Bröring et al.
[37] and delivered an answer to Research Question 1 of this thesis. Three
groups of requirements emerged, which declare the need for (1) publish/subscribe functionality for instantaneous communication between
sensors and services, (2) a driver mechanism for translating between
sensor and Sensor Web protocols, and (3) matchmaking functionality
between sensors and domain specific service models. To fulfill these
requirements a standards- and service-based architecture was designed
in the following.
Answer to Research Question 2: "What architectural model is able to
achieve an automated on-the-fly integration of sensors with the Sensor
Web?"
To answer Research Question 2, the concept of an intermediary layer
for the geosensor infrastructure stack was developed (Section 5.1) which
establishes a publish/subscribe mechanism for services and sensors.
Interaction patterns were identified and analyzed in Section 5.1.1 which
emerge when such an intermediary layer is introduced. These patterns
were derived from the core functionalities of the Sensor Web. They
are designed in a generic way, so that different realizations of the
intermediary layer can be implemented. As an example, the Sensor
Bus was developed in this thesis as described in Section 5.1.2. With the
Sensor Bus in place, the association of sensors and services is automated
and a sensor does not have to be registered at every service separately.
The lean communication protocol designed for the Sensor Bus implements the interaction patterns of the intermediary layer. Also, the
concept of the Sensor Bus itself is generic, since it allows different
underlying messaging technologies (e.g., XMPP, IRC, JMS, or Twitter).
The implementation was published as an open source project to the
52◦ North Sensor Web community. While the interaction patterns were
presented in [31], the Sensor Bus was first described in [33, 32, 35] and
its final design, including the semantic mediation, was presented in [37].
In Section 8.1.1, the Sensor Bus was discussed and recommendations
for future work are given in Section 8.3.1.
Answer to Research Question 3: "How can the interoperability gap
between sensor layer and Sensor Web layer be closed?"
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The identified interoperability gap between sensors and the Sensor
Web was closed by designing an information model and schema based
on the international standard SensorML. This Sensor Interface Descriptor
(SID) model (Section 5.2) allows the interoperable description of sensor
interfaces and protocols and thereby represents the answer to Research
Question 3. The SID concept can reduce the efforts of integrating new
sensors with the Sensor Web, since it provides a well-defined model
whose instances can be created with tool support and reused in different
applications.
The formal SID specification [27] was contributed to the discussion
of the SWE Domain Working Group at OGC. The research around the SID
concept contributed to the work by Bröring et al. [28] and subsequent
experiments with SIDs in the marine sensor domain were made [243, 64]
which resulted in the practical utilization of SID in the cabled seafloor
observatory OBSEA [63]. Instances of the SID schema have been developed for multiple sensor types. Within this thesis, SID files for the
G-WaLe sensor (Section 7.2), the Davis weather station (Section 7.3), CTD
sensors (RBR XR-420 and Seabird SBE 37), as well as the WET Labs ECO
Triplet fluorometer (Section 7.4) were created. Additionally, in [28], an
SID was created for the MWS3 radiation detector5 used in the sensor
network of the German Federal Office for Radiation Protection.
An SID file provides all the necessary information for an SID Interpreter to communicate with the sensor and to transform sensor messages
to target protocols. Here, the implemented SID Interpreter (Section 6.2)
translates between the sensor protocol and the Sensor Bus protocol so
that it makes the sensor available on the Sensor Web. Together, the
examples of SID files and the implementation of the SID Interpreter
were published as open source at 52◦ North. In Section 8.1.2, the SID
concept was discussed and recommendations for future work are given
in Section 8.3.2.
Answer to Research Question 4: "How can the matching of sensor
characteristics and service requirements be assured?"
Research Question 4 asked for a mechanism within the overall approach that ensures the matching between sensors and services. In
the requirements analysis, it was identified that sensors have specific
spatial, temporal, and thematic characteristics which need to match
the requirements of a service to realize the required publish/subscribe
mechanism (Section 4.3). This research question was addressed by
the developed mechanism for semantic mediation (Section 5.4). The
research on challenges around such semantically-enabled sensor plug &
play conducted in this thesis contributed to the discussion in Bröring et
5 http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/MWS3-Messwertsender
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al. [34]. Later, the identified challenges were addressed by the presented
mechanism for semantic mediation and the outcomes were published
in the article [37]. In Section 8.1.4, this approach for semantic mediation was discussed and recommendations for future work are given in
Section 8.3.4.
Answer to Research Question 5: "How can users be supported with
tools to complete the vertical integration of sensors?"
The Research Question 5 is addressed by the development of a first
example of a tool that is based on the conceptual framework of this
thesis – the SID Creator presented in Section 5.3. The SID Creator tool
supports users in creating SID files. Other tools may follow which
support users in other aspects of the sensor integration process. The
SID Creator tool as well as a user study which evaluated the usability
and usefulness of the tool were presented by Bröring et al. [26]. Its
implementation has been contributed as open source to the 52◦ North
Sensor Web community. In Section 8.1.3, the SID Creator tool was
discussed and recommendations for future work are given in Section
8.3.3.
Answer to Research Question 6: "How can the developed approach
be applied to the presented real world use cases?"
Finally, Chapter 7 delivers an answer to Research Question 6 by
demonstrating proof-of-concept applications for the three use cases
described in Chapter 3. Intentionally, three different kinds of scenarios
with differing types of sensors were chosen. This highlights the different
aspects and challenges of the geosensor integration workflow and how
those can be tackled with the developed methods. The execution of the
flood monitoring use case (Section 7.2) contributed to a book chapter
by Bröring et al. [29] and describes the general workflow of plugging
a sensor into the Sensor Web with the developed methods to enable
interoperbale tasking as well as data access. By envisioning a support of
forest fire risk assessment, the second use case (Section 7.3) evaluated
the SID Creator tool in a user study to investigate how it can be utilized
by laymen for an easy integration of weather station sensors with the
Sensor Web. The outcomes of the conducted user study were contributed
to the publication [26]. In the third use case application (Section 7.4), the
marine oil spill scenario in the Gulf of Mexico, two CTD sensors and a
fluorometer were plugged into the Sensor Bus and it was demonstrated
how the developed semantic matchmaking mechanism works. This use
case was contributed to the article by Bröring et al. [37]. In Section 8.1.4,
the semantic mediation was discussed and recommendations for future
work are given in Section 8.3.4.
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8.3 Recommendations for Future Work
After discussing the approach and pointing out key contributions in
the previous sections, this section recommends future work for the
key aspects of the approach, the Sensor Bus (Section 8.3.1), the Sensor
Interface Descriptors (Section 8.3.2), the SID Creator (Section 8.3.3), as
well as the semantic mediation mechanism (Section 8.3.4).

8.3.1 Future Work on the Sensor Bus
The Sensor Bus provides functionality to connect sensors to Sensor Web
services. It enables, for example, the subscription of services and the
registration of sensors, the transmission of published sensor data to
services, or the delivery of submitted tasks to sensors. This functionality
can be easily extended in the future by adding further messages to the
Sensor Bus communication protocol, e.g., to support notification about
changes in sensor metadata, or to support the unregistration of sensors
and services. Important for operational deployments of the Sensor
Bus will be to add security mechanisms to the protocol. So far, every
service can potentially subscribe for every sensor, to transmit tasks
or receive its observations. The implementation of a mechanism for
security and rights management could thereby rely on basic security
functionality provided by the underlying communication infrastructure
(e.g., authentication, message encryption, or digital signatures).
Further, the Sensor Bus as well as the other components of the
approach developed in this thesis aim at achieving plug & play for
individual sensors with the Sensor Web. Although, those sensors can be
part of a sensor network, the network topology is not encountered. Each
sensor is registered individually at the Sensor Bus. In the future, the
approach may be extended to also support direct plug & play of entire
networks of sensors.
Apart from the flood and oil spill monitoring use cases (Section 7.2
and 7.4) discussed in this thesis, the Sensor Bus has been utilized for
communicating sensor data gathered by an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) [201]. Together, those use cases have shown the applicability
of the Sensor Bus, but also expose interesting working fields for the
future. For example, the combination with the mobile water gage sensor,
G-WaLe, (Section 7.2) could be applied in countries such as Pakistan,
where floods have caused enormous damage in the recent past. In underdeveloped regions, where no static water gage network is maintained
by the state, a system that enables the on demand deployment and
on-the-fly integration of water gage sensors would significantly support
flood management.
Goodchild [92] introduced the idea of considering humans as intelli168
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gent sensors observing their environment. This notion can be applied,
for example, in disaster management applications where the affected
population can be an important source of information [191]. Building
the Sensor Bus on Twitter as shown by Bröring et al. [33] enables a
straight-forward integration of human observations into the Sensor Web.
Thereby, an observation is published as a Twitter tweet on the message
feed of a human sensor. The Twitter feed represents a communication
channel of the Sensor Bus. Once a tweet is posted, the interested services
can gather it, so that it becomes accessible via standardized interfaces.

8.3.2 Future Work on Sensor Interface Descriptors
An SID can describe the interface of a sensor. It can thus be used by
multiple parties and in different scenarios to enable communication
with a sensor. The SID concept is, for example, beneficial for sensor
manufacturers. In case a sensor supports the PUCK protocol as discussed in Section 8.1.2, the manufacturer can directly equip a sensor
that is shipped to a customer with a generic, standards-based driver by
storing an SID instance in the PUCK payload. In the future, global and
publicly accessible catalogs of SID instances may allow users to discover,
share, and reuse the interface descriptions of sensors. SID repositories
may act as platforms for instrument manufacturers to exchange their
instrument protocols, described in a standardized way. Establishing
such SID repositories in the future could minimize the administration
and deployment efforts for operating sensors. As a Web service, an SID
repository could be incorporated in the suite of SWE specifications, comparable to, but extending, the existing Sensor Instance Registry (Section
2.4.3.4).
As discussed in Section 8.1.2, the prototypical SID Interpreter and
also the current design of the SID specification do not support all kinds
of sensor protocols. Preceded by an in-depth analysis and classification
of the multitude of existing sensor protocols, the SID specification and
the utilized SWE Common standard may be extended in the future to
overcome the current limitations in sensor protocol support. Subsequently, the SID Interpreter implementation can be enhanced to fully
cover the entire functionality of the SID specification.
Another direction of extending the designed SID concept may include
the SID Interpreter into the embedded environment of the sensor system. A more lightweight implementation of the SID Interpreter may be
enabled to be deployed directly within those limited environments, e.g.,
on board of a low-powered sensor platform. This would make the role
of the sensor gateway superfluous. Data could be directly retrieved from
a sensor out in the field, or aboard of a ship. For example, the SenseBox,
a sensor platform that has been recently presented by Bröring et al. [40],
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could be enhanced by incorporating an SID Interpreter. Through the
REST interface of the SenseBox, an embedded SID Interpreter could make
sensors available on the Web of Things (Section 2.2.4). However, also
other sensor infrastructures such as Pachube or Sensorpedia (Section
2.2) may be supported by the SID Interpreter in the future. Earlier, it has
been demonstrated how to connect the SID Interpreter to IEEE 1451 or
DataTurbine [243, 63].

8.3.3 Future Work on the SID Creator
Naturally, this thesis focused on the theoretical aspects of an approach
for achieving sensor plug & play. In the future, when this approach shall
be applied in practice or commercial environments, tools and graphical
user interfaces need to be present which support service as well as
sensor providers in defining required / advertised characteristics of
their components. This is important to minimize also the administration efforts in creating service / sensor descriptions. The developed
architecture provides the framework for the development of such tools
as it has been demonstrated with the SID Creator (Section 5.3).
Through the user study, the need for future usability improvements
for an efficient usage of the SID Creator tool was identified, as discussed
in Section 8.1.3. Further, the SID Creator does not yet allow configuring
all details of an SID and only certain kinds of sensor protocols can
be defined. As an example, support for binary protocols is not yet
given. Also, the SID Creator does not yet allow the definition of sensor
commands (Section 5.2.7) or data processing steps (Section 5.2.5). In the
future, those limitations of the SID Creator need to be addressed.
Apart from this better support of the SID specification, a promising
development for the future would be the extension of the SID Creator
towards an easy description of general SensorML metadata, so, going
beyond the pure sensor interface definition. Such a development could
be similar to the approach shown in [77] that allows specifying various
metadata of oceanographic sensors and storing those characteristics
in a SensorML file. Further, the SID Creator could be advanced towards
enabling the semantic annotation of sensor characteristics to facilitate
the usage of the semantic mediation mechanism (Section 5.4).

8.3.4 Future Work on the Semantic Mediation Mechanism
The focus of the developed mechanism for the mediation between advertised sensor characteristics and service requirements was put on the
semantic component of those characteristics. An important topic for future developments will be to incorporate spatial and temporal reasoning.
For example, in the requirements analysis of the matchmaking mecha170
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nism (Section 4.3), the need was identified to determine the domain
feature (Section 2.4.2.1) that is observed by a sensor. The domain features, e.g., the Gulf of Mexico or the drainage area of the Wupperverband,
are part of the data models which are underlying Sensor Web services.
Thus, in the future, services need to be enabled to subscribe for sensors
that observe particular domain features. Therefore, the matchmaking
mechanism needs to be extended so that the domain feature can be
derived from the published characteristics of the sensors (e.g., position,
sensor output, or responsible party).
The developed approach performs semantic matchmaking and mediation of sensor characteristics during registration of sensors / services.
Future research may extend this and could apply similar techniques
to published sensor data. This would, for example, allow to perform
dynamic fusion of incoming data streams. In case a service would request salinity measurements, incoming temperature and conductivity
data streams could be aggregated to a salinity data stream. Similar
to earlier approaches (e.g., [18]) where sensor fusion has been done
on the Web service level, such an approach would perform the data
fusion before insertion to the service. To realize such functionality, the
simple MathML encoded conversion rules, which are determined in our
current implementation, would need to be replaced by a more powerful
transformation language.
Another future development may built the designed architecture of
the Sensor Bus and the incorporated matchmaking mechanism on the
Sensor Event Service (Section 2.4.3.2). The SES realizes a publish/subscribe architecture based on Web Service Notification. A benefit would
be to gain from the SES’s rich filter functionality, the Event Pattern
Markup Language, which enables Complex Event Processing [156] on
incoming sensor data. However, since the SES is associated with a single
event processing engine, such an approach would be contrary to the
scalability achieved from the de-coupled mediators.
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The following Listing A.1 of XML code represents a complete SensorML
description, including a valid Sensor Interface Descriptor (SID) for the
Seabird SBE 37 [215] sensor. The SensorML is conform to the profile
defined in [130]. Besides a basic description, keywords, identifiers,
classifiers, a valid time, contact information and location, it defines
capabilities such as the survival range of the sensor. The SensorML
is semantically annotated, e.g., the meaning of the capability ’survival
range’ is defined by referring to the URL http://purl.oclc.org/net/
ssnx/ssn#SurvivalRange.
The SID is encapsulated in the interface element of the SensorML
document. The main parts of this SID are discussed in Section 5.2.
As described in Section 5.2.2 and Figure 5.15, the data flow through
the SID needs to be specified. Therefore, the SensorML connections
and contained link elements are used. In Listing A.1, three connections
elements can be found, one to model the data flow within the SID internal
process for chlorinity calculation, one to define the data flow within the
SID through the different layers, and one is outside of the SID, e.g., to
specify the links to the SID-external outputs of the sensor system.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<sml:System
xmlns:sml="http://www.opengis.net/sensorML/1.1.0"
xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml"
xmlns:swe="http://www.opengis.net/swe/1.1.0"
xmlns:sid="http://www.orangenkiste.de/SID/0.5.0"
xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.opengis.net/sensorML/1.1.0
https://svn.52north.org/svn/swe/incubation/SensorConnector
/trunk/xsd/SID%20Schema/xsd/SID/sid.xsd">
<gml:description>
This SensorML file describes a ’Seabird SBE 37’ CTD sensor
system for measuring marine sensor data. The contained SID is configured
so that only the temperature measurements are defined as output.
</gml:description>
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<sml:keywords>
<sml:KeywordList>
<sml:keyword>Seabird SBE 37</sml:keyword>
<sml:keyword>CTD sensor</sml:keyword>
<sml:keyword>Marine sensor data</sml:keyword>
<sml:keyword>Water temperature</sml:keyword>
</sml:KeywordList>
</sml:keywords>
<sml:identification>
<sml:IdentifierList>
<sml:identifier>
<sml:Term definition="urn:ogc:def:identifier:OGC:1.0:uniqueID">
<sml:value>Seabird_1</sml:value>
</sml:Term>
</sml:identifier>
<sml:identifier name="longName">
<sml:Term definition="urn:ogc:def:identifier:OGC:1.0:longName">
<sml:value>Seabird SBE 37 marine sensor system</sml:value>
</sml:Term>
</sml:identifier>
<sml:identifier name="shortName">
<sml:Term definition="urn:ogc:def:identifier:OGC:1.0:shortName">
<sml:value>Seabird SBE 37</sml:value>
</sml:Term>
</sml:identifier>
</sml:IdentifierList>
</sml:identification>
<sml:classification>
<sml:ClassifierList>
<sml:classifier name="intendedApplication">
<sml:Term definition="urn:ogc:def:classifier:OGC:1.0:application">
<sml:value>Oceanography</sml:value>
</sml:Term>
</sml:classifier>
<sml:classifier name="sensorType">
<sml:Term definition="urn:ogc:def:classifier:OGC:1.0:sensorType">
<sml:value>Seabird SBE 37</sml:value>
</sml:Term>
</sml:classifier>
</sml:ClassifierList>
</sml:classification>
<sml:validTime>
<gml:TimePeriod>
<gml:beginPosition>2011-01-01</gml:beginPosition>
<gml:endPosition>2013-01-01</gml:endPosition>
</gml:TimePeriod>
</sml:validTime>
<sml:capabilities>
<swe:DataRecord>
<!-- status indicates, whether sensor is collecting data -->
<swe:field name="status">
<swe:Boolean definition="urn:ogc:def:property:OGC:1.0:isActive">
<swe:value>true</swe:value>
</swe:Boolean>
</swe:field>
<!-- status indicates, whether sensor is mobile -->
<swe:field name="mobile">
<swe:Boolean definition="urn:ogc:def:property:OGC:1.0:isMobile">
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<swe:value>true</swe:value>
</swe:Boolean>
</swe:field>
<!-- the survial range capability indicates up to which depth the
sensor can survive -->
<swe:field name="survivalRange">
<swe:QuantityRange
definition="http://purl.oclc.org/net/ssnx/ssn#SurvivalRange">
<swe:uom code="m" />
<swe:value>-100 0</swe:value>
</swe:QuantityRange>
</swe:field>
<swe:field name="observedBBOX">
<swe:Envelope
referenceFrame="http://www.opengis.net/def/crs/EPSG/0/4326">
<swe:lowerCorner>
<swe:Vector>
<swe:coordinate name="easting">
<swe:Quantity axisID="x">
<swe:uom code="deg" />
<swe:value>-96.287842</swe:value>
</swe:Quantity>
</swe:coordinate>
<swe:coordinate name="northing">
<swe:Quantity axisID="y">
<swe:uom code="degree" />
<swe:value>22.207749</swe:value>
</swe:Quantity>
</swe:coordinate>
</swe:Vector>
</swe:lowerCorner>
<swe:upperCorner>
<swe:Vector>
<swe:coordinate name="easting">
<swe:Quantity axisID="x">
<swe:uom code="degree" />
<swe:value>-85.411377</swe:value>
</swe:Quantity>
</swe:coordinate>
<swe:coordinate name="northing">
<swe:Quantity axisID="y">
<swe:uom code="deg" />
<swe:value>28.979312</swe:value>
</swe:Quantity>
</swe:coordinate>
</swe:Vector>
</swe:upperCorner>
</swe:Envelope>
</swe:field>
</swe:DataRecord>
</sml:capabilities>
<sml:contact>
<sml:ResponsibleParty gml:id="Arne">
<sml:individualName>Arne Broering</sml:individualName>
<sml:organizationName>52 North</sml:organizationName>
<sml:contactInfo>
<sml:address>
<sml:deliveryPoint>Martin-Luther-King-Weg 24</sml:deliveryPoint>
<sml:city>Muenster</sml:city>
<sml:postalCode>48153</sml:postalCode>
<sml:country>Germany</sml:country>
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<sml:electronicMailAddress>
broering@52north.org
</sml:electronicMailAddress>
</sml:address>
</sml:contactInfo>
</sml:ResponsibleParty>
</sml:contact>
<!-- last measured location of sensor -->
<sml:position name="location">
<swe:Position
referenceFrame="http://www.opengis.net/def/crs/EPSG/0/4979">
<swe:location>
<swe:Vector gml:id="SENSOR_LOCATION">
<swe:coordinate name="easting">
<swe:Quantity axisID="x">
<swe:uom code="degree" />
<swe:value>-90.81</swe:value>
</swe:Quantity>
</swe:coordinate>
<swe:coordinate name="northing">
<swe:Quantity axisID="y">
<swe:uom code="degree" />
<swe:value>24.94</swe:value>
</swe:Quantity>
</swe:coordinate>
<swe:coordinate name="altitude">
<swe:Quantity axisID="z">
<swe:uom code="m" />
<swe:value>-42.0</swe:value>
</swe:Quantity>
</swe:coordinate>
</swe:Vector>
</swe:location>
</swe:Position>
</sml:position>
<!--*** here comes the encapsulated SID ***-->
<sml:interfaces>
<sml:InterfaceList>
<sml:interface name="SID">
<sml:InterfaceDefinition
connectionID="connector_serial"
connectionType="urn:sid:connection:serial">
<!--*** application layer ***-->
<sml:applicationLayer>
<sid:CommandDefinition>
<sid:commands>
<sid:CommandList>
<!-- ’StartNow’ command starts the sampling process with the
sampling interval set via ’SampleInterval’ command.-->
<command name="startSamplingCommand" auto="true" interval="5">
<sid:CommandParameters name="startSamplingCommandParams">
<swe:DataRecord gml:id="startSamplingCommandID">
<swe:field name="command"
xlink:role="urn:sid:command:parameter:name">
<swe:Text>
<swe:value>StartNow</swe:value>
</swe:Text>
</swe:field>
<!-- no further parameters required for this command -->
</swe:DataRecord>
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</sid:CommandParameters>
<sid:ResponseList>
<response name="startSamplingCommandResponse" valid="true"
xlink:href="#startSamplingCommandResponseEncoding" />
</sid:ResponseList>
<PreCondition>
<assertTrue ref="setSamplingRate" />
</PreCondition>
</command>
<!-- ’SampleInterval=x’ command sets the sampling rate. -->
<command name="setSamplingRate" auto="false" >
<sid:CommandParameters name="setSamplingRateParams">
<swe:DataRecord gml:id="setSamplingRateParamsEncoding">
<swe:field name="commandName"
xlink:role="urn:sid:command:parameter:name">
<swe:Text>
<swe:value>SampleInterval=</swe:value>
</swe:Text>
</swe:field>
<swe:field name="interval"
xlink:role="urn:sid:command:parameter:required">
<swe:Quantity>
<swe:uom code="sec" />
<swe:constraint>
<swe:AllowedValues>
<swe:min>6</swe:min>
</swe:AllowedValues>
</swe:constraint>
</swe:Quantity>
</swe:field>
</swe:DataRecord>
</sid:CommandParameters>
<sid:ResponseList>
<response name="setSamplingRateCommandResponse" valid="true">
<swe:DataRecord gml:id="setSamplingRateResponse">
<swe:field name="samplingRateAcknowledge">
<swe:Text />
</swe:field>
</swe:DataRecord>
</response>
</sid:ResponseList>
</command>
</sid:CommandList>
</sid:commands>
</sid:CommandDefinition>
</sml:applicationLayer>
<!--*** presentation layer ***-->
<sml:presentationLayer>
<sid:DataOutputStream>
<dataOutputComponents>
<ComponentList>
<component name="watersensor">
<swe:DataRecord>
<swe:field name="TEMP">
<swe:Quantity gml:id="temperatureID" >
<swe:uom code="Cel" />
</swe:Quantity>
</swe:field>
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<swe:field name="PRESSURE">
<swe:Quantity gml:id="pressureID" >
<swe:uom code="bar" />
</swe:Quantity>
</swe:field>
<swe:field name="SALINITY">
<swe:Quantity gml:id="salinityID" >
<swe:uom code="ppth" />
</swe:Quantity>
</swe:field>
<swe:field name="CHLORINTY">
<swe:Quantity gml:id="chlorinityID" >
<swe:uom code="ppth" />
</swe:Quantity>
</swe:field>
</swe:DataRecord>
</component>
</ComponentList>
</dataOutputComponents>
</sid:DataOutputStream>
</sml:presentationLayer>
<!--*** transport layer ***-->
<sml:transportLayer>
<!-- definition of process to calculate
’chlorinity’ from measured ’salinity’-->
<sid:Decoder>
<decoderComponent>
<sml:ProcessChain>
<sml:inputs>
<sml:InputList>
<sml:input name="salinityInput">
<swe:Quantity/>
</sml:input>
</sml:InputList>
</sml:inputs>
<sml:outputs>
<sml:OutputList>
<sml:output name="chlorinityOutput">
<swe:Quantity/>
</sml:output>
</sml:OutputList>
</sml:outputs>
<sml:parameters>
<sml:ParameterList>
<sml:parameter name="processParams">
<swe:DataRecord>
<swe:field name="salinityParam">
<swe:Quantity/>
</swe:field>
<swe:field name="chlorinityParam">
<swe:Quantity/>
</swe:field>
</swe:DataRecord>
</sml:parameter>
</sml:ParameterList>
</sml:parameters>
<sml:components>
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<sml:ComponentList>
<sml:component name="calculationComp">
<sml:ProcessModel gml:id="calculationProcess">
<sml:inputs>
<sml:InputList>
<sml:input name="value">
<swe:Quantity />
</sml:input>
</sml:InputList>
</sml:inputs>
<sml:outputs>
<sml:OutputList>
<sml:output name="result">
<swe:Quantity />
</sml:output>
</sml:OutputList>
</sml:outputs>
<sml:parameters>
<sml:ParameterList>
<sml:parameter name="settings">
<swe:DataArray>
<swe:elementCount />
<swe:elementType name="values">
<swe:DataRecord>
<swe:field name="x">
<swe:Quantity />
</swe:field>
<swe:field name="y">
<swe:Quantity />
</swe:field>
</swe:DataRecord>
</swe:elementType>
</swe:DataArray>
</sml:parameter>
</sml:ParameterList>
</sml:parameters>
<sml:method
xlink:role="urn:sid:process:transfer:linear"/>
</sml:ProcessModel>
</sml:component>
</sml:ComponentList>
</sml:components>
<!-- process internal connections: -->
<sml:connections>
<sml:ConnectionList>
<!-- mapping of process input to calculation input: -->
<sml:connection>
<sml:Link type="urn:sid:link">
<sml:source ref="this/inputs/salinityInput"/>
<sml:destination ref="calculationComp/inputs/value"/>
</sml:Link>
</sml:connection>
<!-- mapping of process output to calculation output: -->
<sml:connection>
<sml:Link type="urn:sid:link">
<sml:source ref="calculationComp/outputs/result"/>
<sml:destination ref="this/outputs/chlorinityOutput"/>
</sml:Link>
</sml:connection>
<sml:connection>
<sml:Link type="urn:sid:link">
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<sml:source
ref="this/parameters/processParams/salinityParam"/>
<sml:destination
ref="calculationComp/parameter/settings/values/x"/>
</sml:Link>
</sml:connection>
<sml:connection>
<sml:Link type="urn:sid:link">
<sml:source
ref="this/parameters/processParams/chlorinityParam"/>
<sml:destination
ref="calculationComp/parameter/settings/values/y"/>
</sml:Link>
</sml:connection>
</sml:ConnectionList>
</sml:connections>
</sml:ProcessChain>
</decoderComponent>
</sid:Decoder>
</sml:transportLayer>
<!--*** physical layer ***-->
<sml:physicalLayer>
<sid:DataInputStream>
<dataInputComponents>
<ComponentList>
<component name="startSamplingCommand"
xlink:href="#startSamplingCommandID"/>
<component name="setSamplingRateCommand"
xlink:href="#setSamplingRateParamsEncoding"/>
</ComponentList>
</dataInputComponents>
</sid:DataInputStream>
<sid:DataOutputStream>
<dataOutputComponents>
<ComponentList>
<component name="setSamplingRateResponseComponent">
<swe:DataBlockDefinition>
<swe:components
name="setSamplingRateResponseEncodingComps"
xlink:href="#setSamplingRateResponse" />
<swe:encoding>
<swe:TextBlock
tokenSeparator=","
blockSeparator="&#x000D;"
decimalSeparator="."/>
</swe:encoding>
</swe:DataBlockDefinition>
</component>
<component name="DataOutputStream">
<swe:DataBlockDefinition>
<swe:components name="dataMessageBlock">
<swe:DataRecord gml:id="startSamplingCommandResponseEncoding">
<swe:field name="temperature">
<swe:Text />
</swe:field>
<swe:field name="conductivity">
<swe:Text />
</swe:field>
<swe:field name="pressure">
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<swe:Text />
</swe:field>
<swe:field name="salinity">
<swe:Text />
</swe:field>
<swe:field name="sound_velocity">
<swe:Text />
</swe:field>
<swe:field name="date">
<swe:Text />
</swe:field>
<swe:field name="time">
<swe:Text />
</swe:field>
</swe:DataRecord>
</swe:components>
<swe:encoding>
<swe:TextBlock
tokenSeparator=","
blockSeparator="&#x000D;"
decimalSeparator="."/>
<!-- ’&#x000D;’ represents the XML encoded ASCII
character for carriage return (<CR>) -->
</swe:encoding>
</swe:DataBlockDefinition>
</component>
</ComponentList>
</dataOutputComponents>
</sid:DataOutputStream>
</sml:physicalLayer>
<!--*** SID internal connections ***-->
<sml:connections>
<sml:ConnectionList>
<!-- flow of COMMANDS through the SID from top to bottom
(application layer to physical layer): -->
<sml:connection>
<sml:Link type="urn:sid:link">
<sml:source ref="applicationLayer/commands/startSamplingCommand"/>
<sml:destination ref="physicalLayer/dataInputComponents
/startSamplingCommand"/>
</sml:Link>
</sml:connection>
<sml:connection>
<sml:Link type="urn:sid:link">
<sml:source ref="applicationLayer/commands/setSamplingRate"/>
<sml:destination ref="physicalLayer/dataInputComponents
/setSamplingRateCommand"/>
</sml:Link>
</sml:connection>
<!-- flow of DATA through the SID from bottom to top
(physical layer to presentation layer): -->
<sml:connection>
<sml:Link type="urn:sid:link">
<sml:source ref="physicalLayer/dataOutputComponents
/DataOutputStream/dataMessageBlock/temperature"/>
<sml:destination ref="presentationLayer/dataOutputComponents
/watersensor/TEMP"/>
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</sml:Link>
</sml:connection>
<!-- flow SALINITY=>CHLORINITY DATA through SID from bottom to top.
In this case, data go from physical layer through transport layer
(calculation process) to presentation layer: -->
<sml:connection>
<sml:Link type="urn:sid:link">
<sml:source ref="physicalLayer/dataOutputComponents
/DataOutputStream/dataMessageBlock/salinity"/>
<sml:destination ref="transportLayer/decoderComponents
/inputs/salinityInput"/>
</sml:Link>
</sml:connection>
<sml:connection>
<sml:Link type="urn:sid:link">
<sml:source ref="transportLayer/decoderComponents
/outputs/chlorinityOutput"/>
<sml:destination ref="presentationLayer
/dataOutputComponents/watersensor/CHLORINITY"/>
</sml:Link>
</sml:connection>
</sml:ConnectionList>
</sml:connections>
</sml:InterfaceDefinition>
</sml:interface>
</sml:InterfaceList>
</sml:interfaces>
<!--*** here ends the encapsulated SID ***-->
<!--*** outputs of the sensor system ***-->
<sml:outputs>
<!-- list containing the output phenomena of this sensor system -->
<sml:OutputList>
<sml:output name="temperature">
<swe:DataRecord>
<gml:description>
http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/1.1/property.owl#Temperature
</gml:description>
<swe:field name="temperature" xlink:href="#temperatureID" />
</swe:DataRecord>
</sml:output>
<sml:output name="pressure">
<swe:DataRecord>
<gml:description>
http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/2.0/hydro.owl#WaterPressure
</gml:description>
<swe:field name="pressure" xlink:href="#pressureID" />
</swe:DataRecord>
</sml:output>
<sml:output name="salinity">
<swe:DataRecord>
<gml:description>
http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/2.0/chemConcentration.owl#Salinity
</gml:description>
<swe:field name="salinity" xlink:href="#salinityID" />
</swe:DataRecord>
</sml:output>
<sml:output name="chlorinity">
<swe:DataRecord>
<gml:description>
http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/2.0/chemConcentration.owl#Chlorinity
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</gml:description>
<swe:field name="chlorinity" xlink:href="#chlorinityID" />
</swe:DataRecord>
</sml:output>
</sml:OutputList>
</sml:outputs>
<!--*** SID external components to configure processes ***-->
<sml:components>
<sml:ComponentList>
<sml:component name="salinityToCholrinityCalculation">
<sml:Component>
<sml:parameters>
<sml:ParameterList>
<sml:parameter name="calculationParams">
<swe:Curve>
<swe:elementCount>
<swe:Count><swe:value>2</swe:value></swe:Count>
</swe:elementCount>
<swe:elementType>
<swe:SimpleDataRecord>
<swe:field name="salinityParam">
<swe:Quantity definition="http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/2.0
/chemConcentration.owl#Salinity"/>
</swe:field>
<swe:field name="chlorinityParam">
<swe:Quantity definition="http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/2.0
/chemConcentration.owl#Chlorinity"/>
</swe:field>
</swe:SimpleDataRecord>
</swe:elementType>
<swe:encoding>
<swe:TextBlock
tokenSeparator
= ", "
decimalSeparator = "."
blockSeparator
= "; " />
</swe:encoding>
<!-- The following coordinates define a linear curve to calculate
chlorinity based on salinity measurements. -->
<swe:values>
0.03, 0;
1.835, 1;
</swe:values>
</swe:Curve>
</sml:parameter>
</sml:ParameterList>
</sml:parameters>
</sml:Component>
</sml:component>
</sml:ComponentList>
</sml:components>
<!--*** SID external connections ***-->
<sml:connections>
<sml:ConnectionList>
<!-- mapping of externally defined calculation parameters to the SID
internal process of chlorinity calculation: -->
<sml:connection>
<sml:Link>
<sml:source ref="components/salinityToCholrinityCalculation
/parameters/calculationParams/salinityParam" />
<sml:destination ref="this/interfaces/SID/transportLayer
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/decoderComponent/parameters/processParams/salinityParam" />
</sml:Link>
</sml:connection>
<sml:connection>
<sml:Link>
<sml:source ref="components/salinityToCholrinityCalculation
/parameters/calculationParams/chlorinityParam" />
<sml:destination ref="this/interfaces/SID/transportLayer
/decoderComponent/parameters/processParams/chlorinityParam" />
</sml:Link>
</sml:connection>
<!-- mapping of SID internal data outputs on presentation layer
to SID external output definition: -->
<sml:connection>
<sml:Link type="urn:sid:link">
<sml:source ref="this/interfaces/SID/presentationLayer
/dataOutputComponents/watersensor/TEMP"/>
<sml:destination ref="this/outputs/temperature"/>
</sml:Link>
</sml:connection>
<sml:connection>
<sml:Link type="urn:sid:link">
<sml:source ref="this/interfaces/SID/presentationLayer
/dataOutputComponents/watersensor/PRESSURE"/>
<sml:destination ref="this/outputs/pressure"/>
</sml:Link>
</sml:connection>
<sml:connection>
<sml:Link type="urn:sid:link">
<sml:source ref="this/interfaces/SID/presentationLayer
/dataOutputComponents/watersensor/SALINITY"/>
<sml:destination ref="this/outputs/salinity"/>
</sml:Link>
</sml:connection>
<sml:connection>
<sml:Link type="urn:sid:link">
<sml:source
ref="presentationLayer/dataOutputComponents/watersensor/CHLORINITY"/>
<sml:destination ref="this/outputs/chlorinity"/>
</sml:Link>
</sml:connection>
</sml:ConnectionList>
</sml:connections>
</sml:System>

Listing A.1 The SensorML document and encapsulated SID for the
Seabird SBE 37 sensor.
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